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State board
votes in favor
of teaching
sex education

Tabatha Foster 'progressing fine'
fours months after landmark surgery
PITTSBURGH (AP — Tabatha Foster, the 31 •year-old Kentucky
girl who received five organs in a landmark transplant operation, is
"progressing fine" more than four months after surgery. hospital officials said Wednesday.
The girl, from Madisonville, Ky., was reported still in serious condition in a private room of Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
Her recovery has really been somewhat uneventful," said
hospital spokeswoman Lynn McMahon. She is really progressing
fine. There have been no major bumps along the way."
Tabatha underwent surgery ending NOv:Ito replace her liver, pancreas, small intestine and parts of her stomach and colon.
She suffered from short gut syndrome. a congenital defect, and
would have died without the transplant, according to doctors.
Tabatha is still being fed intravenously, through a special pump to
her stomach, and by mouth with a special baby food formula, according to Miss McMahon.
Tabatha's surgeons said they have no precedent for feeding such a
patient.. Two other patients underwent similar operations in the
United States in recent years, but they. died within a few days
Her mother. Sandra, is at her bedside daily, Miss McMahon said
President Reagan appealed for donations and ,prayers for the girl
in his weekly radio address Jan. 23 Reagan also contributed $1,000 to
a special fund for her medical bills.

Book distribution

The A.F. "Skeet" Myers Horse Show and Show King at the Calloway County Fair was recently named to
honor a DIM who has been associated with the fair for 27 years. Myers. pictured center with his wife
tieraldine, was tearfully surprised when the sign was unveiled by, from left to right, Eddie Jones, Trish Parrish, Renee Elkins, Jamey McMillen, Joe Kelso, president of the fair; Roy Scott, Carolyn Scott and Joe
Lawrence. Not pictured is Don Norsworthy. The fair is scheduled to run Aug. 9-14 this year — its 29th year.
Ststf photo by Donna Newcomb

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky State Board of Education has voted to begin teaching
AIDS prevention and sex education in schools across the state.
"I'm delighted to see we're do-ing this," said Beverly Schneider,
a board member from Lexingt0
"I feel it's long overdue."
The board on Wednesday approved the new classes even
though legislation that would require similar courses has yet to be
passed by the General Assembly.
The Kentucky House passed a
bill Tuesday calling for each
school district to develop a curriculum for instruction on human
reproduction, the prevention of
sexually transmitted diseases and
the benefits of premarital
abstinence, among other things.
Angela Wilkins, who is in charge
of developing the courses for the
Department of Education, said
there is a pressing need for the
classes.
Kentucky led the nation two
years ago in the number of births
to Caucasian teen-agers, she said.
Her office has been developing the
guidelines for the courses for eight
months, however a specific program has not been devised.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Blandford: Gov. will have to lead tax fight
Copies of the book "Photog-raphic Pot-Pourri of Calloway County"
are DOW being distributed to subscribers at the( slloway County
Public library between the hours of 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from i0 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays. Those
wishing to purchase copies from the next shipment may register at
the library to be called when the books arrive. Pictured above from
left are: Madelyn Melton, Pat Weatherly, Debbie Bell and Ann
Doran.

Elsewhere...
Ply The Aiwortated

BRUSSELS. Belgium — NATO's leaders are reaffirming their
fidelity to a common defense in light of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's campaign to lore Europeans from the alliance with the tantalizing prospect of a nuclear-free continent.
BRISSEL9. Belgium — President Reagan is sending Secretary of
State George P. Shultz on a new round of talks with Mideast leaders
In search of a formula for negotiations to end the 40-year Arab-Israeli
dispute.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's vow to veto a sweeping civil
rights bill puts him on a collision course with Congress, which has
overwhelmingly endorsed the landmark measure expanding protections against discrimination.
PANAMA MI' — Opposition to strongman Gen Manuel Antonio
Noriega's rule grew with doctors joining a business people's strike
going into fourth day today and the United States moving to freeze
Panamanian bank assets

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Don Blandford
predicts that Gov Wallace Wilkinson will see the error of his ways
and agree to a tax increase in the
next two years. ,
After a closed caucus of House
Democrats on Wednesday. Blandford emerged to sharply criticize
the austere budget he said the

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

General Assembly will be forced
to pass because there will be no
tax increase
"It's my personal opinion that
the commonwealth of Kentucky
tannot live with this budget for the
next two years," Blandford, DPhilpot, said.
Some legislators tried to increase taxes this session, but

MISS
YOUR PAMIR?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Lodger &
Times by 5 30 pm Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday. or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday Office Hours — 8 am.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — A
House leader said Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's proposal for a state
lottery would have trouble getting
out of his committee if a vote were
taken today
Rep. Ramsey Morris, chairman
of the State Government Committee, said he recently polled the
panel and found that six of its 20
members were for House Bill 1,
eight were against it and the other

six were undecided, with about
half of them leaning against the
measure.
"In my committee, 11 votes — a
simple majority — is needed to
pass out a bill and have it posted in
the full House. At this time, we're
far from that number," Morris
said in an interview Tuesday.
Morris' committee has not considered the bill yet, but "If a vote
were taken today, I'd say the

chances of HB 1 being voted out
favorably by my committee are
pretty dim right now," Morris, DHopkinsville, said.
"There'd have to be a powerful
lot of switching ( in votes) for it to
pass out to the full House. Its
c.hances are pfttty low at
present"
As a proposed constitutional
amendment, the lottery bill would
need votes from at least three-

354.8
345.9

fifths of both the House, where it
originates, and the Senate in order
for it be placed on the general
election ballot in the fall
"I've heard those reports that
the bill is in trouble, but I feel that
with enough push from the governor. it will come out of. committee." said Rep. Gregory D. Stumbo, , D•Hindman, majority floor
(Cont'd on page 2)

Official reports
administrations
appreciative of
U.S. assistance
By sonT WILSON
Staff Writer
The countries in Central
America are appreciative of the
help the United States is providing
for them Their officials truly need
the financial and administrative
aid that is being passed their way.
But, Costa Rica, Guatemala and
other neighboring countries want
to come out from under the big
U.S. shadow They want
autonomy.

Forecast
Tonight: Cloudy with a 50
percent chance of additional
rain. Low 35 to 40 Northeast
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday: Rain likely. High 45
to 50. Northeast wind 5 to 10
mph. Chance of rain 60 percent.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for decreasing cloudiness
Saturday. partly cloudy Sunday
and mostly sunny Monday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

(Cent'd on page 2)

Legislator: proposed lottery bill in trouble
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Blandford said it will not happen
It will be up to Wilkinson to
abandon his no-tax stand and lead
the public cry for more tax money.
Blandford said.
"The governor's got to do that
selling job," Blandford said
"He's done a heckuva ,tob selling

Ken Harrell, dean of the College of Humanistic Studies at Murray State University, Helens to Francisco
Villagram Kramer speak Wednesday night during a lecture at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum on the
MSC campus. Kramer, the former civilian vice president of Guatemala, spoke as part ef the U.S. Lowry
Distinguished Lecture in Humanities Series.
(*bar *obi by nese Wilson

0

So said Francisco Villagram
Kramer Wednesday night during a
lecture at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State
University Kramer's speech was
part of the C.S Lowry
Distinguished Lecture in the
Humanities Series. His visit was
part of the Latin America
Awareness Week. celebration at
MSU.
((ont'd on page 2)
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Tax fight...
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the classes.
"Suppose we were talking about
biology, not sex education," Jay
said. "Suppose a parent came in
and said, 'I don't want my child to
take biology. I don't believe in
evolution.' I think we're setting a
bad precedent."
The board is risking the health
of all students by allowing some to
skip such courses, Jay said.
"What good is it 11 20 percent of the
people say, 'I don't want my
children to know about AIDS,1ind
they become AIDS carriers," Jay
said.
John Brock, superintendent of
public instruction, said he thought
the bill included the option to ensure its passage.
"Those people who object to the
schools doing it would probably
provide that information
themselves," Brock said. The
schools would give teaching
materials to those parents. he
said.
The board also objected to a provision of the bill requiring that the
classes be in place when school
starts in the fall

(Cont'd from page))
(Cont'd from page 1)
the public on the fact that they
Board members were critical of
don't need a tax increase.
several aspects of the bill and said
"That's got to change," Bland. they plan to discuss their objecford continued.
tions with legislators.
Blandford defended the
Stuart P. Jay, a board member
legislature tor not taking the in- from Louisville, objected to a proitiative and passing a tax increase vision of the legislation allowing
over Wilkinson's promised veto.
the parents of some students to
An informal poll of Democratic elect to keep their children out of
lawmakers in the House taken by
leadership showed there was not
enough support to get the 51 votes
needed to override a veto.
The comments came after ,(Cont'd from page))
Blandford and other House
leader in the House.
Democrats met again behind closStumbo, House Speaker Don
ed doors to discuss the budget.
Blandford, D-Philpot, and other
The sentiment of that group was
Democratic House leaders coto take the budget offered by
sponsored the bill on Wilkinson's
Wilkinson and cut in selected
behalf and had it registered as
areas to add more money to
FiBl at his request.
employee retirement systems and
When HB1 is considered by the
not take funds from the DepartState Government Committee proment of Fish and Wildlife
bably will be determined next
Resoursez.
week, according to Rep. Jody
To replace all that money would
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
take more than $80 million in the
chairman of the House
1988-90 budget.
Democratic Caucus.
Rep. Joe Clarke, the chairman
"We'll soon be setting a time for
of the House Appropriations and
the caucus to meet next week and
Revenue Committee, said the
go over the lottery, succession and
budget proposed by Wilkinson has
other constitutional amendments.
few areas to cut.
Ramsey tMorrisl needs some
"It's a lousy budget: the goversense 'of the 71 Democrats in the
Children from the Apple Tree
nor agrees and he wrote it,
House as to whether HB1 would School are hard at work asking
Clarke. D-Danville, said.
pass before he holds hearings on it people in the community to sponThe first candidate for extincand votes on whether to send it to sor them in the Easter Bunny Hop
tion is a planned surplus of $15
the House floor," Richards said.
to be held March 8 at the center to
million in fiscal 1989 and $20
Morris agreed, saying, "It benefit the Muscular Dystrophy
million the following year.
would be ridiculous for the com- Association. Sponsors are being
After that, Clarke and Blandford
mittee to waste its time on an asked to make their pledge based
said Wilkinson's pet education
amendment that won't pass. I upon the number of hops the child
projects may go. One would
want to make,sure there are 60..„ will do in timed two-minute
establish a $13 million fund during
votes for it before I hold hearing period. Anyone who has not been
the biennium to help the poorest
one."
invited to make their donation
school districts.
Morris declined to state his feel- may mail it to the center at 1503
Almost $10 million could come
ings on HB1, but he said the idea Stadium View Dr. Money raised
from a plan to create benchmark
that its passage would be will go to thelAuscular Dystrophy
schools and begin Wilkinson's
automatic because of Wilkinson's Association's Twin Rivers
school reward program.
strong support has now faded
Chapter, based in this area.

Lottery

1849

.79

Sex education...

Children seeking
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Assistance...
(('ont'd from page 1)
Kramer, the former civilian
vice president of Guatemala, said
that Central America needs help,
but not with everything.
"We can handle the little problems. You (U.S.) can have the
big ones," Kramer told the audience. "We will call on you when
we need you."
His point was well taken. "Central American countries need
political space to operate," commented Mike Waag, professor of
Spanish at Murray State. "That
may be accomplished. The Arais
peace plan could achieve a
greater autonomy for those
countries."
The Arais peace plan, proposed
by Oscar Arais, the president of
Costa Rica, would provide an
easy, simple route for bringing
peace to all the troubled countries
south of the United States,
Some of the key points of the
plan are, according to Kramer:
1. Political space for Central
American countries;
2. There are other wars going on
besides the Nicaraguan war and
attention should be paid to them
also; and
3. Political pluralism would
allow Central Americans to learn
political negotiation_
Ideology, according to Kramer,
is the common denominator in
Central American countries. He
also said that ideology is the main cause of many of the problems in
those countries.
"The crisis in Central America
is of 'the ideological nature.
Kramer commented "We are
challenged by our ideologies "
In closing, Kramer said that the
struggle in Central America will
probablyikcontinue for some time.
However,'he has noticed that the
citizens of the countries have a
proper attitude toward the conflict.
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Education needs funding State's new license plates won't win any prizes
By ROBERT F.SEXTON
Executive Director
Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence

leaves 7,500 eligible Kentucky
What do you think of Kentucky's
families without services. (Comnew
license plates? Frankly, I
pare this to South Carolina's
don't care for them.
model program which serves
First, they're "too busy," as they
10,000 children with a budget of $11
say in the printing business.
(Part II of a
million.) Meanwhile 360,000 KenThere's too much crammed on
three-part series)
tucky children remain in poverty
them — the spires at Churchill
and only about 70,000 are reached
Downs, a race horse in full stride,
Who would suggest that just
by pre-school programs — another
the name of our Commonwealth,
spending more money is all it
drop in the bucket.
the state's nickname, the license
takes to improve Kentucky educaFact: Kentucky ranks 46th in
number, and, if you bend over and tion pump while the driver of the
tion? Nobody. Likewise, no one
the nation in enrollment in higher
look real close, you wW find the car, already serviced and left parkwould suggest that improved
education. Enrollment in two-year
name of the county in which the ed at the pump I need, loafs around
schools are free. Belt-tightening is
and vocational programs is lower
plate was issued tucked away bet- inside after paying for his gasoline
fine, but it's not enough.
than all surrounding and southern
ween a couple colored lines.
The education budget recomor signing his credit card ticket.
mended to the Legislature by states except West Virginia. In
This takes only a few minutes,
And, that's not all. The pale, blue
funding, the University of KenGovernor Wilkinson will satisfy
and
I don't usually get up tight
color
of
the
figures
and
lettering on
tucky ranks 11th out of 13 comonly the lowest aspirations. It
the white background is so faint it about having to wait, although the
parable research universities
perpetuates the myth that this
almost blends into the white. The considerate and courteous thing to
across the South. University of
Commonwealth can pull out of its
whole plate is so cluttered it simp- do is to drive up a few feet once you
Kentucky faculty salaries average
deep slump of undereducation and
ly is hard to read. It is for me, and are through getting however much
$3,700 below comparable
underemployment for practically
I'm familiar with everything on it. gas you want so anyone coming in
Institutions.
nothing. It suggest that by some
We had such good colors on our behind might have access to the
The budget provides: in effect, a
magic trick a state with low taxes
former,
easy-to-read -at-a-glance pump.
decrease in higher education funwill have schools that are better
I experienced the epitome of this
plates.
All
that was on them was
ding if required cost increased
than those of other states.
kind of inconsideration one of those
the
state,
the
license
number
and
(such as incresase in employer's
Let's compare the budget's
the county — each in white on a real chilly days recently.
Social Security contributions) are
results to the well-known proI had stopped at Mike Baker's big
deep
blue background.
figured in. Vocational spending
Shell
setup at the corner of
blems Kentucky faces.
There's
an old adage which says
was actually decreased in this
Chestnut and 12th Street for some
Fact: Kentucky has the highest
"if
it
ain't
broke,
don't
fix
it."
I
budget by $3 million. While money
adult illiteracy rate in the nation.
think that well applies to our new gasoline. I had been running on
Isn't
the only way to improve
Between 400,000 and 600,000 Kenlicense
plates, which, for all prac- vapors all morning.
higher education, these cuts could
I pulled in behind one of those littuckians are illiterate.
tical
purposes,
the old ones were
devastate Kentucky's ability to
tle
Japanese cars with a Missouri
The budget provides: for an indoing the job for which they were
compete with brain power in the
license and parked at the tank I
crease which will reach 620 more
designed.
But
somebody
came
modern economy.
adults with literacy training next
along and had to change them, and needed. No one was in it. The hose
Fact: Poor counties have much
year. The budget will reach about
I, personally, can't come up with was on the pump.
less money to spend on education
"They're inside paying up," I
1 percent of Kentucky's illiterate
anything good to say about the end
than the wealthier counties. The
thought, and settled back in the
result.
adults — hardly a drop in the
amount of money available per
seat listening to all the selling and
bucket.
student in the 7 poorest districts
There's a whole lot more to Ken- swapping going on over one of the
Fact - Kentucky ranks 50th in
was $1,748 compared to an
tucky than the Bluegrass, Churchill local radio stations.
the nation in the percentage of
average of $2,726 in the 7 most af•••
Down's twin spires and race
adults over 25 yew of age who
fluent districts.
horses,
but
a
license
plate,
I
waited
and
waited and waited,
have graduated from high school.
While local willingness to tax is
something which you have only growing more impatient by the
an appalling condition and a napart of the problem, the wealth
moments to read sometimes as minute. Ten minutes went by, actional embarrassment. One way to
-available to tax is more importhey
streak by, is no place to try to cording to my trusty Timex, but
Improve this number is to provide
illustrate and promote them all.
still no sign of the driver of the car
General Educational Develop- tant. These poorest districts have
over 20 percent unemployment,
•••
parked at the tank. A pickup truck
ment Certificates (G.E.D.'si.
over 40 percent poverty, and much
And,
while
in
an
unand
a car were being serviced on
Kentucky has recently made speclower property values.
complimentary mood, let me tell the other side of the island.
tacular strides, with State supThe state's attemp to correct
you about another pet peeve of
"They must be eating, gone to
ported G.E.D. programs increasthese differences is "power
mine. I don't have many, but one the rest room or something," I
ing their graduates faster than
equalization," a formula funding
is having to wait for a service sta. thought, peering around the pickup
any other state in the nation
approach which distributes state
The budget provides. no Increases to continue this funds to the poorer districts to
make up for local deficiencies
Improvement:
Power equalization, by everyone's
Fact: About 360,000 Kentucky
Editor's note: On Tuesday, Feb. need and, according to Aristotle,
admission, including the Goverchildren grow up in poverty
16,
the Kentucky Advocates for something we all desire. Learning
nor's has never been fully funded,
These children increased from 24
Higher Education sponsored a ral- changes us, and we, in turn, affect
so it does not "equalize" the difpercent in 1)to 29 percent in
ly for higher education in the society in which we live — in
ference between the poorer and
1985, the fastest growing populaFrankfort. The complete text of our context, Kentucky.
the richer districts.
tion in Kentucky Poverty for all
Every time we as students learn
the speech presented by Sally
The budget provides: an inKentucky age groups Increased
a
McKenney,
piece of information, or a conjunior
Murray
a
at
crease of $X million for power
from 12 percent to 19.4 percent,
University, is listed below.
cept,
State
or a skill we are changed.
equalization According to the
giving Kentucky the third highest
When
we learn the principle of
Superintendent of Public InstrucIncrease of any state in the nation
leverage,
Remarks
by
we become able to move
tion, the budget proposal is so
These children's chances for
mountains.
Sally
When we learn that
McKenne
small that the disparity between
success later in life — to be high
at the
there is a country called Surinam
the districts will actually increase
school graduates, to be employed,
Higher Education Kali)
and about its people, the picture of
next year. not decrease
the world we carry around in our
to be self-sufficient — are
Feb. 14, 1988
Altogether the budget is more
abysmal. But we know how to
heads is altered. When we learn a
Frankfort, Kentucky
notable for what it doesn't do than
break cycles of poverty and ignew
word, we become able to talk
for what it does:
norance ; . early intervention
Most of you have probably seen about things we couldn't talk
It doesn't continue to reduce
through pre-school, parent educathe television spot in which the about before. And if our leaders
class sizes as promised by the 1986
tion, health care, reducing
twisted mouth of a parent says, can't remember the joy of
Legislature.
teenage pregnancy, pre-natal care
"You make me sick," "You're no discovery that comes with learnIt doesn't provide counselors for
and more.
,""You bother me just get ing something new, then they will
elementary schools.
have forgotten something wonderThe budget provides a welcome
out of here."
It doesn't provide funding for
addition of $925,000 in the Parent
very real sense that is what ful, or they have been robbed.
In
a
children to attend kindergarten all
And Child Education program.
will be said to 114,000 college
Not only do we individually
day.
Kentucky's premier early
students of all ages in Kentucky if benefit from higher education but
It doesn't make teacher salaries
childhood and parent education effunding for higher education in the state as a whole benefits as
more competitive, it makes them
fort. In 1987 P A C E. served about
well. When students graduate
their home state is not increased
less competitive.
540 families; the increase in the
In the same way that parents from Kentucky's institutions of
Ot doesn't continue funding for
can underestimate the destructive higher education, ire are more
budget will raise that to about
the popular and produtive Educaimpact of what they say to their employable. We are more produc1,100 families. But this increase
tion Innovation Incentive Fund.
children, our leaders can tive. We are changed people. And
One frustrated legislator said.
underestimate the impact of what It's a change the state should pay
"We took a small step forward in
we decide to spend or not spend on attention to.
1986 and we're taking 3 giant steps
l'40•••41, N
• •)•••• h.
higher education
Each time a college student is
backward now." He meant that
I
Just
as
parents
educated
caring
—
and thereby becomes
those
the true "reforms." the real
who really care about their employable, that graduate will
-steps forward" in 1986, were
families — are constantly generate tens of thousands of
small, such as the Innovative Inevaluating how their behavior af- dollars worth of economic produccentive Fund for special school
fects their children, we as caring tivity yearly. Education is the
projects and the small pre-school
Kentuckians are here today to ex- most profitable investment a
program. Some of these will disapthe impact of our spending government can make.
amine
pear entirely if the new budget is
decisions Who is affected and how
The legislative act of adequately
enacted; others are funded
are they effected' Who is affected funding higher education certainly
inadequately
is all of us and how we're affected has practical .repercussions.
When the budget was announced
Quality teachers are hired.
is dramatically.
some educators said "It could
Learning is something we all Students receive the scholarships
have been worse." I guess they
were thankful for small blessings. They believed the Governor
might actually reduce education
Ten years ago
funds But in a state where educawere ?Wks for North Marshall,
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tion spending is 47th lowest in the
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Next the Wilkinson Education port expansion can begin this
summer.
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toward the office area. No sign of
anyone coming my way.
Meanwhile, the pickup truck's
driver finished getting what
gasoline he wanted, quickly paid
his bill and drove away.
Backing up, I maneuvered my
car around so I could get my gas
cap on the side next to the idle
pump beside the little car but on the
opposite side of the island.

other day doing some research in
the files of The Mayfield
Messenger.
In the paper's edition of August
18, 1923, he came across a tidbit
which made him chuckle. He since
has shared it with me. It was a
news story about The Rules of The
Road in Japan."
These were instructions, printed
in English by the Japanese
Mumbling something about some authorities, for the benefit of
"inconsiderate jerk," I was out and foreign motorists. I'm sure that at
removing my gas cap when here that point in time — as it is macho
came the driver of the little blue to say nowadays to show you are
car, nonchalantly saundering really "with it" — no doubt there
were few automobiles driven by
across the service station apron.
anyone
in Japan.
He was a young fellow, apparentAnyway, here are the rules as
ly a Murray State student from our
neighboring state across the laid down by the Japanese for those
Mississippi. Judging from the early-day foreigners gadding about
package dangling from one hand, in their motor cars:
"At the rise of the hand of a
he had been over at E. W. Dennison
and Eddie Hunt's sporting goods policeman, stop rapidly. Do not
store next door doing some pass him by or otherwise
disrespect him.
shopping.
•
"When a passenger of the foot
He didn't make any effort to heaves into sight, tootle the horn
hurry to move his car, nor did he trumpet to him.. melodiously at
offer any apology for blocking the first. If he still obstacles your
tank as he got behind his wheel, passage, tootle him with vigor and
started the car and drove away. express by word of mouth the warSpeechless, I just stood there. I ning, 'Hi! Hi!' Beware of the
couldn't believe what I had just wandering horse that he shall not
take fright as you pass him.
seen.
"Do not explode the exhaust box
That was another time I wished
I had been about 30 years younger, at him. Go soothingly by, or stop by
6-4 tall and weighed about 225 the roadside 'till he passes away.
pounds. I was mad enough to have Give big,space to the restive dog
that makes sport in the roadway.
stuffed him into his gas tank —
Avoid entanglement of the dog with
headfirst!
your wheel spokes.
I hope we all learned a lesson
"Go soothingly on the grease
from that. I hope none of us will be
that inconsiderate at the self- 'mud as there lurks the skid demon.
service pumps. From now on, I'm Press the brake of the foot as you
going to try to remember to pull up roll around the corners to save the
a few feet and free the pump for the .collapse and tieup."
For what it's worth...
next customer while I pay my bill.
•••
I hope you will, too.
.
I got"a rhuckle out of this: PeoMy good friend, Auburn Wells, ple living together without being
who earned more athletic letters at married can be rather upsetting to
Murray State than any athlete in its a fellow who has just been arrested
history, was over in Mayfield the for fishing without a license.

Kentucky colleges, universities deserve support

GiRAF1FITIF

and financial aid without many of
us could not attend school. Departments can afford to offer vital
courses and purchase necessary
equipment not otherwise possible.
Funding is also a symbolic act to
which investors' outside the commonwealth pay close attention,
perhaps even closer attention than
we do.
In our earliest days, Kentucky
was a pioneer in education. The
first college west of the Appalachians was in Kentucky; the
first medical school west of the
Appalachians was in Kentucky as
was one of the first landgrant colleges. Why would we not return to
our earliest heritage?
The question we must ask
ourselves is, "Are we in Kentucky
counting higher education
precious?" It appears not, or at
least not precious enough.
The relatively low salaries of
faculty, and cutbacks across the
board are screaming testimony
that we as a commonwealth have
a rather low esteem for education
and a low self-esteem as a body
politic. It also says something
very dismal about our financial
common sense, for we seern..to be
ignoring what I've already pointed
out: that education is the most
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•

sound investment a state can
make.
There is no loss when higher
education is the investment. When
we do less than what we ought to
do for higher education, there is
both shame and loss.
We know that higher education
is good. We know it effects all of us
and that we need it. We are looking this issue straight in the face.
If Kentuckians have forgotten how
valuable higher education is, they
must remember now. What is left
for our leaders then but to act like
people who know the truth?
When we speak of budget appropriations for higher education.
we are not talking about a special
Interest. We're talking about a
very special public interest.
Just as pain registered upon the
face of the child in the television
spot, we will find that if funds for
higher education are not increased, pain will register upon the face
of our corlimonwealth. What's at
stake is not the advancement of- a
special interest; rather what is at
stake here is the educational,
economic, and social vitality of
the commonwealth of Kentucky —
both now, in the immediate future
and for the decades to come.
The best of times is now.
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is Now Open
at their New Location

519 S. 12th St.
Next to Jerry's Restaurant and Walter's Pharmacy
(formerly located in Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Come in and see
our greatly expanded
new facility.
Open:
Monday-Saturday 9-9
Sunday 1-5

753-1342
VEEVE.E.E.E.E.A.IIVILIE.t.
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Birthdays celebrated
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By MRS. R.D. KEY
Feb. 29, 1988
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Wyatt and
Ashley of Nashville, Tenn., visited
Mr and Mrs. Glynn Orr on Saturday. The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and son, Bryan, of Murray were
also there for the day.
Mrs. Pauline Boyd and Mr. and
Mrs, Bobby Boyd visited Mr. and
Mrs. David Boyd on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones were
Saturday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes and granddaughter, Amanda Sykes,
celebrated their birthdays on Feb.
20. Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes,
Bryan and Amanda Sykes and the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes were
dinner guests of Mrs. Sykes on
Sunday. She sent me a nice plate
which was appreciated and enjoyed very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins had
a supper in their home on Feb. 24
in honor of the first birthday of
their son, Blake. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Cole,
Mrs. M.C. Keel, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Greg Story and children, and Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Bogard.
Mrs. Hilda Miller visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins on Monday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes and son, Matthew, Monday
afternoon.
Susan Lee, Tapitha Lee and
Matthew Sykes were Saturday
guests of the Rev. and Mrs. War-
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ren Sykes.
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins has had
bronchitis for several days.
Morris Jenkins and Glynn Orr
attended the funeral of Mr. Orr's
Stepsister, Mrs. Rubena Dawes, in
Murray on Feb. 15.
The Rev. Malcolm Norton
visited in my home on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Kamenski and Matthew
Sykes were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Joetta Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and'
children, Chris, Jeffery and Danny, visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Fletcher on Saturday.
Mrs. Audie Grooms was admitted to Henry County Medical
Center. Paris, Tenn., Sunday
night.
Out sympathy goes out to the
Kuykendall family in the loss of a
sister, Mrs. L.B. Spann.
Get well wishes to all the sick
and shutins.

Alurray Branch of AAUW plans events
Officers of Murray Branch of American Association of University Women are,
from left, Tina Ratterree,
secretary, Marian Posey, vice president of programs, Jane Rogers, president,
Betty Boston, treasurer, and
Eunice Mills, vice president of membership. Murray Branch will particiapte in a
nationwide effort during
AAUlli Meek, March 6-12, to raise awareness of the importance of actively
promoting individual liberties.
This year's AAUM week theme, "A:kr% Promotes Individual Liberties..for
Freedom's Sake," reflects the
association's conunitrnent to freedom of thought and expression, as well as its recognition
of the current ero
sion of those freedoms. AACM,founded in 1881, promotes equity for women,education,
self-development over
the life span and positive societal change. Any person who holds a college degree
and is interested in heroin
lag a member may call Mrs. Rogers or any member of AAt.% for further
information.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Fuss About Odors Mat LeaciTo Fout Neighbor Relations

LAST CHANCE!'
Only Two Days Left
To Buy Your
Winter Wardrobe

,All Winterwear

55%

Off Regular Price

Friday & Saturday, March 4th & 5th

'Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

•Visa-MasterCard Accepted

Wholesale Stores Inc.
East South & 5th Sts.

Mayfield, Ky.

247-2757

Celebrates first birthday
Blake Edward Jenkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins of Puryear,
Tenn., celebrated his first birthday as Wednesday, Feb. 24. Several
guests were present. Cake and ice cream were sen ed. He is the grand
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
David Bogard. He is the greet-maims of Mr.and Mrs. Troy Bogard,
Mrs. Mary McKeel and -Mn. Bartle Jenkins. A grestigrest-grandfather
Is Roy Bogard.

Captain D's

DEAR SEETHING: All right, I
blew it, but there's wo ill wind
that doesn't blow some good —
a fitting analogy for this fish
tale. Read on:

A great little seafood place.
,

Fish n'
Shrimp
Feast$349
FORA LIMITED
TIME ONLY
Fresh cole slaw
Two hush
puppies

P'"'•"°"•s:11.-

DEAR ABBY: Having been in the
home-building business for a num
bet of years:Tye known that air,
sealing doors and windows can do
more than "keep out the cold 'Weather stripping prevents offensive private odors such as cigarette
smoke,•cooking meat, fish, onions.
garlic, etc. from escaping into
shared areas such as hallways and
stairwells, thus promoting neigh
body peace by avoiding the need for

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center

Natural-cut
french fries

Golden brown
fish filet

firing
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COMPUTERIZED MAILING SERVICES
314 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-7759
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,

Eight delicious
hand breaded fried shrimp

Cocktail

Lemon
wedge

sauce

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Country Style
Fish Dinner
PADUCAH
205 JOE CLIFTON DR.
442-9750

I.

MURRAY
CHESTNUT HILL
SHOPPING CENTER
733-9313

99
MAYFI(LD
PARIS ROAD
247-0747

1)14AR ---ARRY: -"Irrita}ed in
Tampa" indicated that she lived in
an "affluent, condominium complex" and was regularly offended by
the odor of-fish cooked in a neigh
boring condo. You suggested that
she speak to the offending neighbor
— or write a pleasaltt note, with a
copy to the president of the homeowners' association.
Good grier Why did you suggest
that she take this petty complaint to
the president of the homeowners'
association? That is certainly not
what I would call the good-neighbor
policy. I can't think of a more
surefire formula for open warfare! I
once received a "note" from my
next-door neighbor soon after I
moved to a new home She corn
plained about the way I parked my
car. Had she said, "Gee, I .attsh
you'd move your car down about
three feet so I can see my flowers,"
I'd have gladly done so Instead I
received a rude letter that I've kept
on my desk for about a year. and
every time I come-aeross-a,l-beil— Abby, you are right about 99.9
percent of the time, but lawyers
send notes with carbon copies — not
friends and neighbors
SEETHING IN CAPISTRANO

A full service mail processing company that
uses the latest computer
techonology to meet your
mailing needs.
*Mailing Services *Computer Services
*Mailing Lists

Bring in this Ad & receive a 10%
Discount. Offer Expires 3/31/88

fOnfrontations!

I hope this helps. Sign me .
ONE FOR HARMONY
•••

DEAR ABBY In regard to the
condo dweller who complained
about her neighbor cooking fish
frequently: Ad-elo Davis said that
most fish is overcooked: when you
can smell it, you've already cooked
it too long

-

Just thoughtIhe tettof the w"rld
should he let in on this hint
.IF:AN- M DAVIS.
ELYGENE, ORE
•••

DEAR ABBY I have a cooking
tip for "Irritated in Tampa' In
stead of'complaining to her neigh
bor, suggest to the neighbor that she
sprinkle a little powdered ginger on
the fish while it's cooking, and there
won't .be any fish
, smell Also. if
she's fry-mg the fish, tell her to put
a few little balls of peanut butter
ithe size of a prat in the skillet
Result. No fish odor! Sometimes I
call myself "Dear Abby." but _iny
name is ..

RCM B JONES.
111:1.1.FONTE. PA
•••

DEAR ABBY About fish odors I
should think all "affluent condos"
ouFdhiia'iibtila1ingian in ttw---kitchen Perhaps after "Irritated in
Tampa" writes to the president of/
the homeowners' association, she
will receive instructions as to where
this fan switch is !mated, and how
to turn, it on. ' Also..'how about
buying a couple of Cit/lS f/f. air
freshener'
CHARLES IN VANCOUVER
•••

DEAR ABBY Since whcn is it
against the law to cook fish? Fish is
highly recommended by health
experts Eating large amounts of
fish that are rich in specific polyun
saturated oils appears to reduce the
chances of blood platelet cells
sticking together, thereby reducing
the chance of heart attack
Are people who live in "affluent
condos" not supposed to cook
strong smelling--foods'? How about
cabbage, mustard and turnip
greens, and brussels sprouts?
I hope you hear from plenty of
other fish lovers.
FISH LOVER IN TACOMA
•• •

DEAR ABBY If you burn a
scented candle while cooking fish,
itv)wh
Ea
stsi.oizri
there will be no fish odor

All Winter Merchandise .1‘
.
410
'
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Court Square
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Carson-Birdsong wedding planned
observations
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Carson
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Lita Maria, to
Earl Bryant Birdsong, son of Ms.
Fanellis Birdsong and Jerry Birdsong, both of Murray.
The bride-elect is the grand.
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
James L. Carson of Kirksey and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Louis Valez
of Los Angeles, Calif.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Ms. Charlene Morgan of Murray and the late Milburn Higgins,
and of Arthur Birdsong of Cadiz
and the late Mrs. Jennie Birdsong.
Miss Carson is a 1984 graduate
of Murray High School. Mr. Birdsong is a 1982 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Both the bride-elect and groom
electare employed by Fisher
Price Toys of Murray:
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, April 23, at 4 p.m. at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the
banquet room of Holiday Inn,
Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

by lochie hart
cameo-making shop. A 10-year-old
boy showed us the palm of his
hand that was calloused deeply by
sanding the part of a muscle shell
that makes the beautiful cameo
jewelry. The guide told us that the
shells were from the Tennessee
River. The discarded part of the
shell is used for making buttons.
Among my purchases that day
were a three-inch-tall lead statue
of Venus, the goddess of love, stepping from her bath, a cameo ring
and some slides.
Mail on strike
Ital was having strike troubles

as do we. The mail system was on
strike. The Klek's passengers
could not receive or send out
communications.
Daily devotions held
Our group - Madge, Martha,
Della Mae and I - gathered
together each evening and spent a
period in devotion. We hadn't
noticed that others had observed
our activity until a fellow
passenger, Marion, inquired. She
and her husband, Charles Kelsey,
Canada, left the Klek and by train
went to Florence - to join us
later. He was paralyzed from the
waist down and confinea to a
wheel chair. He was a World War
II victim and she a nurse.
After attending our prayer
group one evening, she remained
to talk and ask about spiritual
beliefs and said, "I'm all mixed up
about religion."
/re

County Line
Grocery

(
Serving Catfish Dinners)//1 ,
Every Weekend

Lita Maria Carson and
Earl Bryant Birdsong to marry

Hospital lists babies and dismissals
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday.
March 2, have been released As
follows:
Newborn Admissions
Pickard baby girl, parents.
Karan and Roger, Rt. 8, Box 125,
Benton,
Pratt baby boy, mother, Andrea, 1411 Diuguld Dr., Apt. D25,
Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Beverly Stone .and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 1144, Murray; John

(Writer's note: This is another
in a series about incidents on the
Yugoslavian freighter Klek.
Ice cream cone in Pompeii
In another story, I mentioned
the cemetery. Today I am reviewing briefly our tour to Pompeii
which is about nine miles northeast of Naples. Although this city and Mt. Vesuvius are spectacular in view and history, we
were more impressed by the sight
and purchase of ice cream cones
(200 liras about 30 cts) - the first
ones we had seen since leaving
New York City.
The streets of cobblestones are
rutted out by carriage wheels - as
they were in 79 A.D. Had it not
been for the muscular gentleman
In front of me, I would have fallen
when I stumbled on a stone. I fell
onto his back. He looked rather
surprised at his catch.
History shows that the city was
destroyed twice. An earthquake
felled it in 63 B.C. The Romans
rebuilt it. Then Mt. Vesuvius
erupted and left the place covered
by ashes 30 feet deep. The guide
pointed out places of history and
showed life as it was before the
volcanic disaster. There were the
dining room, the baths, the courts,
skeletons of human bodies, a large
(German Shephered-size) dog lying on its back, feet in the air; a
cocktail corner where a wine contallier was in the form of a male
child; two males in the sexual act
was the subject of a plaque on the
wall nearby.
Viewing this destruction
brought the story told in the Bible
to mind - Sodom and Gomorrah
- and compare the life then and
the news stories of today.
A cameo shop
Enroute to Pompeii, we visited a
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Latham, Box 11, Almo; Seth Alan
Warner, 1407 Main St.. Apt. 6,
Murray;
Mrs Joann Edmonds, 502
Meadow Lane, Murray; Miss
Tracy Morton, Rt. 1. Box 1304,
Farmington; Miss Dorothy Loftin,
204 South 15th St., Murray;
Mrs. Rhoda Southern, Hilldale,
Apts., Group 3, Box 4, Hardin;
Owen Garrison, Rt. 4, Box 312,
Murray; Carl Arterberry, Rt. 3,
Box 193K, Murray;
Mrs. Rama Pierce, Rt. 1, Box
1A, Farmington; Mrs. Flora

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

Jones, 214 North 13th St., Murray;
James Loynes, Rt. 1: Box 486M,
Springvilke, Tenn.;
-•
Mrs. Annie Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Nadine Turner, 106 North
12th St., Murray; Obid Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Box 36C, Almo; Milton
Routh, Rt. 5, Box 514, Murray.

Top record hits named
By The Associated Press
The following are the top record
hits and leading popular compact
disks as they appear in Feb. 29th
issue of Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1988, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
TOP LP'S
1 AralUi" George Michael Columbia).Platinum More than I million units sold
2 " Dtrly Dancing Soundtrack • I RCA)Platinum
3 'Kick" INXS (Atlantic( -Platinum
4 "Tiffany" Tiffany (MCA I --Platinum
5 'Bad" Michael Jackson I Epic 1 -Platinum
6 "Skyscraper" David Lee Roth Warner
Bros )
7 "Out of the Blue" Debbie Gibson
I Atlantic )-- Platinum
'Hysteria" Der Leppard ) Mercury 1-•
Platinum
9 The Lonesome Jubilee John Cougar
Mellencarnp t Mercury i-Platinum
10 "Cloud Nine" George Harrison Dark
Horse )--Platinum •
001.*NTRY SINGLES
1 'Face to Face- Alabama RCA )
2 'Too Gone Too Long Randy Travis
Warner Bros )
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Mar
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
.MO1
Those who have let things slide
You'd he wise to avoid financial
may be discouraged about the catch
involvements with friends at present_
ing up that's needed now Slow down Take what a partner has to say more
and do one thing at a time Gains may senously. Don't gloss over the facts.
be minimal
IF HORN TODAY you are usually a
TAURUS
hard worker, though at tunes you
(Apr,20 to May 20)
suffer from bouts of despondency.
Socially, you may fritter away some You need a philosophy of life to
valuable time now and by day's end sustain you during those rough
may have some regrets It's not the periods in life By nature religious,
best time to ask for advice about a you are often involved in helping
work matter.
others A good education will help
GEMINI
you to make the most of your
( May 21 to June 20)
abilities
Try not to waste too much time on
the telephone now. It may be your
way of putting things off An inhibited
mood works against you tonight.
Social life is iffy
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"16
A partner is your best confidante
Avoid a too familiar manner with
higher-ups in business Creativity IN
at a peak and romance is favored
(Sponsored by the Bethel Bible Series)
tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You need care in spending now arid
It may be difficult for you to make up
your mind regarding a job concern.
1)ouble check costs -in connection
with travel.
VIRGO
( north of the court square )
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
There may not be as much money
Saturday, March 5, at 7)00 p.m.
available to you for party purposes as
you'd like. Try not to let things slide
on the job Be more attentive to
detail
LIBRA
(Sept. 2:3 to Oct. 22)
eaS
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
You may feel your hands are tied
regarding a domestic situation, but do
Beautiful new all-suite resort. for 2 bedtry to rise above feelings of limitation.
room suites have fully equippd kitchens,
Money concerns need careful SCR/
tiny now
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
SCORPIO
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
CIE
,
_ 41=2 decks, wide expanse of beach. Enjoy
You have a desire to expand your
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
horizons mentally, but may be lacking
fishing
Near 1-4 and 1-95 . . just a short
confidence at present. Socializing is
OK so long as it doesn't interfere with
drive to Disney World and all Central Florwork
ida attractions
SAGITTARIUS
DIBECILYS2LLIELaCIAN
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
de
Take nothing for granted at work.
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
Pay attention to what's going on. A
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
situation involving money and friend
Florida's best beach
ship requires tact, iiplomairy, and
Special Rates:
consideration.
CAPRICORN
$35.00 ONE BEDROOM SUITE
(Dec 22 to Jan.,19)
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
The problem is not career per se,
• Per person, per night. double occupancy
but rather you need a re-evaluation of
your goals. Today you tend to sit on
Based on availability from
the fence. Indecision could lead to
Apr. 16 to May 25, 1988
Inaction.
AQUARIUS
421 S. Atlantic Ave , New Smryna Bosch, FL 320§9(904)-423-8400 •
(Jan. 20 to Feh 18)
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034
Errors in judgment could occur
now regarding the use of credit A
NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931
matter of conscience may concern
you, hut you may be magnifying the
situation at hand

The "Best-All-Around" Beans, Slaw,it
Fish, Fries & Hushpuppies
DINE-IN AREA FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
SUN. AFTERNOONS

Take Out Service-

•

-

-/

Senior Citizens
Get A

S "I'm Gonna Miss You Girl" Michael
Martin Murphey ( Warner Bros.)
4 -This Missin' You Heart of Mine"
Sawyer Brown (Capitol-Curb)
5 "Llfe Turned Her That Way" Ricky Van
Shelton (Columbia)
6 "Thin It Loose" The Judd'(RCA-Curb
7 ''Touch and Go Crary" Lee Greenwood
(MCA)
'Shouldn't It Be Easier nun itis'
Charley Pride (16th Avenue )
9 "Love Will Find Its Way to lou" Reba
McEntire (MCA )
10 "I Won't Take Less Than Your Love'
Tanya Tucker with P Davis & P Overstreet
(Capitol )
TOP POP COMPACT DIMS
1 "Dirty Dancing' Soundtrack" 2" INX.S
Atlantic )
4 "Nothing Like the Sun" Sting (ALM )
5 "Never Die Young" James Taylor
(Columbia )
6 -Skyscraper" David Lee Roth (Warner
Bros )
7 "Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar
Mellericarnp Mercury

1

5% Discount
On Any Purchase
including
Health & Beauty Aids

(Excluding Sale Items and.
Coupon Purchases)

UNCLE JEFF'S
Hwy 641 South

753-6575

You Are Invited To Hear

THE UNKALUNG CHOIR
OF MADISON, WISCONSIN
In Concert At

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH OF MURRAY

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Suitable
Spring Varieties
Distinctive suits to bring the
sunshine to your special Spring
occasions. With renewed interest
in lengths of skirts 8, *kets,
suits ore at the leading edge

of practical fashion. Bright's
offers sizes for juniors and
missys priced from 86°' to 150".

SAMTITS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

PERFection for Spring
Perfectly Selby too. Spectacular for Spring
with creative geometric perforation accents
to make a smart fashion statement.

Oceania Suite Hotel

A

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

/

\ 121 N.to MayfielC
daolni Calloway-Graves Co. Line. /7

JOSIE
black patent, novy
AAAA, AA, A & B widths

r, Selby
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DATEBOOK

Community events listed
Thursday, March 3
Men's Basketball will be played
at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.

Thursday, March 3
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Genesis Ringers at 5:45 p.m.,
Rainbow Ringers at 6:15 p.m., and

SPRING CLEANING
CLEARANCE SALE
x

•

404,,AN.

'Selected Cross Stitch
*Needle Craft *Latch Hook Items
Sale Good March 2-9 gee le

,

<

`.#

*0
-4

Busy Fingers
818 Pans Rd Moyfield
247-3145

Sours: Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri 10 AM-7:30 PM Wed 10 AM -6 PM. Sat. 10-5

HOLLAND DRUSIP
Computerized Prescriptton Records trif*
trystoance & Taxes

BS — Paid

PSC — Madimet — BC State Aid

Coscretics — Hectith, Beauty Aids — Greeting
FREE CITY-WIDE DELIVERY

Cards

Open 8 a.m. -6 p.m,Miiri..-Fri;8 a.rn:t5T.m. Sat.

1 5cYo

Cash Discount On Prescr1pl7ions

fiatisite, Full Sorvics, Discount Priam
Visa/MC

Locally owned & operated — Bob Dunn R Ph.
109 S 4th St
753-1 462

Watch

VideoEstates

Thursday, March 9
Chancel Choir Rehearsal at 7 p m
---Women of First Presbyterian
Church will meet at 7 p.m.
- - -AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at Senior Citizens' Center,
Benton. For information call
759-4059, 762.3399, 753.7764 or
753-7663.
Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
- -- Preceptor Omiron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building.
-- --Xi Alpha Delta Chpter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church Educational
Building. For information call
Pam at 759.1105, Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.

Thursday, March 3
Theater, Murray State University.
Front Porch Swing will meet at
7 p.m. at First Christian Church.
--- Knights of Columbus will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
--- Friday, March 4
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be Mass at 12:15 p.m.;
fish fry from 4:30 to 7 p.m. in
Parish Center; Stations of the
Cross at 7 p.m.
• ---West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
-- -Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
- --Paducah Parents without Partners will meet at 8 p.m. at Riding
Club building at 30th Street entrance to Carson Park
Fairgrounds, Paducah For information call 1.443-2432.
---Murray State Athletic Ticket Office will be open from 9a.m. to 6
p.m. to purchase upcoming CoiC
tournament tickets.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. in J.U:. XeVir,South
10th Street Extended. Mayfield.

Murray High School Girls will
play Marshall County at 6:30 p.m.
and Mayfield Boys will play Marshall County at 8:15 p.m. in Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament at Marshall County
High School.
---A basketmaking class will be
from 6 to 930 p.m. in Room 226,
Stewart Stadium. Murray State
University. For information call
762-2716.
Way of the Cross will be at 7---p.rti. at St. John's Episcopal
• A quilted wall hanging class will Church.
be from 7 to 9 p.m. at Murray State
--- ,University. For information call
Main Street Youth Center at 205
762-2716.
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight.
"Alsmo and the Condor." a 1983
Nicaraguan film, will be shown
free at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Cont'd on page 7)
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irratt Qamemits LAST

• Black 36 X 80 only
• Decorator Grill
• 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
• Pre hung for Easy
COnvenlent Installdnon
• Tempered Glass Kickplate

Real Estate Listings
Provided Each Week By:
Century 21
MTG Real Estate

▪ 1'4- thick. 2" wide main frame • Self-stonng storm door
of extruded
heat treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable •
Key lock
cylinder anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound "Marine type glazing on glass inserts 11 Adjustab
le bot,
torn expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firmly. double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z:bar is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and installed S19900

Kopperud Realty
Roberts Realty

CAJBLE
\151•N
Bel-Air Center
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TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT'
Free Esitmates
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Secretaries plan event Saturday'
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries Internatidnal (PSI) will
have a brunch and seminar on Saturday. March 5, at 8:30 a.m. at Curris
Center, Murray State University. Jim Carter will be the guest speaker
Nominations for the Secretary of the Year of the'tbapter will be announced. All members are urged to attend.
•

Tour to New Orleans scheduled
A bus tour to Natchez/Cajun Country and New Orleans, La., has
been
planned for March 20-26 by Pennyrile Tours. More reservations
may be
taken. Interested persons may call Ruth Blackwood, 753-2827, for
more
information.

Parents' Night Out on Saturday'
Parents' Night Out will be Saturday. March 5, from 6 to
11 p.m. at
Carr Health Building, Murray State University. Childre
n from ages 8 to
16 may swim and play games such as basketball,
volleyball, racquetball, pillow polo. Walleyball, badminton and Frisbee. The
cost will be 14
per child and all equipment for both structured and free play
will be furnished. Concessions will be available. Campus Recreat
ion staff will
supervise the baby-sitting service. Parents must sign in
their children
and pick them up each evening. For information call 762-4558

McCuiston shower on Saturday
The mobile home of Danny and Carolyn McCuiston and son. Darren.
on Sulphur-Buffao Road in Calloway County was recently destroyed by,
fire, along with all contents of the family. A shower for the McCuiston is
planned Saturday, March 5, at 6 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church, Highway 121 South of New Concord All friends, neighbors and
relatives are invited. For information call 436-2117 or 436-5443

Ladies' seminar here Saturday
Freddie Marcia Neel, a dramatist and conitnunicator
ftom North
Augusta, S.C., will conduct a ladies' seminar and style
show on Saturday, March 5, at 9:30 a.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church. A
salad bar luncilleon will be served. For more informa
tion call JoettaH
Kelly. minister of children/activities for the churcjiplione
753-1854

Open horse show op Friday
Aiipen Horse Show,
by New Providence Riding Club, will
be Friday. March 4, starting at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky
Livestock Show
and Exposition t'Vnter, College Farm Road Admisskin
Will be $2 per
person. On Saturday.and Sunday, March 5 and 6, an Americ
an Quarter
Horse Association Show will be held at the center. Events
will start at !‘
a m each day and admission is free. The AQHA Horse Shows
are sponsored by West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association.

Students' event on Saturday'
Educational opportunities for gifted and talented students in grades
one through eight will be on four Saturdays in March - 5, 12. 19 and
26 from 9 a.m. to 12 noon in Special Education Building at Murray State
University. An organizational meeting will be Saturday. March
5. at 9
a.m. in Curtis Center. MSL' The fee will be $5 for students and free
for
parents. This will be sponsored by College of Education and the
Center
for Continuing Education For information call Dr. Richard Hazier
at
762-2797.

Annual membership meeting of United Way of Murray and Callowa
y
County will be at 12 noon on Friday, March 11, at Pagliai's. All
members
and interested persons are invited and urged to attend.

Methodist Men .plan-breakfast
United Methodist Men of South Pleasant Grove United Methodi
st
Church will meet Sunday. March 6, at 8 a.m for a breakfast at Boston
Tea Party. Holiday Inn. Plans will be discussed for the Easter Sunrise
Service at the church. All men of the church are invited, according to the
Rev Bob Dotson, church pastor.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Call For a Super Installation Special
On Murray Cablevision's Newest Service!

As is our confidence, so is our mond jack promises strengt
h in the
capacity
higher-ranking side-suit Therefore,
- William Hazlitt a shift to spades is a consensus
choice
Which spade should West lead" If
Test your confidence in your fa- West leads either the
eight or the
vorite partner's use of the suit-pref- king. the defenders get
only two
erence signal Put yourself in the tricks in the suit and
South escapes
West chair, cover the East and with 10 winners
South cards, and choose your best
To collect three spade winners.
lead at trick two
West must show his confidence by
You cash the diamond king. dum- leading the spade jack
at trick two
my plays the singleton. East signals If dummy covers
East's ace wins
with the jack and South follows with and a spade return
traps the 10 If
the five Is East giving a clear sig- dummy ducks, three
spade tricks
nal that he wants a spade shift'
for the defense are even quicker
Most would agree that East's diaTake 100 points if you led the
spade jack Schedule a suit-preference session with your partner if
you chose the wrong shift
NORTH
13-A
•Q6 3
•K 9 8
•3
•A K J 9 7 4
WEST
EAST
•K J 8
•A 9 7 2
•6 3
•5'
•A K Q 8 7 4
•J 10 6 2
4 10 3
48 6 5 2
SOUTH
•10 5 4
•A Q J 10 7 4 2
•9 5
Q
Vulnerable Both
Dealer North
The bidding ,
•
North East
South
West
1+
Pass
1•
2•
2•
3•
4•
All pass
Opening lead Diamond king
1111) WITH THE ACES
'7

SIGN UP NOW and RECEIVE A FREE GIFT...While Supplies
Last!
SHOWTIMUTHE OAOVIE CHANNEL INC 1987

Call 753-5005

All Plcht• Reserved

CABLE

VIS111IN

SHOW7 MEt

*R

BO_ BY WOlF F

V

SHOWTIME

•

Board of Life House, crisis pregnancy center, 1506 Chestnut St.,
Murray, will meet Saturday, March 5, at 9 a.m. at Life House. All member
s
are urged to attend as important business matters are to be discussed,
a
board spokesman said. Phil Kilby is director at Life House.

United Way to meet March 11

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

Saturday Mornings
at 10:30
on Cable ChanneP34

Life House Board will meet

A a

Reig,siered Service Mark of SHOWTIME

THE MOVIE CHANNEL IN(

Bel-Air Center
Murray

South holds 4 A 9 7 2
•5
•J 10 6 2
+8652
North
IV
3•

South
1
?

ANSWER:- Past. Minimum values
and no fit. Not enough to accept an
invitation
Send bridle qUestions to The Aers PO Boa
12363 Dallas Tessa 75225 with seif addreitsed
%tamped envelope for reply

Community...
Friday, March 4
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Environmental
Science Outdoor Enrichment
Series at Energy Lake
Campground.
———
Calloway County High School
Girls will play Mayfield at 6:30
p.m. and Calloway County and
Murray High Boys will play at 8:15
p.m. in Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament at
Marshall County High School.
————
Open Horse Show, sponsored by
New Providence Riding Club, wIl
begin at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission will be $2
Saturday, March 5
Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
have a brunch seminar at 8:30
a.m. at Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
Board of Life House will meet at
9 a.m. at crisis pregnancy center
at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray.
————
Murray Women's Aglow
Fellowship will meet for lunch at
12 noon. and program at 1 p.m. at
Kenlake Hotel
————
Murray State Athletic Ticket Office will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for purchase of OW tournament tickets.
————
Shower for Danny, Carolyn and
Darren McOnston who lost their
home and contents by fire will be
at 6 p m at New Mt Carmel Baptist Church
n k alt,kng
r‘of---Y ahara
Center, Madison. Wis., will be at 7
p m. at First Christian Church
————
'Ladies' seminar, luncheon and
style show will start at 9:30 a.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Jackson Purchase Section of
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(Cont'd from page 6)
Saturday, March 5
American Society for Quality Control wll have its spring conference
at 8 a.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge.
————
Laker Basketball Tip-Off is
scheduled at 9 a.m. in library of
Calloway County High School.
————
Couples Bridge with Kathryn
Outland and Mabel Rogers as
hostesses is scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
————
Mayfield Community Woman's
Club will have its 4irst Arts and
Crafts Festival from 10 sm. to 6
p.m. at Julian Carroll Building,
Mayfield -Graves County
Fairgrounds, Highway 121 North,
Mayfield.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 204
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 1 p.m to midnight. For
information call 753-TEEN.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Environmental
Science Outdoor Enrichment
Series at Energy Lake Campground; LBL Eagles at 9:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m., Most Wanted Bird
at 2 p.m. and Hematite by
Moonlight at 8 p.m., all at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Arbor
Day celebration.
————
Finals of Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament
will start at 6:30 p.m. at Marshall
County High School.
,, .

Saturday, March 5
a.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. Admission
is free.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Sunday, March 6
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hall will be
honored on 50th wedding anrullversary with an open house from 2 to 4
p.m. at home at 1111 Circarama,
Murray. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
————
Four Rivers Music Friends are
scheduled to meet from 2 to 5 p.m.
in' Annex of Calloway Public
Library. For information call
753A979.
————
World Day of Prayer program,
sponsored by Church Women
United, will be at-7p.m. at Goshen
United Methodist Church,
Highway 121 North at Stella.
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.

Murray Girl Scout Core will
sponsor an International Festival
on Girl Scouts from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of. First Baptist
Curch. All Girls Scouts and their
families are invited.
————
Mayfield Community Woman's
Club's arts and crafts festival will
......
continue from 1 to 5 p.m. at
Parents' Night Out for children, Mayfield -Graves County
ages 8-16, will be from 6 to 11 p.m. Fairgrounds, Higbway 121 North,
Mayfield.
at Carr Heath Building, Murray
————
State University.
Benefit gospel singing for Justin
————
Super Saturdays' Program for Brasher, grandson of the Rev. and
Mrs. David Brasher of Murray,
gifted and talented students in
grades one through eight will will be from 1 to 5 p.m. at Olive
begin with an organizational Baptist Churcii, located east of
meeting at 9 a.m. in Curris Center. Hardin off Highw'ay 80.
————
Murray State University. For in4
Murray State Athletic Ticket offormation call 762-2797.
— —p. fice will be open from 1 to 5 p.m.
Motivation-Positive Attitude for purchase of OVC tournament
• Workshop will start at 9 a.m. at tickets.
Murray State University. For inMen and Boys' Fellowship
formation call 762.2716.
Breakfast of Memorial Baptist
• ————
American Quarter Horse Church will be at 8 a.m. at
Association Show will start at S Homeplace Family Restaurant

Sunday, March 6
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Men will meet
for- breakfast at 8 am. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
————
American Quarter Horse
Association show will start at 8
a.m. at Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Admission is free.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Environmental
Science Outdoor Enrichment
Series at Energy Lake campground; LBL Eagles at 9:30 a.m.
and Sal Prowl at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850.

Rent.5 Movies
For Only *10
Pickup Weekend Specials
Friday Bring Back Monday

Rent a VCR for the
Weekend and Get a FREE

Cold water will not shrink the
pores in your skin. Pores have a
certain size that is genetically
determined. As there are no
muscles attached to pores, they
cannot react to such things as cold
water, says a professor of
dermatology.

SPRING PREVIEW
Shop Early For The Best
Selections & Prices!

Allison Photography
(`51'
a. "Nationally Advertised"

Spring Suits
TAKE

10.00 Off
Our Low Selling Prices!
Our Prices - 49.99 To 89.99
Special Savings on the newest Suits
from our Spring Colkction. Choose
from a vast group of classic and con
temporary career styles from many
famous makers.

b. "Nationally Advertised"

Spring
Coordinates
Take An .4dditional

20% Off
Our Low Selling Prices!
*Alfred Dunner
*Manor Park,.
*Smith & Jones
Spring Coordinates in lovely fashion
colors & new fashion styles. Choose
from coordinate Blouses. Sweaters.
Jackets, Pants & Skirts. Plisses ikes

. "Nationally Advertised"

Spring Dresses

Easter. Special
1 - 8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - Wallets

Take An Additional

20% Off

$ 199

Choice of Proofs

Our Low Selling Prices!
Our Prices- 25.99 To 59.99
Beautiful Spring Dresses in career,
casual and dressy styles in lovely
Spring colors & styles. Junior, Misses Peaks and Hal sizes.

Includes Sitting Fcc

"Our Best Styles" Spring
'tarry Allison
Cindy Chrisman-Veach
'"%•\4‘TO"
. #4,„.

753-880

607 S. cith st.
Murray, Ky.

Re:. To 34.99
"Dyed To Match"
Reg. To 34.99

Skirts....

19.99

uit Blouses.... Spring Fashion Pants

25.99

Re:. To 20.99

12.99
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Key Republicans

George Bush
Active organilation everywnere ana has the edge in polls in
Alabama Arkansas Florida Kentucky Missouri North
Carolina and Virginia will most likely sweep his voting-address
state of Texas and Oklahoma because of his stand on oil

Key Dewieerate
WASH.
D-65
R •

Super Tuesday

Michael Dukakis

Nearly one-third of all national convention delegates are at stake
on Super Tuesday 1,065 of the 1 307 Democratic delegates and
639 of the 712 Republican delegates at stake in-the March 8 primaries
an caucuses are from the South or border states

Bob Dole

RI.
D-22
R 21

Aeaker organization than Bush in the South Polls show hirma
close second in Arkansas, virtually tied in Massachusetts.
strong in North Carolina, and tied with the vice president in
Tennessee

moping his conservative message will draw well, but the effort
,s diluted by Robertson Pushing Social Security issues in
Florida but short of money

KY
D-55
R 38

MO.
D-77
R 47
OKLA.
D-46
R-36

Pat Robertson
HAWAII
0-20

Delegates at stake: March8

ARK
D-38
R

TENN.
D-70
R 45
ALA.
D-56
R 38

407

A contender all around because of Iowa and New Hampshire
showing will take home state of Missouri in good position in
Louisiana on oil issues in a horse race in Texas with Gore and
Dukakis might do well with conservative Democrats in
Washington state
VA
D-75
R•
N.C.
0-82
R-54

LA
0-63
R41

31 2° of the 2.277 Republican delegates
'Non-binding events
ago Tribune Graphic by David

Al Gore
./

Will take his home state of Tennessee and has mounted active
campaigns across the South as fellow Democrats focused on
Iowa and New Hampshire Popular in Alabama and Kentucky
strong in Georgia and battling with Dukakis. Gephardt in TexAs.

Jesse Jackson

GA.
D-77
R 48

11 Democrats 1,307
31 4°v of the 4,161 Democratic delegates
• Republicans 712

Will take Massachusetts handily and Rhode Island. too
Looking for support from northeastern immigrants in Florida.
running in tight race in Texas Campaign support could expand
because of tremendous warchest for media assault

Richard Gephardt

MD
D-67
R 41

Jack Kemp

Claims strong evangelical support across the South. "My
backyard with special emphasis on his home state, Virginia.
No poll numbers to back up the claim but was surprise in Iowa
because of his evangelical armyand could get boost from
South Carolina on March 5

MASS.
D-98
R.52

FUL
0-136
R 82

Has strong base among black voters across the South Leads
in polls in Alabama, Louisiana. Mississippi looking for
Hispanic and black support in Texas. wrestling with Gore in
North Carolina May run second in Tennessee had heavy
,upport in 1984 Virginia caucuses

-Paul Simon
GoalAs to stay alive until the Illinois primary May pack up some
limited liberal support in some of the urban areas of the South
Faced money problems before the Super Tuesday contest
even began and will run with that disadvantage

Super Tuesday: the end or beginning
of the presidential race?
ATLANTA ( AP) — On March 8,
Democratic executive director month will translate into votes.
favorites. Jackson won Louisiana
voters in 20 states and America
An estimated 2.6 million people in 1984.
Kip Blakely says Jackson and
Samoa will state their presidential
Gore are the perceived leaders, will be eligible to vote, although
State Rep. Quentin Dastugue,
preferences in the biggest one-day
but he says Dukakis and Gephardt exact figures aren't available yet. state co-chairman for Dole,
primary season balloting ever.
Blacks account for an estimated 20 predicted that Dole would carry
are gaining strength.
Democrats pill choose 1,307
Blakely predicts an average tur- percent of the registered voters.
four of the state's eight congresdelegates. almost a third of all the
nout of Democrats, about 450,000
sional districts. with Bush getting
HAWAII
delegates to the national convento 500,000 . for the primary.
three
and Robertson one.
•
Even Dukakis workers see
tion in Atlanta. Republicans will
However-,---t-h-e -lurnout of
The GOP is dwarfed more than
Jackson
as
the
leader
in
Hawaii's
pick 712 delegates, again about a
Republicans may triple or quadru5-to-1 by the Democrats: of the 2.2
Democratic caucuses.
third of the delegates to the GOP
ple with 75,000 to 100,000 expected
Although Hawaii has about million registered voters, 1.7
convention in New Orleans.
to vote.
Democrats, the usual tur- million are Democrats and 328,618
30,000
On Super Tuesday almost 63 perArkansas has 38 Democratic
Republican.
cent of the magic number of
and 27 Republican delegates at nout at precinct caucuses is betNo crossover voting is allowed,
ween 2,500 and 2,800, allowing the
delegates needed to win the
stake.
and the 185,191 voters who
more
than
2,000
additional
nomination will be selected.
members signed up by Jackson's registered as "no party" cannot
FLORIDA
Here is a look at how the races
campaign
to have a major impact participate March 8.
After Texas, Florida has the bigare shaping up in each state:
on
the
results.
gest
chunk of delegates with 136
ALABAMA
MARYLAND
Gov. John Waihee, a Democrat,
Democrats and 82 Republicans up
The race remains cloudy in
races
Both
appear close in
has
urged
Hawaii's ZS-member
for grabs.
Alabama, where about 20 percent
Maryland.
a
state
that offers a
Dukakis has been in Florida ear- delegation to remain
of the 2.3 million registered voters
sizable
chunk
delegates:
of
67
uncommitted.
ly and often.
are black.
Democrats and 41 Republicans
Of
Hawaii's
more
than 1 million
Gephardt has successfully raisRepublicans have spent little
Bush and Dole are the clear
people, 2.4 percent are black.
ed money here, and is counting on
time campaigning for the 38
GOP
leaders. Dole had a 2 percenJackson, the only candidate to
87-year-old Rep. Claude Pepper,
delegates. Tom Coker, a veteran
tage point lead in a mid-February
visit
Hawaii,
had
the
backing
of
17
the nation's most popular
political organizer who directs the
percent of the likely Democratic newspaper poll.
Democratic campaigner, to get
Business Council of Alabama, said
Most of the big -name
out the elderly vote, which might voters surveyed in a recent media
he feels the top three finishers
Republicans back Bush, but Dole
poll.
Hart
and
Dukakis
both
got
11
hurt Dukakis.
may be no more than 10 to 12
percent with Gephardt and Sen. has some organizational support
Jackson, who boasts six campercentage points apart, with Vice
Paul Simon each at 8 percent, and in rural congressional districts
paign offices in the state, has an
President George Bush first and
The Democratic race has stirGore at 1 percent.
active grassroots organization.
former television evangelist Pat
red
little interest, although It
IDAHO
Gore's main presence has been
Robertson battling Sen/Bob Dole
seems
likely Jackson will get
Like
Hawaii, only Democrats
his father, former Sen. Albert
for second.
20
about
percent of the vote and
are participating in Idaho on
Gore Sr., who the campaign is usOn the Democratic side, much
win
two
predominantly
black coning in South Florida retiree areas, Super Tuesday as they hold
of Jesse Jackson's civil rights
gressional
districts
elect 12 of
that
caucuses
to select 18 delegates to
and in conservative northwest
time was spent in Alabama and he
delegates
the
at
stake
election
the Atlanta convention.
Florida.
has benefited from that
day
Few candidates have paid much
Most Democratic officials say
recognition.
Dukakis seems to be the overall
attention to the state, with Gore
the race is too close to call and
Early polls showed Jackson in
leader.
based on a strong
the only visitor.
polls in the last 10 days generally
the lead with better than 20 perorganization.
especially in the
Democratic Party officials exgive Gary Hart, Jackson and
cent, followed closely by Tenvoter-rich suburbs of Baltimore
pect
about
10,000
people
to parDukakis the most strength,
nessee Sen. Albert Gore Jr., with
and Washington.
ticipate in the caucuses.
although Hart's support may be
Missouri Rep. Richard Gephardt
Gephardt showed well in a
Although no polls have been conattributed to name recognition.
third. But those polls had large
newspaper poll, Simon has conducted.
observers
say
Dukakis siderable
Bush has the most extensive
undecided blocs, and it's expected
grass roots activity in
may have a slim lead, though he
Republican campaign.
that Massachusetts Gov. Michael
some
areas,
particularly among
may suffer because of attempts by
Although Robertson continues to
Dukakis and Gephardt improved
school teachers, and Gore has
some
party
leaders
field
to
an
unoutspend
Bush, and is considered
their standing here after early
some organizational support in
committed delegation.
strong is some GOP pockets, parwins.
Analysts think Dukakis has the rural areas and in portions of the
ticularly North Florida, Bush has
Alabama has 56 Democratic
inside track because of a superior Washington suburbs
enjoyed commanding leads in
delegates at stake.
The state has 1,369,597
organization that includes former
nearly every poll conducted
Another factor in Alabama is
registered
Democrats, 523,380
recently.
Gov. John Evans as co-chairman
the Democrats' attempt to limit
Republicans and 155.343 inThe
In
Republicans
an
will
hold
effort
a
to
catch up, Dole
cross-over voting by adopting a
primary May 24 to select 18 of dependents. Crossover voting is
was in Florida last week and plans
rule preventing anyone from
their
national convention not permitted and ?egistered inlater trips.
voting in the Republican presidendependents are barred from the
The latest registration figures, delegates Democrats vote again
tial primary March 8 and then
primary.
that day, but the results don't afwhich are more than 15 months
coming back and voting in any
MASSACHUSETTS
fect
delegate
selection.
old, showed Florida with 3.2
Democratic primary in June when
Massachusetts, which offers the
Million Democrats, including
state and local nominees will be
KENTUCKY
third-highest number of delegates
554,585
blacks. and 2 million
chosen. The Republican Party has
Gore has worked Kentucky on Super Tuesday to Democrats
Republicans. including 21,716 harder
no similar rule
than any candidate and has and the fourth -highest to
blacks.
The rule may discourage some
been endorsed by Gov. Wallace
Republicans, has been virtually
Cross-over voting is not
generally conservative
Wilkinson. Voter turnout is ex- ignored in 1988, overshadowed by
permitted.
Democrats from voting in the
pected to be very low — less than
the South.
Republican primary as they have
GEORGIA
20 percent of the 1.3 million
By all accounts, Dukakis should
tended to do in years past. It also
In Georgia, one of three
registered Democrats — and• win a clear majority of votes in his
may turn some independent conSouthern states to hold a presidenWilkinson's organization should
home state, where he won reservative Robertson voters into
tial primary on the same day four
give Gore a lift
election in 1986 with 65 percent of
Republicans.
years ago, Bush is the
Jackson, who had a surprisingly
the vote. Bush, who was born in
AMERICAN SAMOA
acknowledged leader for the 48 strong showing in 1914 party
Milton, Mass., and won the 1980
The smallest player on Super
Republican delegates, but uncer- caucuses, has a strong base of sup- GOP primary here, is considered
Tuesday is American Samoa, tainty over Robert.son's "invisible
port among the Democrats in a
the GOP front-runner.
where about 300 people are exarrhy" clouds most predictions
state with 104,640 registered black
"I'm not sure that we're going to
pected to participate in the
On the Democratic side, it's a
voters.
surprise anybody," said Mike Sen.
Democratic Party caucus that
three-man race among Dukakis.
Gephardt has the backing of lance, the Gore coordinator for
night. The South Pacific territory
Jackson and Gephardt-Gore, popular Louisville Mayor Jerry
Massachusetts. "The Gore camwill send three delegates to
depending on who's doing the talkAbramson, while Dukakis has
paign's focus is on the South. and
Atlanta
been endorsed by former Gov. we are more or less on our own
ing. The state will send 77 commitARKANSAS
ted delegates to the convention in
Martha Layne Collins.
here, battling this out with sticks
Arkansas Republicans expect a
Among Republicans, Bush, who and rocks."
Atlanta in July.
large turnout that may benefit
has made Kentucky Sen. Mitch
Democratic officials see
On the Republican side, Ron
Robertson and hurt Bush, who was
Dukakis, Gore and Jackson as the
McConnell one of his national
Kaufman, the Northeast coorahead early, said state executive
campaign chairmen, is considered
leaders.
diriator for Bush, was confident
director Dorothy English. She atRepublican party officials say
the clear front-runner.
about his candidate's prospects,
tributes many of the new
Bush's identification with PresiLOUISIANA
joking about Bush's roots by sayRepublicans to Robertson's
dent Reagan, his years of camLouisiana, with 41 GOP and 63 ing, "I think it's important that the
candidacy
paigning and healthy treasury put
pledged Democratic delegates,
vice president win all six of his
In all, about 1.2 million Arkanhim far ahead
has attracted little attention, but
home states "
sans are eligible to vote March S.
Robertson is the wild card, with
officials expect that to change.
"We're still the underdog in
up about 5,000 from 1986.
party officials unsure whether
Although no polls had been
Massachusetts," said Dole's state
About 16 percent of the populaorganizational strength displayed
taken, Brady said Gore, Jackson
co-chairman, state Rep. Peter
tion is black
in precinct meetings earlier this
and Gephardt are the early
Torkildsen "Quite honestly ... if

we're anywhere closer than 20
points it would be a victory of
sorts."
The registration period just closed, and no new numbers were
available. David Sullivan, head of
the state Elections Division, said
he was hearing from town clerks
of a moderate increase in independent registration. Massachusetts
law bans crossover voting but
allows independents to vote in
either primary
"That could reflect several
things," Sullivan said. "It could
indicate alienation from the
paties. It could indicate some
Democrats changing registration
to independent so they can vote in
the Republican primary."
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson and Gore are the frontrunners among Mississippi
Democrats, while Bush appears to
have a solid lead. over Dole and
Robertson among the 1.6 million
Mississippi voters likely to go to
the polls on Super Tuesday Forty
Democratic delegates will be
chosen. 31 Republican
Polls indicate Jackson, who has
made several visits to the state
over the last two years. is running
very strong among black voters,
an estimated 37 percent of the
electorate
A poll taken before the Iowa
caucuses Feb. 8 had Jackson the
choice of 34 percent of the voters
with Hart at 18 percent and Gore
at 16 percent
"I'd think now it would be
Jackson with Gore gaining from
what I'm hearing," said state
Democratic Party chairman Ed
Cole. "But that could change too."
On the GOP side, the same poll
had Bush at 43 percent, Dole at 22
and Robertson at 9. but GOP officials said that was before
Robertson's strong showings in
Iowa and elsewhere
State voters are free to pick the
primary they want to vote in
"In Mississippi, you are what
you say you are when you go to the
polls." said Randy Patterson,
chief deputy to the secretary of
state.

NEVADA
A month ago, state Nevada
Democratic Chairman Beecher
Avants said the race was a tossup
between Dukakis and Gore Now
he says Gore may hold a slight
edge in the March 8 caucuses
because of support from prominent Democrats such as Sen
Harry Reid and former Gov
Grant Sawyer
But he said the race remains
close because Dukakis ''has a fairly decent base among the party
regulars — and they're the people
who show up at the.caucuses "
Jackson has support among
Nevada blacks, who represent
about 7 percent of Nevada's
registered voters and are mainly
Democrats, Avants says
Nevada Republicans held their
caucuses Feb 18, and a straw poll
gave Bush r percent. although
Robertson backers claimed a victory by combining their 15 percent
with most of a 23 percent undecided vote
There were 145,801 Democrats
registered to vote in Nevada as of
early January •
NORTH CAROLINA
North Carolina is viewed widely
as Bush's to lose in the GOP race
Among Democrats, Jackson's extensive grassroots organization
and solid base of black support
may give him a plurality as
Dukakis. Gephardt and Gore fight
over the remaining Democratic
votes
The state's 82 Democratic
delegates and 54 GOP delegates
make it one of the largest pots on
Super Tuesday
Ted Arrington. University of
North Carolina at Charlotte
political scientist and a
Republican, says Bush is running
first and Dole second, with Robertson and Kemp fighting it out for
third
But he said Bush is not a strong
first and polls have shown changing levels of support
A newspaper poll in mid February showed Jackson leading
the Democrats and gaining ground
with 21 percent of those polled.
Dukakis was second at 18 percent,
Gephardt 13 percent and Gore 11
percent.
The results were a blow to Gore,
who has visited often, been endorsed by Sen. Terry Sanford and
former Gov. Jim Hunt and been
running commercials for weeks
The latest figures showed 21
million registered Democrats,
850,351 Republicans and 132,421
unaffiliated.
Crossover voting is not allowed
In North Carolina but the GOP permits independents to vote in its
primary. The Democrats do not.
OKLAHOMA
Gore and Gephardt have been
the most visible of Democratic
candidates in Oklahoma, but party
officials say the race is wide open
It takes 15 percent to pick up any
of Oklahoma's 46 delegates at
stake.
Gephardt's call for an oil import
fee is playing well in a state hit
hard by the sagging fortunes of the
oil industry.
Bush and Dole are generally
considered the leading
Republicans, but some of their
supporters are nervous about
Robertson and his draw with
•

MISSOURI
Super Tuesday is the first
presidential primary in Missouri's
history, and about 800.000 people
are expected to vote
Democrats are banking on
favorite son Gephardt to pull down
a majority of the 77 delegates at
stake in the primary
"We've had no polls but you
have to know the man (Gephardt I
is the front-runner in Missouri,"
said state Democratic Party
Chairman Betty Hearnes "We
just haven't seen anybody else "
Jackson, however, is expected
to make a good showing in a state
with 19 percent black voters
because Gephardt is not particularly well-known in western
Missouri, away from his St. Louis
district.
Republican leaders say It's a
tossup whether Bush or Dole will
come away with a larger share of
the 47 GOP delegates at stake.
"It's keeping me on
tenterhooks," said state GOP
Chairman Hillard Selck "I would
say it's tightsville right now They
know it's a close battle or they
wouldn't be in here shuffling
around like they are. Both have
suddenly become quite attentive
to Missouri."
(OestV ea page lt)
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Playhouse in the Park announces cast, crew for The Medium'

Gobineau, Robert W. Desimone, descibes "The Medium" as "an
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
Jr., as Mr. Gobineau, and Laura approachable opera."
has announced the cast for its first
Mobley Thompson as Mrs. Nolan.
opera production, "The Medium,"
"It's an exciting story, one
Pianists are Marie Taylor and which we think our audiences will
by the American composer GlanRichard Scott.
Carlo Menotti.
appreciate."
"The Medium" is directed by
"The Medium" features MSU
According to Bussey, Menotti is
voice instructor Kay Bates ae Randall Black.
best known as the composer of the
Madame Flora.
Sharg„t
in he responsibilities of Christmas classic, "Amahl and
stage mirriager are Holly Blood- the Night Visitors," which is based
Media Faith Erickson and
Worth.
Kathleen Sonja Thomsen, both
4Anna Erwin.
on the story of the three wise men.
The
MSU students, will share the role
designer is Wayne
In "The Medium," the story is
of Monica, Flora's daughter. Mur- Bates;
Diane Sostarich as the one of suspense and terror, told
ray High School student Matthew lighting designer.
through the character of Madame
Cohen will play Toby, the mute
Costumes are by Jana Hooks, Flora, a carnival huckster who
Michelle Wise, and Kelly Wilson, claims she can contact the spirits
boy.
Also in the cast of the communi- under the direction of Karen Boyd. of the de4d.
Liz Bussey, the executive directy theater production are
The Playhouse production of
Margaret Boone as Mrs. tor of the Playhouse
the Park, "The Medium" is sponsored local•
•

ly by The Bank of Murray. Some
production costs have been paid
by a grant from the Kentucky Arts

Assistance Grants enable nonThe Kentucky Arts Council, a
profit organizations to bring their division of the Kentucky Departconsultants with expertise in cerment of the Arts, is a 16-member
tain areas to consult with staff or citizen board (appointed by the
board. The Artists in Residence governor) which receives grant
Program places professional ar- applications and disperses funds.
tists in schools and communities
"These matching grants confor periods of 20 days to nine mon- tinue a 22-year tradition of support
ths. These artists work and share for the arts in Kentucky's cities,
the process of creation with
neighborhoods and towns," said
teachers, students and community Council Chairman Margaret
residents.
Trevathan of Murray. "The CounAnyone interested in informa- cil is ghteful to the panels of arts
tion on initiating new arts events professionals whose review and
in their community or helping ex- --recommendations on each of our
isting arts programming is en- grants assure the highest stancouraged to contact the council for dards of quality."
guidelines. Staff is available to adFor more information, call the
vise artists and organizations in
Kentucky Arts Council at Berry
grant preparation and program
Hill Mansion, Frankfort, Kenplanning.
tucky,at 15021 564-3757.

States in the booklet indicates the 'Tennessee Eagle Management
Western Kentucky and Western Team, of which he is a member.
Tennessee region is one of only a The Kentucky-Tennessee Eagle
few breeding areas remaining in Management Team, founded in
the nation, excluding Alaska.
1978, is an alliance without formal
organizat
ion or by-laws. Peterson
The booklet lists locations for
seeing eagles and tour information says it works effectively through
in the Land Between the Lakes, Abe'common interests of the
members who have successfully
Reelfoot Lake, and Dale Hollow
cooperated in a number of proLake areas.
jects. Membership includes the
Peterson, a retired professor of U.S. Fish and Wildlife service.
English at Murray State Universi- Tennessee Valley Authority, U.S.
ty, has made bird watching a hob- Army Corps of Engineers, and
by for many years. He wrote "The Kentucky and Tenruiessee state
Eagles Return'• for the Kentucky - agencies, parks, and universities,
as well as both state's ornithological societies. Any government or private organization or individual with appropriate interests is encouraged to attend
meetings, Peterson reports.
While the area's noted eagle expert says he attempted to keep the
booklet brief and handy for carrying along on birding expeditions,
he did manage to sneak in a few
little-known facts. For example,
the book reports the fact that
female eagles are larger than
males.
The recently -released booklet is
available in a variety of area
shops and information centers.

v

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE
SALE!
Microwave/Convection
)Combination Oven
We bring good things to life.

MORE THAN
A PRODUCT

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

al
. Food Saver
Refrigerator

Eagles continue to 'camp out in Western Kentucky area
Through mid-March, migrant
Bald Eagles will continue to
"camp out" in Western Kentucky,
according to Clell T. Peterson,
whose book "The Eagles Return"
has just been released. The informational booklet outlines the
history of Bald Eagle studies and
suggests locations for seeing Bald
Eagles.
Tracing the history of the Bald
Eagle in America, the booklet also
provides silhouette diagrams so
'that bird watchers may more easily distinguish between Golden and
Bald eagles. A map of the United

performed March 25-27 and April
1-2.
The box office opens March 11.

Hurry...
Limited Time Offer

State arts council deadlines drawing near

The Kentucky Arts Council has
announced spring 1988 deadlines
for grants to support and develop
the arts in Kentucky communities.
Applications for programs occurring after July 1, 1988 must be
postmarked by these dates:
March 15 - Applications from
nonprofit organizations for,arts
projects and technical assistance
consultants I.
March 15 - Applications from
artists for Artist in Residence
programs.
April I - Applications from
school or community sponsors for
Artists in Residence programs.
Project Grants provide funds for
arts or community organizations
to expand or develop their arts
programs and services. Technical

Council.
The opera opens at the
Playhouse on Marcb 25 and will be

- -se
I SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

'90-Day
Money-back
or Exchang
Option from
GE on retail
purchases

Model
TBX18BJ
17.7 cu. ft. capacity; 5.01 cu. ft. freezer.'
Food Saver System helps keep food
fresher longer with sealed highhumidity pan. Sealed snack pack.
Energy Saver Switch.

'90 Day
Money back
or Exchange
Option from
GE on retail
purchases

GE ANSWER CENTER' SERVICE
800626 2000
Convenient Credit
Written Warranty Protection
Do-It-Yourself Help
Prompt Reliable Service

COLOR EXTRA
Home Owned
Free Warranty!

Model JET322
1.4 cu. ft. oven cavity. Electrimic touch
controls. Cooks three ways by time or
temperature: Microwave, Convection or
Combination. Word Prompting Display
provides programming instructions.

Long Monthly Payments
Large inventory

Low interest Rates!
Fast, Efficient Service!

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER
IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owner
s

otr*****************************************

************

STAKING THEIR CLAIM - Nes/nine-based rockers The
Claim
Stakers, featuring former White Animals Rich Parks and Steve Boyd,
along with Mike Dystnger and Kyle Miller, will appear Saturday night
at
the Big Apple Cate in Puryear, Tenn.

The Dale Carnegie Course
has one underlying purpose...
To help men and women
achieve more with their lives.
The Dale Carnegie Course* is based on the premise that virtually everyone has far more potential ability thati they ever use
In fact, most people have much more capacity for successful
achievement than they even recognize But once they can see
themselves in perspective, once they realizepat they do indeed
have an abundance of unused talent and ability, then they are at
the threshold of an .exciting, ncw adventure in their lives. The Dale Carnegie Course* can help you look within yourself,
to discover more of the wealth or hidden talents and capabilities
that are already there. It can help you.develop.those resources in
to practical And useful skills that you can use every day to achievc
more of the things that are important to you.
Whatever your station in life, one of the important factors in
your success will be your knowledge And Understanding of human
nature In the Course, you learn to better understand the thoughts,
the feelings, the reactions of people and how to work with them
more effectively. You learn more about the secrets IA motivation
You discover new ways to earn the support And cooperation of
others. You learn more about the art of effective communication,
how to expre.,.; your ideas, your thoughts and feelings more con
cisely, more effectively
As you participate in the course you acquire a new sense of
well-being, a heightened self-image.. You develop a firm and gc
flume feeling of confidence in yourself and your own abilities. You
become a more capable person than you were before, and you
feel it.
Demonstration Meeting open to the public, Monday, March -,
7 p.m., Holiday Inn - Murray. Bring a friend.

infi; Dale Carnegie
Courses
Pre-vented hr

Cbarles D. tubsink & Associates. Inc.

*
*

NOW OPEN
We're Cookin'For You

)
rVillagei
Pizza

WE GUARANTEE:

Village
Pizza

100% Pure Mozzarella Cheese, Fresh Mode
Pizza
Sauce, and Top Choice Toppings(No Preservatives).
(Don't

Fooled

Imitators)

*
Pizzo So Good,Our Customers Can Tell The Difference...
************************************************
******

Party Special

* 4-Large Pizzas
Cheese
and 2 Items

* 4-32 Oz. Soft Drinks
899
Only

*
*

PrI111115841

visas

Eat In

or Carry Out
Expires 3/15/88
Murray
Downtown Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mali

Two Pizzas
,

One Pizza Supflom•
One Pizza with 2 toppings
-•- Chace Or
'&Ma

* prin"--1

• Large 14" $9..
Medium 14" *7°'

For The Best In

2 Slices Of Pizza *
With Pepperoni or Sausage
Plus Your -Favorite
Soft Drink

PIZZA
SANDWICHES
PASTA & SALADS
"-Italian

$1 99
Only
Eat In or Oarry'Out *
Expires 3/15/88
Murray
Downtown Paducah *
Kentucky Oaks Mall *

1'

Spaghetti
Dinner

Pizza

knitagai
Plaza

Eat In

or Carry Out
Expires 31t 5/88
Murray
Downtown Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mail

3 Locations

FREE

Murray Central Shopping Center

Extra Bonus
FREE 2-32 Oz
Sot Drinks

759-9600
Downtown Paducah
125 s 3rd 412-9500
Kentucky Oaks Mall
112-1212

99

Eat In Or Carry Out:
Expires 3/15/88 *
Murray
Downtown Paducah*
Kentucky Oaks Mall*

Lasagna
Dinner
With Garlic

Bread

Maltaa

Eat In or Carry Out
Expires 3/15/88
Murray
Downtown Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mall

"ff
*

With Garlic Broad
Only

FREE
BUY ONE PIZZA
GET ONE PIZZA

*

Waimea
name

$1 99 *
Only
Eat In or Carry Out *
Expires 3/15/88 *
Murray
Downtown Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mail
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Murray continues roll as Mann bombs Western Illinois
MSU closes year
at 19-8 with 78-68
victory on road
From AP, Staff Reports

MACOMB, Ill. — With an Ohio
Valley Conference championship
in hand, the Murray State Racers
were looking to have a little fun in
its final regular season game. The
most fun for this year's surprising
MSU squad has been winning and
junior guard Don Mann was the
life of the party as the Racers
wrapped up their season with a
78-68 win at Western Illinois
Wednesday night.
Mann scorched the bottom of the
nets in Western Hall Arena with
long-range bombs for a game-high
25 points. Mann also handed out 12
assists, picked up three rebounds
and picked off three steals as MSU
improved to 19-8.
"Tonight was Don Mann's finest
game across the board," MSU
head coach Steve Newton said.

"When they made a run at us, Don
was there to put the fire out."
After a dismal start, Mann dropped in a 22-footer to give Murray
its first lead at 9-7. The shot sparked a 23-8 run; spearheaded by Jeff
Martin who canned 10 of his 24
points during the stretch.
MSU established a 16-point lead
late in the second half, but the
Leathernecks trimmed their
deficit to 44-36 by halftime.
Twice in the second half,
Western Illinois cut the lead to
four points, but each time Mann
knocked down a 3-pointer.
The Racer defense took over
down the stretch as the OVC's
toughest team to score against
held WIU to 38 percent shooting
while forcing 12 turnovers and
blocking five shots.
"I think our defense was evident
tonight," Newton said. "We showed outstanding maturity and shot
j
ielection throughout the game.
1 "Our defensive effort was the
key. We wanted to stop the break
and we did that."

OW Tournament

while Mike Ayers added 12 and
Mike Hayes had 11.
The win was Murray's eighth
straight on the road. MSU is 9-5
outside Racer Arena with a 1-2
Murray State Athletic Director Michael D. session end-zone seats for $8. All seats for the semirecord at neutral sites and an 8-3
Strickland has announced the ticketing policies for finals and championship will be reserved.
mark on the opposition'Sr home
MSU season ticket holders will have the opportunithe upcoming Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
court. The eight-game road streak
ty to purchase their regular-season seats until noon,
to be held at Racer Arena.
is one short of the school record
March 7. Parking for the tournament semi-finals
With MSU winning the conference title Monday
which dates back to 1935.
night, the Racers will receive a first-round bye. Sets and championship will be on a first-come, first-serve
"I'm very proud of the job
will go on salt at 9 a.m., March 4 to season ticket basis.
they'vedone on the road," Newton
The MSU Athletic Ticket Office will extend its
holders and the public. Tournament semi-final and
said, adding that Wednesday's win
championship game tickets will In sold in sets, hours to better serve fans who wish to purchase
was especially tough after clinwhich include tickets for the semi-final games which tickets. The extended office hours will be: March 4,9
ching the OVC title just two nights
begin at 7 p.m.. March 11 and for the championship a.m.-6 p.m.; March 5, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.; March 6, 1-5
earlier.
p.m.; March 7, 9 a.m.-noon. After noon on March 7,
game on March 12, which tips off at 8:15 p.m.
"I think fatigue, both enentally.
Courtside seta will he sold for $20. while end-zone all remaining chairback seats will be available to
and physically, played a role," he
sets are 616. The only exceptions are for students the public.
said. "I was proud of our mental
and senior citizens, who may purchase singletoughness in light of coming off
two very emotional conferenc
games this weekend."
Mann scored 14 of his points in
helped his cause in Wednesday's where I got most of my points."
Along with the conference
win.
the final 20 minutes, hitting on
Center Carl Sias added eight championship, Murray State earnseven of 12 3-point tries. Mann
"I think what helped me out the points and six rebounds for Qie ed a first-rcaindtye thd the eight
missed Murray's 74-58 win over
most is that I didn't play against Racers and freshman guard Paul• to host the conference tournament
the Leathernecks earlier in the them the first time," Mann said. King had seven points.
March '.11-12. In the OVC's first.
year while serving a seven-game "They were laying off me and then
The Leathernecks, 15-11, were roundcontests, seventh-place
suspension. He believes that they went into a zone That's led by Dwayne Scott's 21 points. (-Cont'd on page II)

Tickets to go on sale at MSU Friday morning

Fourth District preview

Regional hoops

Mayfield looking for upset;
MHS, CCHS set for round 3

Investment pays
off as Louisville
gest past APSU

By DANIEL T.PARKER
a real bad combination."
That combination has resulted
Asst. Sports Editor
- Murray's Cary Miller and
in an 8-16 record, the worst of
Calloway's Craig Morris agree
Fields' coaching career, but he added he has no complaints about the
that regular-season records can be
tossed out the window now that efforts from his players.
Fourth District tournament time
-We're playing as well as we
has arrived — but Mayfield's
can play," Fields said. "Our kids
work hard, and we haven't been
Roger Fields agreed he'd like to
throw Marshall County stars down mentally. I think the mental
Mitch Cothran and Dan Hall out as attitude of the kids has been the
well.
best of any-group I've had."
Fields' 8-16 Cardinals go up
The Cards are led in scoring by
against Allan Hatcher's powerful senior guard Steve Lovelace with
Marshals tonight in opening-round
a 14 point average while senior foraction of the Fourth District Tour- ward Billy Collins adds 13 points
nament, to be held at the Marshall and nine rebounds per game and
County gymnasium, while the junior guard Tim Schlosser chips
Tigers and Lakers square off for in with 12 points.
the thifd time this season Friday
Upsetting the Marshals in the
night.
district tournament would send
Both games follow girls' district shock waves throughout the region
tournament action, with Marshall
— but Fields knows there is only
meeting Murray tonight at 6:30 one path to victory for the Cards.
and Calloway and Mayfield tangl- "We can't get into an up-tempo
ing Friday night, also at 6:30.
game," he said. "We are going 'to
The Marshals, 22-2 on the year, have be extremely patient, hope
have blasted by First Region foes we can keep it a low-scoring game
unscathed through the year and and shoot a high percentage from
are strong odds-on favorites to the floor.
repeat as district and First Region
"Outside of that, I don't think
champions.
there's any way we can win."
Cothran, a 6-3 senior splinter at
Murray's Miller and Calloway's
No. 2 guard, has compiled im- Morris agree that the only way
pressive stats during the cam- their teams can win on Friday
paign, firing up 478 points for a night is by out-executing the other.
20.7 per-game average to go with
They also agree that the Friday
his 97 assists, 57 'steals and 133 night struggle will be much more
rebounds.
than a mere district tournament
Hall, a 6-6 junior center, takes game — it will be Murray against
care of the Marshals' inside game Calloway.
with 215 rebounds and a 16.6 scor"It has a little more incentive
ing average. Donnie Langhi, a 6-3 than a typical district tournament
senior transfer student from game," Morris said.
Hopkinsville, adds 138 rebounds
Miller concurred, but also
and a 7.0 scoring average, while pointed out that "we just assume
sophomore point guard Aaron that's part of it. Whenever Murray
Beth has posted a 6.9 per-game and Calloway play, both teams are
average while dishing out 156 going to be emotionally ready and
assists on the year.
their fans are going to be ready .
The Marshals have outscored it just comes down to the other
their opponents 61.8 to 46.2 while parts of the game."
finishing regular-season play with
Murray finished as the No. 2
a team shooting percentage of 58.9 seed in the district, posting a 12-11
from two-point range
regular season record and 3-3
Marshall has height and shoots district mark in a year which
well . Fields points out the Car- marked Miller's 200th career
slinals are short and don't.
coaching win.
"That's been our problem all
The Tigers are led in scoring
year," Fields said. "We're small and rebounding by junior center
and we don't shoot well, and that's (Cont'd on page II)

LOUISVILLE... Ky. 4-A1I —
Louisville's investment in backup
cehter Felton Spencer is starting
to pay big dividends
Spencer, a sophomore playing
with a new-found confidence.
scored a career-high 20 points,
grabbed six rebounds and had only
one turnover in leading Louisville
to a hard-fought 84-78 victory
Wednesday night over Austin
Peay.
"Coach 1Denny Crum has been
telling me all season that he hit faith in me and that I can play
against anybody I go up against,'
Spencer said "I'm playing with a
lot more confidence now "
Spencer, whose previous best
was 17 points against Syracuse
last year. made seven of eight
field goals and six of seven free
throws against Austin Peay in the
first meeting between the two
schools

Kentucky seniors
leave on winning
note over Georgia.

Murray's Jim Hornbuckle leads his team into its third meeting of the season with Calloway County in
Hayfield on Friday night. Hornbuckle, a junior center, leads the Tigers in points and rebounds.
•laff photo In Daniel T Parker

LEXINGTON. My AP — Kentucky's seniors made sure they
went out as 4Lampions in their
final performalife at Rupp Arena
The eighthcird Wildcats.
paced by se or guard Ed
Davender's 20 points and eight
assists, clinched a share of their
37th Southeastern Conference title
by defeating Georgia 80-72
Wednesday night
Kentucky. winning its third
straight game. Improved *to 21-5
overall and 12-5 in the SEC
Georgia dropped to 15-14 and 7-10
Rob Lock. Winston Bennett.
Cedric Jenkins, Richard Madison
and Davender hit on a combined 20
of 28 shots
"We wanted to have some
momentum going into the SEC
tournament," said Davenderj
"We can be happy about this
memory for a few days, but we
have to go on from here and win
some more games "
Davender left his.. peark on the
(Cont'd on page Ill

Murray State's Hill accepted challenge of underdog..• and won
By MIKE RINGERING
M81 Sports Information Asst.
under-dog — n. 1. One who is expected to lose a contest or struggle, as
in sports or politics. 2. one who is at a disadvantage.
The word "underdog" is used in the world of sports to describe a dark.
horseteam or a player who never was supposed to be a winner. In the
football world, the underdog may represent one of the smallest players
on the team or someone who has recovered from a severe injury to lead
• his team to victory.
The Murray State Racer football team has had many athletes as well
as teams which were classified as underdogs. But in the case of one
graduating senior, that term has been a label throughout his career.
Steve Hill, a 5-11, 225 pound defensive tackle, may not be the biggest
defensive lineman in Division I-AA football, but he has the desire and
drive bigger than the frame of Ed "Too Tall" Jones
Throughout his career, he was always the smallest and had to push
harder than the rest to be successful. To Hill, the size of the fight in the
dog has always meant more than the size of the dog in the fight.
"I always had the desire and the drive to play football," Hill said, "but
I always had to push harder than everyone else because of my size disadvantage and the injuries I've had."
Those who have seen Hill play for the Racers the past two seasons
know the intensity and reckless abandon with which he plays. He credits
his intense style to his high school offensixe line coach, Mark Bray,
which he quietly calls his idol
"In high school, Coach Bray was the only one who really taught me the
basics of football," Hill said. "Sometimes he intentionally got on me to
get me mad enough to fight and strive for my own success."

"I always had to push
harder than everybody
else because of my
size disadvantage and
the injuries I've had."

Steve

Hill

Although Bray helped develop Hill's style of play, the greatest
motivator for Hill eventually became himself
Hill started his foogiall career as a fourth-grader, playing Pee-Wee
football in Tupelo, Mississippi, and continued playing until the seventh
grade, when he underwent hip surgery At that point, he faced his
greatest challenge
"At the beginning of my seventh grade year, I injured my hips and had
pins placed in both of them," Hill said. "It was a really tough time for
me, because I had to miss three seasons and I knew I'd be way behind
everyone else."

Hill patiently waited for his hips to heal and finally received approval
to play in his sophomore season of high school. Despite doctors' warn.
logs not to play and recommendations to give up the sport. as well as the
ground he would have to make up in his skills, Hill's desire and intensity
paid off that same season
"When I got the okay to play my sophomore season. I found that my
skills were way behind," Hill said. "I was probally the, worst football
player Coach Bray had ever seen. and he even said my coordination was
horrible."
By the third game of the season though, Hill had beaten out a senior to
become a starter on the offensive line.
"When doctors told me I couldn't play, that was the perfect reason for
me to want to play," Hill exclaimed. "It was all a matter of everyone
saying I couldn't and me saying to myself that I could. I'm just hardheaded, I guess."
Hill decided upon Itawamba Junior College in Fulton, Miss., after his
high school career, where he evolved into a self-motivated player.
Again, Hill spent time rehabilitating, this time a knee injury during his
fourth year. After red-shirting his sophomore season and dedicating the
off-season to strengthing the knee, Hill earned Mississippi Junior College All-Star team honors and played in the state's Junior College All.
Star game his junior year
"My first year at Rawamba was spent trying to adjust to the different e'
style of play," Hill said. "I owe my success to Coach Mike Eaton. He was
one of the greatest motivators I've ever been associated with. He could
motivate a player to knock down a brick wall before a game if he wanted
to That's where I learned that that type of intensity is the key to football,
((ont'd OD page II)
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Murray State's Hill accepted challenge...
(Cont'd from page 10)
and the key to intensity is learning to be a self-motivator."
After his third year at Itawamba, Hill decided to complete his eligibility with the Racers, where he immediately fit in and contributed.
One of his goals entering his first season with the Racers was to be a
team leader and a role model for the younger players. Hill believed that
if the underclassmen could see how excited an older player was for the
game, some of that might rub off on them.
"I have always used my intensity to try to motivate others as well as
the crowd," he said. "I think the first obligation in football is to the fans.
• I guess you could say the football field is my stage. It really pumps me
up to see the crowds get into the game."
In the 1986 Racer campaign, Hill made a big defensive contribution to
the team, helping them to the Ohio Valley Conference title with a 7-3-1
record. But again, Hill had to overcome an injury, cracking a vertebra
in his neck against Eastern Kentucky.
"The injury against Eastern was another frustration for me because I
had t( miss three games," Hill said. "But overall, it was a great feeling
to win the OVC and finally get a championship ring for my finger. It was
an absolute thrill."
Entering his final year in 1987, Hill believed the team had an excellent
chance to win its second OVC tile in as many years. But, the Racers
finished with a disappointing record of 6-5, going 3-3 in OVC play.
"I thought we had a lot of talent going into 1987, but it was a matter of a
new coaching staff and the team not executing," Hill said.
Although the Racers had a disappointing season, Hill had his finest
year. Contributing with 106 tackles and leading the team with 66 solo
tackles, Hill was fifth in the OVC with tackles for lost yards.
His biggest thrill of the 1987 season came against Morehead State,
when he picked up a fumbled kick return and ran it from 12 yards out for
his first career touchdown.

"Scoring a touchdown is the ultimate high for an .offensive or defensive lineman," Hill said. "Being a lineman all of your life and finally getting the opportunity to score a touchdown is a once-in-a-million chance.
To a tailback, it's just another touchdown, but to us lineman, it's usually
just a nice thought"
Along with his touchdown, Hill received many honors in his final
season as a football player. He was voted Defensive Player of the Game
against Louisville and Middle Tennessee and voted Most Valuable
Player in games against Liberty University and in his final game,
against Austin Peay. At the annual post-season football banquet, Hill
was honored with the Morgan Sisk award, which is voted on by players
and coaches for the player that was a motivational role model as well as
a team leader on and off the field. It is an award Hill was most proud to
receive.
"It's a great honor when your teammates and coaches recognize you
as a team leader and someone who can set a standard for others to
follow. It was a goal of mine and I hope it helped some of the younger
players."
Although it is difficult leaving football after so many years of hard
work and rehabilitating injuries, Hill realizes it's time to get on with his
life in the real world. Being an advertising major, Hill looks forward to a
new challenge in sales with a major corporation.
"At first I wanted to continue playing football somewhere," he said,
"but the more I thought about it I realized it was time to call it quits and
go on with my life. I look forward to tl* challenge of getting a job and living my life."
Although Hill has had to prove himself on the football field each and
every season, he never has had to prove to himself that he's a winner. He
may not have the physical ability to continue his football career, but he
carries with him the knowledge that in the,,end he was an underdog who
became classified as a winner.
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MSU news
Racer Club to hold Friday meeting
The Racer Club will meet Friday at noon, according to executive
director Joe Ward. The meeting is scheduled to take place at the
Seven Seas restaurant.

Luther honored as Coach of the Year
Former Murray State basketball coach Cal Luther has been tabbed
Mason-Dixon Athletic Conference Coach of the Year, it was announced Sunday.
The winning coach in Longwood history, Luther led the Lancers to
a share of the conference title after LC had been picked in the
preseason to finish at the bottom half of the five-team Division II
league. Longwood, 18-9 overall and 6-2 in the conference, compiled its
best record since 1980-81.
Luther's career record is 387-277. He was named Ohio Valley Coach
of the Year three times in his 16 years with the Racers.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

Fourth District...
a'ont'd from page 10)
Jim Hornbuckle, with a scoring
average of 12.6 and a rebound
mark of 8.3 per outing.
Senior forwards James Payne
and Mark Miller add 11.3 and 10.3
points per game, respectively,
with each averaging five rebounds. Senior guards Chris
Jackson and Jason Hunt average
around eight points per game,
with Jackson dishing out 140
assists on the year while Hunt has
fired up 23 3-point field goals.
Mark Whitaker has blended
reserve and starting play while
compiling a 6.0 scoring average.
Calloway. the third seed in the
district, chalked up an 11-14
overall record while finishing with
three victories in their last four
games
Seniors Corey Wells, Fred Jones
and Chad Stubblefield lead the
Lakers. with Wells posting a 14.7
scoring average. Stubblefield 11.9
and Jones 10.7
Jones has hauled down 183 reboands-.+n25 games while Walls adds 128 and Stubblefield has been
deadly from 3-point range, sinking
62 of 115 tries for a 54 percent
grade from behind the line
Junior guard Tim Armstrong
has passed for 103 assists while ad.
ding s 4 points per game.
sophomore forward Harv Newton
adds 52 points per game and
senior forward Trent Campbell
adds 3.9 points per outing.
Both teams have confidence in
their walk and execution on their
-(nds

"Our group has played very well
together all year," Miller said of
the Tigers. "I think we've improved defensively, although we're not
where we'd like to be, and our
schedule has really been tough.
We feel that has helped us and will
help us in the tournament."
Morris knows about scheduling,
as thetakers have faced nine opponents who have been — or still
are — in the state's Top Ten
ranking.
"You can wipe the slates
clean," Morris said. "Records
don't mean a thing at this time of
year — it all comes down to who's
playing well at the right time. Our
kids are very confident and I'm
very confident, but it's just going
to come down to whoever executes
the best on the offensive end and
the defensive end of the floor."
Both coaches believe their
teams have to do better jobs of
keeping the other away from the
backboards and neither are planning any surprises for the other
"By the time you get to this
point you don't do too many things
different," Miller said. "You try
to do the same things you've been
doing, only better The game boils
down to execution."
Preparation, both agreed, has
been easy "I'm not worried about
whether our kids are ready," Morris said. "I know they are."
Miller echoed those sentiments.
"Hey, if you can't get mentally
ready to play at this time of the
year. you're in the wrong
Corey Wells has gotten things done at the offensive end for Callow-ay all
business."
season, leading the Lakers in scoring.
Man photo bt Ihuael T. Parker

Murray continues roll...
(('ont'd from page 10)
Youngstown State will play at
either Middle Tennessee or Austin
Peay, sixth-place Tennessee State
travels to either Austin Peay or
MTSL' and fifth-place Tennessee
Tech visits No. 4 Eastern
Kentucky
Murray will meet the lowest surviving seed in the semifinals. The
Racers are making their ninth
straight year, the most in the
league The Racers' 13-1 OVC
record is the best the conference
has seen in 11 years.
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MURRAY ST.78
W.ILLINOIS 68
Mt RAM( STATE
Martin
0-7 24 Ogden 3 2 0-1 4 SW 4 4 0-0 R
Ruin A 15 3 2 36 King 3,7 2 2 7 Brooks 0 1 0-0 0
MeCtaichey 6.20.1 6 Gold 1 I 003 Foster 1 3 Cso
2 Robbins 0-0 0-0 n
Totals 1041 I IS 7$
WESTV11114 ILLINOIS
Smith 164.51. Ayers 5-41 0-0 12. Davie 46 1 4 9
Cialrin 1 4 1,2 I. Scott 6 19 6-7 21 Hayes 4 7 3 5 I
McCoy 0-2 1-21. Wags 3-4 1 26
Totals 39-5)17.)'? 1111
Halftime -Murray $t 44
W
1111Moth 96
t point goals- Murray St 0 17 iLann 7 12 Mar
tin 1 2 King 1 2 Broris 0- 1
W tilinols 5 17
Scott 1 13. Ayers
1
Fouled
Chinn
out - Smith Rebounds -Murray It DO MartIn
Sias 6. W Illinois S4 Davi* Scott, Hayes 4 ,
Assists - Murray St 23 (Mann 121 SY Illinois 17
Smith Davie 4 Total fouls -Murray MI IR Pi
Illinois 17 Technical - McC1atchey
Attendance.- I 777

Correction
Wednesday's Ledger and Times
reported that Calloway County's
Lady Lakers meet Mayfield in the
Fourth District Tournament at 6
p.m., Thursday and Murray's
Lady Tigers were,to play Marshall
County at the same time on
Friday
Calloway County is slated to
play on Friday while Murray
meets the Lady Marshals tonight.
All tournament games are being
played at Marshall County.

Read the want ads
Fish Day
It's Time
For Stocking
0404111€1CA1Fel WIRD BLUE GIL elriir *mos lip
Mallets FAO Crippe reitibitGrass C..wr .tinc Were
arid rk littrid Blue GA wilier Rio d2t3roirer
Delivery Will Be
TUESDAY, MARCH 16
t the Following Location
Southorn States Co-op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
Tlmo: 10:00-11:00 AM
Peed lipoleateM New Available
local store to place your order
111 Toll Free 1-8004345439
Fir,11 Wagon lot
Route 3 Box 337-C
Harrisburg, Arkansas 72432

ocioxyzar

EASTERPi
NC'E
Atlastic Division
56
L
Pct.
Boston
39 19
672
New York
23 2
418
Philadelphia
29 82
418
Washington
23 32
418
New Jersey
14 42
250
Cesar's! Division
Detroit
37 18
673
Atlanta
35-21
625
Milwaukee
90 24
554
Chicago
31 25
554
Indiana
2377
518
Cleveland
28 30
483
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
56
L
Pct.
Dallas
39 17
696
Denver
34 21
618
Houston
13 22
600

2%
6%
6%
8%
10%

GB
4%
54,

1101111
1st District
Hickman Co 74. Fulton Co 53
fInd District
Pad Tilghman 92. Heath 68
669 Distrki
Owensboro 71, Owens Catholic 60
14th District
Greenville 54, Bremen 47
lith District
Breckinridge Co. 72, St Romualcl 52
1169 District
Russellville 78, Butler Co 73 20T
1416 District
Bowling Green 68, Franklin-Simpson 58,
Warren E. 60, Warren Cent 47
11116 District
Monroe Co 67. Cumberland Co 66
1769 Diotrict
E. Hardin 53. N Hardin 48
1116$ District
Lou Shawnee 110. Portland Chrth 44
frind District
Lou Western 49. Lou Butler 4,3
Lou PRY 84, Lou Holy Cross 59
$eth District
Lou DeSales 115, Lou Iroquois 42
2669 District
Lou Male 65. Lou St Xavier 61
Mb District
Lou Ballard 70, Lou Waggener 63
Ski District
N Bullitt 76 Builitt E 71
31/0 District
Shelby Co 68. Eminence 58

nod tx•tek-t

Utah
San Antonio
Sacramento

n

96
.527
22 31
.415
16 40
.286
Pacific Divisios
x-L A Lakers
48 10
818
Portland
34 21
613
Seattle
30 27
524
Phoenix
17 38
3011
Golden State
14 40
259
L.A Clippers
12 42
222
it-enriched playoff berth
Wednesday's Games
New Jersey 117. Batton 107
Washington 111, Lndlarut 102
Detroit 103. Lod! Angeles Clippers 90
Dallas 115. Sacramento 90
Denver 99, Cleveland 81
Houston 106, Golden State 101
Thursdays Games
Philadelphia at Chicago
Portland at Phoenix

Size 4-46

p.m. For more information. call
Barry Rose at 753-6403.

PARKER'S
Mayfield

Mayfield Shopping Plaza

Kentucky

(502) 247-8449

OHL

Builders
of Custom
and
Unique
Homes

Ap NIL
\link' I

NM\

20 yrs. experience
in home building
Financing Available to Qualified Buyers
No Money Down For Landowners
Use Your Plan or Ours
We Have 100s To Choose From

489-2482

BOCK BEER IS A
SPECIAL BREW OF
HEAVY BEER,
USUALLY
SOMEWHAT DARKER
AND SWEETER THAN
REI.W.AR BEER,
WRICH IS PREPARED
IN THE WINTER FOR
USE IN THE SPRING
BOCK BEER IS
SUPPPOSED TO
HERALD THE ARRIVAL
OF SPRING.

II tin

32,

753-8355

BOCK BEER IS HERE!
\NIL.
II
'Amur ,

31
16
28

Spring
Maternity
Wear

Softball meeting slated for Monday

CONSTRUCTION CO.. INC.
Arir MIL

9%
15%
23

Grant Co. 57. Williamstown 47
3469 District
Dixie Heights 76 Cov Latin 66
Coy Holy Cross 63. Beechwood 59 OT
11169 District
Tollesboro 82. Maysville St Pitrick 52
41st District
Franklin Co 58, Western Hills 49
4t69 District
Pulaski Co 57. Somerset 53
4969 District
Jackson Co 88, Oneida Rapt 72
Mb District
Barbourville 70. Lynn Camp 64
53rd District
Letcher 74, Jenkins 66
5469 District
Buckhorn 68. Leslie Co 66
5669 District
June Buchanan 85. Cordis 69
54I69 District
Owsley Co 65, Wolfe CO 56
5769 District
Johnson Cent 59, Paintsville 52
5669 District
Prestonsburg 53 Allen Cent 48
aniti District
Vtrgie 69. Millard 57
Mb District
Feds Creek 53 Johns Creek 43
61s1 District
Rowan Co 76 Menifee Co 36
63rd District
Greenup Co 69 Fairview 52
44t6 District
Boyd Co. 70, Ash Blazer 40

901 S. SYCAMORE

Lock finished with 19 points and
three rebounds and Bennett had 10
points and five rebounds in extensive playing time. Madison contributed six points and Jenkins
had four.

Local sports

The Murray-Calloway County
Church Softball League will have
an orginizational meeting for its
upcoming season ,on Monday,
March 7.
Interested parties should meet
at Westside Baptist Church at 7

GB
14%
14%
/4%
24
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Kentucky seniors leave...
teont'd from page 10)
school-record books, becoming the
first player to tally more than
1,500 points and 400 assists in a
career. His totals are 1,529 points
and 405 assists.
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Super Tuesday...

pected to win Rhode Island, but
just 10.1 percent.
Republican delegates at stake.
each faces some competition for
TENNESSEE
One-time oilman Bush has
((Word from page 8)
the 22 Democratic delegates and
Gore is the undisputed cham- adopted the state as his home, and
pion in his home state, where his newspaper polls show him well
many conservative Democrats 21 GOP delegates.
The Massachusetts governor is
father was also a senator for ahead, with Robertson in third but
who have been re-registering as
a familiar face here, but Rhode
almost two decades. Only Jackson
Republican.
gaining on Dole.
has bothered to campaign for the
Dole's strength is partly due to Island Democrats have a history
Robertson may gain further
70 Democratic delegates available from a low Republican turnout on
the fact that he is from Kansas, a of rejecting the establishment's
and he has the support of most of
neighboring state that is heavily choices, pickffig Hart in 1984 and
primary day.
the state's blacks.
dependent, as is Oklahoma, on Jerry Brown in 1976 despite the opLike many Southern states,
position of party regulars.
The Republican race for 45 Texas does not register by party,
agriculture.
Gore, whose organization indelegates is harder to call. Bush
Eighteen of the GOP 36
leaving voters free to choose
cludes
a small group of has most of the leading either primary. In
delegates will be chosen on the
addition, Texas
Republican fund-raisers and most remains a one-party state in many
basis of the primary vote in the six legislators, and Simon, who is
prominent executive committee
congressional districts and backed by several influential
respects, and lots of local primary
members backing him, Dole has races are Democrats only.
Robertson's best chances are in labor leaders, have made a
This
former Sen. Bill Brock working
the heavily Democratic 2nd and serious effort for second place.
may reduce the number of people
Jackson
won
for
8
percent
him but Robertson is a wild
of the
3rd districts of eastern and
who vote in the GOP presidential
vote in 1984, in a state that is only 2 card.
southern Oklahoma.
race, leaving the door open for
Robertson has a strong
Oklahoma had 1,356,460 percent black, but must win 15
Robertson.
Democrats registered as of Jan. 1, percent to qualify for any organization and Bible belt
Bush has a solid GOP establishappeal.
compared with 616,232 delegates.
ment organization, chaired by
Among Republicans, Dole
There were 2,466,220 registered
Republieans and 53,933
former Rep. Torrk.Loeffler and enorganized
the state first, but Bush voters at the end of 1987.
independents.
dorsed by Gov. Bill Clements.
has attracted most of Rhode
There is no party registration,
County electiorrofficials have
Dukakis has won raves for his
reported scores of Democrats Island's top Republicans, in- but estimates are that the state is
organization and has moved up to
about 30 percent Republican, 50
have been switching to GOP to cluding Gov. Edward D. DiPitete.
the lead in at least one poll. Gore,
About 514,000 voters - there is percent Democrat and the rest
vote for Robertson.
meanwhile, has picked up lots of
no party registration - are independent.
RHODE ISLAND
establishment endorsements
registered for the p,rimary, virTEXAS
Dukakis and Bush, with the supGore also has lined up Democratic
tually the same as in 1984. But
Texas offers the biggest slice of fund-raiser Jess Hay of Dallas
port of party leaders and the most
since 1976, when the primary was
the Super Tuesday pie, with 183 who put together a $750,000 night
visible org ro.zations, are exinstituted, turnout has averaged
Democratic delegates and 111 for him in Dallas Feb. 10. Jacksor
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Compares
With Antennas

DOO

Costing Up to
50'- More'

I

R

DOORBUSTER

163 • ^,.....
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.•
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3995

.

01
.
'7r
1
4'6

,

i

1

830
Wide-Swept
60° Elements
for Maximum
Pickup

And All Hardware!

•2 Standoff Insulators •40-FoOt Ground Wire
•4" Wall Mounts • 50-Foot Foam Twin Lead
•5-Foot Steel Mast• Antenna Discharge Unit
• Ground Rod • Four 3'h" Wood Screws

Assorted Shrubs

40-Lb.' Organic Peat
Moisture preserving peat
for lawns, gardens, shrubs

. .,
,

#
i

Systemic

Amer! Sato

p,K•

w II

4.97

Lets feclo.,
Nsiii Rebate

Iffr011151*

S

1.00

Net Cos,
Alter Rebate

3.97

I*
al al

tit,
-s

By Arrher

TC, 1001 by Radio Shack

25/
3
4 Off

Cut 900

5995

39995

I
)

3.97
:e
ftbearte
Malathton 50 .

sect spray Controls w.dp • •••, •,
insects on fruit frees
insects
•

Comb filter increases picture clarity and color
purity MTS stereo and SAP add a new dimension to TV broadcasts Scan memory.
140-ch cable-compatible tuner #16-251

What a value' Now you can watch your VCR on
any TV in your home Even use VCR's remote control from any room. Expandable anytime #15-1953

e

.
A
,
.
•

Archerotor'
By Radio Shack

3495
Mast-mounted amp
boosts signal, not interference Adjustable gain. FM trap
#15-1108

Download errs

Rotor Turns Antenna
& Locks It In Place
Helps you pull in
those hard-to-get
stations' Fits most
masts #15-1225
Rotor cable mast extra

Watch B&W TV anywhere! Or
hear FM stereo through included
headphones' With backlight
hood. #16-1300

Check Your Phone Book for the Rados"wit Store or Dealer

woo

nay +4,r 114),,I.N
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PRICES APPLY AT-PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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15.88

5 Lb. Miracle
Gro Plant Food

96-86 '

•10
"
-

Broadcast Spreader.150 15

10 Lb. Diazinon
Soil & Turf
Insect Control

7.44

,1 -

1

:....

LAWNWARE
Ili

Nearest You

Clam,
Sal• TJI

Noe! Dzreol

Reg 397

. • .

7.88
SPECIAL
PURCHASE 88
°°

40-Lb.• Top soil
40 1b • top Soil for potchina and top dressin Iawns Save'
gve' ve
No
,
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Assorted Shrubs

Turn Knob
To Point
Antenna

5995

99

1

.•.

Deluxe VHF/UHF/FM Antenna Rotor "Dials" VHF/UHF TV With FM
Signal Amplifier
A Better Picture
Stereo & Headphones

4.97
5-Lb.' Gross Seed
Kerifucky 31 fa lesCue
seed Shop now and sa
20-Irtee Lawn Mews.
Wee Ode Clischartle
3 HP Fcrorn mower wee
ecte cesceotge loco"
000 engine Tirol,* con
hot on handle Scene

9

Low As $20 Per Month•

Eliminates the Need to Buy a VCR for Every TV

830 Rebate

(Mho

•

Our 16 Of.
Prof Mix
for Plants

Affer

Our 6 77

Price

Reg. 499.95

Reg. 79.95

L..-

•.

WWII

air at tt
•WWI ?MIR

,

IP

Our Best! Stereo Color
TV/Monitor With Remote

-.40 .•-•'" •

.. vel•
t•
•

Video Multiplying System
Lets You "Share" Your VCR

Rose Flower Care

.

0
11

PLUS THESE SPECTACULAR VIDEO VALUES

.

3.47

Mast not inclutieci

See the Clear picture and color your TV set was meant
to deliver' Attaches to your stereo for improved FM reception, too Goid-alodized finish fights corrosion Fac
tory preassembled Buy yours today! #15-1711

Excellent for "Fringe'
Reception Areas

40..o.e. •
°••••••

ONLY

Reg. Separate
Items 45.76

By Archer

0
.
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LCI ::::„...::

SuperColor Antenna Package
By Arc,-,,

DOOREIUSTER
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On Some items
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Antenna
WW99

Includes Antenna
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Democratic delegates will be
selected based on the primary
results.
Republicans in Virginia.
Robertson's home state, will
select 50 delegates through a complicated series of local caucuses
and district and state conventions
that are not connected to the
March 8 primary
WASHINGTON
Washington has 2.2 million
registered voters, but traditionally no more than 50,000 to 100,000
people attend the precinct
caucuses. Party leaders, who beat
back legislation to create a
presidential primary, predict
they'll meet or beat the 100,000
mark this year. particularly with
the infusion of Robertson
supporters.
The caucuses are binding on the
65 Democratic delegates but not
for the Republicans. The state has
no - registration by party. Caucus
attenders attest on a sign-in sheet
that they consider themselves
Democrat or Republican
Robertson is given a good shot at
edging out Dole and Bush,
although more party 'regulars are
predicting Dole, Robertson and
Bush finishing in that order with
Kemp trailing
_
On the Democratic side,
Dukakis seems to have it sewed
up. He's the favorite Of many party regulars and has wooed labor
He made several visits, more than
the others, and appears to be the
favorite of Gov Booth Gardner.

to Homeplace Family Restaurant
to 8 oz. New York Strip
to 'Includes choice of potato tossed
Thurs. Sot
$475 March
G°*d
salad & french bread
3-5th

SPeCia
!
flontiS
UHF

has his 1984 organization in plact
and looks strong in inner city
Houston and Dallas.
Texas has more than 7.8 million
registered voters, with final
counts still to be made in four of
the biggest counties, including
Dallas and Houston. Registration
is up 7.2 percent, boosted by a
high-profile registration drive.
The state does not record registration by race; however, Hispanics
probably make up the largest
group of minority voters.
Secretary of State Jack Rains
estimates as many as 1 million
people will vote in each of the
primaries on March 8.
VIRGINIA
Among Virginia's Democrats.
Jackson is "in the driver's seat,"
said Larry Sabato, a University of
Virginia political analyst.
"He's got three strong, white
Democrats running against him
(Gephardt, Gore and Dukakis i,"
Sabato said. "If all three of them
stay in contention ... then Jesse
Jackson is bound to do well. I think
he's got a good chance to be the
plurality winner, but not the majority winner."
Seventy-five of the Virginia's 85

2.9
7
Leaf Rake ',,fFOS Inn a'
ten chores Strong flexible

69.88

0
79u8r

8
Ryan' Gas Trimmer
2-cycle. rear engine
gas powered trimmer
17' cuffing swath.

Our 267

1.94orgrnasEsdggrionwth
g

use

Controls grass
along drives walks trees
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•
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OBITUARIES
John B. Nance

Mrs. Evelyn
Campbell

, John B. Nance, 82, of Webberville, Mich., died Tuesday at Sparrow Hospital, Lansing, Mich. He
had retired as an iron worker after
working for 30 years.
He was a member of World Wide
Church of God at Lansing. Born
Oct. 19, 1925, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Guy Nance and Lamora Paschall
Nance.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Dorothy Griffith Nance, to
whom he was married on April 15,
1 951; three sons, Charles
Frederick Nance, Lansing, David
Russell Nance, Kalmazoo, Mich.,
and Benjamin Lee Nance, WebbervWe ; three grandchildren.
Also survivin are three sisters,

Mrs. Evelyn Campbell, 67, of
Paducah died Tuesday at 9:15
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
Union Hill Church of Christ.
She is suivived by one daughter,
Mrs. Beverly Adkins, Benton; two
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah. O.D. McKendree
is officiating. Burial will follow in
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens
there.

Jack S. Anderson
Services for Jack S. Anderson
are today at 2 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
Dr. James H. Nash and Fr. Pete
Chiodo are officiating. Burial will
follow in Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Mr. Anderson, 65, died Tuesday
morning at his home at 818 Central
Ave., Mayfield.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Mayfield-Graves
County Need Line, Box 622,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Mrs. James (Buthel) Cowden,
Canton, Mich., Mrs. Thomas
(Maynell) Wilkerson, Brighton,
Mich., and Mrs. Rob (Gwendolyn)
Gingles, Murray; two brothers,
Ted P. Nance, Paris, Tenn., and
Bobby Nance, Farmington;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Monday at 10
a.m. in LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Pallbearers will be Rodney
Nance, Keith Haygood, Johnny
Gingles, Jimmy Gingles, Hugh
Deering and Tommy Wilkerson.
Burial will follow in Paschall
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funral
home fter 1 p.m. Sunday.

Prices as of II a.m.
Industrial Average
-5.114
Goodyear
Previous Close
I.B.M.
.(.2071.20
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
474 unc
SOW 2,4%A
Jerrico
A.T.C.-Ciaas A
Kmart
AT&T
-2/8
30% unc
Kroger
Briggs & Strati's.
24% -/
1
4
JCPenney
Penwalt
USX Oarp
2054
281/4 +%
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
Sears
71
/
4B 7%A
Exxon
42% -1/4
Texaco
45% one
Time Inc.
Ford
53 +34
G.A.F.
U.8.Tobacco
General Motors
70% -%
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
221/4 nue
40% +1
/
4
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield

Mrs. Clara B.
Scott
Services for Mrs. Clara B. Scott
will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray The Rev. Paul Bogard
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Thursday ).
Mrs. Scott, 89, of 506 Vine St.,
Murray, died Tuesday at 8 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah_

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753 3366

11% +1%
.111% -X
37% -1
/
4
15B 15%A
34% unc
29% -X
-99% .3
/
4
54% •+%
44% unc
9944 -%
45% +1%
11144 -%
30% -Vs
29% + 1/4
71/4 unc
0.27

PAIN
UNDE
SCOT
DOOR
GUAR
TRIM
ETC...

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUAL/TT
SERV ICE PARTS
411.11.0• 0,

4.444p T4.4

GM

C 01.011• 4,1••

444,.,4 .42- -.44-44.An4

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Hog market
rider& aliete Illerlea I% rare Plortke altar.* I IOU lieneerly Purallowe Arwa Rau Merkel IIaport
Illenelple Ara 1110 East
leeledlae lantag
ii
(able eland,. moo early
l4OO Illerraree
haglier Sees slemily le all Mere
1141 I*43 SI haw U.11
IRIS tab lee
II I I Me rle
114,4.8,41.14
1411.111•42.80
I% II ale Se lee
1141.011-42110
•
StIlle

1983 Chavy 5-10 Pickup, wn/te
V-6, ps, pb air. auto
$4,900.00

1144

'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.'

News
laIITHY
am
lel:
alle
I I OWNS lb*
II Is we sod op
I II I I 11113 ale lba
le• II le
Beano

1332 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-381

III el• Dell few Biala
11111-20411.118
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tie all MN few IILMI
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Give Yourself A Gift Of Better Health By Attending

WESTERN BAPTIST HOSPITAL'S
SUCCESS OVER STRESS SEMINAR
Much of the stress felt by women today is a direct result of
not feeling in control of their lives. If you are like many
women who feel out of control but lack the confidence to
do anything about it, plan to attend one of our two Success Over Stress seminars conducted by Rita Burgett of A
Woman's Place, Inc.

Rita Burgett
She Makes You Feel
Better About Yourself

SUCCESS OVER STRESS
Rita Burgett is president of A Woman's Place,

Will Help You

Inc.. an independently owned educational and
• Identify Choices
support center for women. She is also a wife
• Feel in Control
and mother. Ms. Burgett presents seminars on
a variety of topics to help women develop their
• Create Your Future
full potential and live happier lives. In addition
to owning and operating A Woman's Place.
Inc., she conducts training programs for
corporations such as AT&T, Baptist Sunday
School Board, Nissan and United Methodist
Board ofEducation. And she appears on Nashville TV and
radio talk shows. Her personal success story. combined with
her experience of teaching and advising women from all walks of
life, makes her uniquely qualified to inspire and motivate.

Saturday, March 12, 1988

8:00 A.M. -12:30 P.M
or
Tuesday. March 15, 1988
6 P M. - 10:00 P.M.

Watch your newspaper for
information regarding these
upcoming seminars

International Room "D"
Executive Inn Riverfront
Paducah, Kentucky

APRIL
Building Your Self-Esteem
MAY
Menopause, Hysterectomj.
and Hormones
JUNE
Aging Gracefully

41,

SUCCESS OVER STRESS SEMINAR

March 12, 8 A.M.-12:30 P.M.
March 15,6 P.M.-10:00 P.M.

Name _
Addras

Wrir
r
'S.

=44

1

.1==
10
111.

Send check or money order to:

City
State

Watch your newspaper for dates
and times or call 575-2772
for information

Fee $10.00 includes light refreshments
Please Check

_

Phone

WFsrERN BApinsPr HosprrAL

OM.
•
•
••••••

Public Relations
WESTERN BAPTIST HOSPITAL
2501 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah, KY 42001
For information call 575-2772

0111IM
MEP
dMR
IMP
A=M.
IMMO
4141141114.
.1•111M4
••••1414

WESTERN BArnsr Hosprrn
Whet',Jour needs wmefirst
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2

Notice

IIMON.11=11=

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance

Roy's
Pharmacy
Olymsoc Plaza
has
Quality Stamps

2

Notice

6

JO AN'S Varieties has
name brand cnildrens
and junior spring ar
rivals, ladies
springwear and chil
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 4040 off! Acid
washed jeans and
overalls, 9 months 7
years. Layaways,.,
available. Jo An's
Varieties on the square,
753-9569
5

Lost and

Found

LOST-

Murray Ledger ik Times
Help

Wanted

6

Full-Time or
Part-Time

TYPESETTER
Needed
Experience necessary
Paid vacation insurance and retirement benefits

LEGAL
SECRETARY*

shorthand required.
Previous experience
and word processing
skills preferred. Send
letter and resume' to
P.O. Box
Murray, Ky.

Become part of a winning team
at Community Hospital
Positions Available:
OR SupervisorRN Work days weekends ott OR Mgt expenence necessary

ER.- RN'sFull-time positions on night shift Newly redecorated emergency
room 24 hour Physician coverage ,rehouse

CCU-RN's
Full-time evening & night positions Newly redecorated cobinea
criticai care ur,t 8 or 2
'
,ou, Srue aeailabie
Highly competltles salaries plus benefit packages. Interested personnel call Mayfield 505447.5211 Ext.
130 collect. E.O.E.

SERVICE MANAGER
for progressive transportation company.
Requires auto and truck mechanical
knowledge, ability to work with consumers
and manage employees, meet production
goals. Successful candidate must be congenial, dependable, professional, a person
of high integrity. Send personal information
and qualifications to P.O. Box 664, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Wanted

Help

6

Wanted

6
Help Wanted
CAREER opportunity
AREA manufacturer PART time female re
Purchase Enterprises, needs experienced staurant help
Night,
Inc. is) currently staff
telemarketers Phoning weekends and some
ing
airect sates from home in and days Apply in person
organization for the around the Murray Big Apple Cafe between
Murray area We will be area
Phone 442 6051 11 30A M 7P M
adding exPerien(ed from 92 noon to 4P M
management and sales
people to our staff No RECEPTIONIST & 9 Situation Wanted
general office work Send 1 PEOPLE will do
overnight travel Bust
ness experience resume to P 0 Box 1223, house cleaning
preferred but not re
Murray, KY
437 4811
quired. Excellent train RECEPTIONIST- with CHILDCARE in Mar
in.; program and good "excellent typing skillS. din Experienced,
car
benefits Successful Full time position. ing and
dependable
canidate can expect to Write P.O. ,Box 11340-F, Meals and snacks fur
earn $25,000 to ps.000
Murray, Kentucky gIY
nished Have openings
Send resume to
P
ing background and
Call me at 432 4678
Box 1397 Paducah. KY experience
GENERAL house and
42002 1397
RN Director of Nursing office cleaning 6 years
GET paid for reading needed for 118 bed facil
experience
Re
books! $100 per title. ity Experience preferred terences 759 1578
Write. PASE 187J, 161 but not absolutely neceS
1 will keep and care for
S
Lincolnwar
sary Must have - strong a lady in my home in
N
Aurora, II 60542'
sviervisory
manage
Hazel
Experienced
NEED a job, 4 openings ment and nursing skills
Good references 492
now. You may qualify Excellent benefits & 8510.
if: ll)you do not have chance for advancement
WILL babysit infant in
GED or your high Apply in person at own
home Hazel area
school diploma ;2) you Oakview- Manor, Hwy. 62 Call
492 8372
have been out of school East. Calvert City, Ky
WILL do sewing in my
9 months or more, 13
E 0 E , MFHV
home 435 4293
you are between ages 16 SALES person for outs
& 21 We are a EOE
ide sales Must have 11
Instruction
This project rs funded computer experience
+el___
s„
,
LA
Private Industry record Salary base plus CSSES
. B eginning
and advanced classes
Council
J TPA
Call commission
Send re
Equipment supplied
J.T.P.A Out Of School sum4 to CBM Compu
$335 for 6 weeks 761 6119
753 9378 between 8 30
ter Center, 314 Main St
12 OC 5 davS a week
Murray, KY 42071

Pair or reading
glasses in Murray area
TRANSFER your 8MM Tuesday. 436 2258
home movies to video 'LOST from corner of 6th
Send resume to
tape $350 per 50 It
and Olive, large black
reel, tape included. long haired cat with
P.O. 1040-1,
Free pick up and deliv
white markings Call
ery. Call Donna Dar
Murray, Ky.
753 7228
nell, - Video Production
753-4199
42071
Specialties 759 9246.
-free local claim service"
6. Help Wanted
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square, ATTENTION salesmen
NEW CONCORD
Mayfield. Ky. 247 6762. 2 job opportunities with ANIMAL Shelter
Family Hair Station
workers needed
Full
Diamonds, black hills reliable firm. For ap
now taking' appoint
gola,., 14kt gold chains' pointment call 492 8806 and part time Apply at
ments for the Wulff
"We sell for less!" "We or write P.O. Box 671, the meeting room of the
Tanning bed. $3 per 30
Public Library, Thurs
guarantee it." Jimmy Murray, Ky. 42071.
minutes. 436 2714
AUTO MECHANIC 13, day and Friday, March
Thompson Jeweler.
High school graduate; 3rd ind 4tt from 3:30
GED, or vocational __UfltiL P M
_
training required. 3
years of experience in
Where can you easily find millions ir
automotive, repair shop
or service station. Will
real estate, sell your old car, find c
be required to preform
better paying job, find your lost
maintenance and repair
bank book. make a good buy
49
9f automobiles, trucks,
on an antique lamp, loCate
light machinery, and
a good carpenter wra
heavy equipment in
can repair your porch
sell your
accordance with sten
old baby
dard practices of the
carriage and
trade. Salary $5.06 per
much, much more'
)
hour. 40 hours per week.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Sparks Hall,
the.Murray
Murray State UniversLedger & rimes
ity, Murray, KY 42071.
1040-M,
753-1916
E.O.E./MiF.
ODYMAN with al
To Place Your Ad
least 5 years of ex per ieneke. Contact Tim
babysitter for
Tracy at Collision Repair Specialist, 404 N. 4th after school and oc
Casional days. 753 8717.
St., 753-5799.

ee

Help

16

Home

Furnishings

11 CU ft chest type
Sears freezer, good
condition, $250 753 0318
COUCH and chair, gold
floral pattern, $150
Wing back chair, gold
pattern, $25 Excellent
condition 753 6657 after
3P.M
MATCHING couch and
chair with stool, recli
ner All for $125 436
5355
OAK twin beds, box
springs and mattresses
Clean, excellent condi
lion $200 437 4791
WESTINGHOUSE re
frigerator. $125 G E
range $100 Call 474 2700
19

Farm

Equipment

1974 FORD LTD above
average
1954 NAA
Ford tractor and
equipment
TO 20
Ferguson tractor and
equipment 5HP Gilson
roto tiller 753 3917
656 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, newly -ebuilt
eniiine and power take
off 759 40,41
WANT to buy 700 bales

24

Miscellaneous

USED 55 gallon drums
very good condition
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
VALLEY pool table,
coin operated 753 9342
after 5P M
WASHER dryer and
upright freezer
Call
753 4684

, at

aisle-

•
Repair and refinish
furniture
experiencec
Hew choke
Antique, Furniture

Hubett Coles
Antiques

of- ItTramr lraY
753 8714 evenings.

25
22

Business

we

Registered Nurses

$12 PER HOUR

OFFICE MANAGER

Growing transportation company needs office manager with
accounfing background and
computer experience Send
resume to P.O. Box 664, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

WANT
TO BUY

Dark Fire Cured

(SORR.g t mi5SEP
ONE MANA6ER

Tobacco Base

THAT

WA5

Calf:
492-8366
After 5 p.m.

P CATCH IT..

c.

r
rs-4

-.a...,

hAa.a

vadas•••

urrr-cas

FIREWOOD

R

OC=L1:A.
YOL) KNOW, BEFORE WE START
OUR MEAL, IT MIGHT BE NICE
TO BOw OUR HEARS ANC
,
OWL THAN/s

THANKS!
.!

t,

•
1

uter
ra,016
WHY ARE IOU
SPEEDING,
ZERO!

IFITTTIM

YO/JR. AilbSINCs
THE POINT
GARFiELI7

Services

GET your tax refund
Musical
faster
re equipped
iUSED upright grand
to transmit to IRS by
piano
Call 753 5764
computer
Refunds
between I SP M
issued in average of 18
days last year , We can
transmit it I ao the
Miscellaneous
24
Full time & part time weekend
preparation
you or
TativEl. AGENT
1971 WONDERLAND
another preparer Now
positions available, in a long term
TOuP GUIDE
5th
camper
wheel
18
preparing individual
1979 Chevrolet pick up, farm, businesS and
AIRLINE RESERWATIONisT
care facility. Benefit package
31 000 miles
11)(60 partnerships
Call
Start lecallj, tuff time'part
.
included
house trailer 759 1515
Joyce Noel Tax Service
tIree Train on tete airline
1986 LAWN Chief, TRH?, 489 244.0 for appoint
computers Horne study and
plow, disc, cultivator ment information or
resident traning Financial
rates
and mower $1100 436
aid available Job placement
2145
MIKE Hodges Tax
Send resume in confiderice
assistance 5atitai Hdqtrs
115 CARAT diamond Service offering elec
ironic Ming
Lighthouse Pt FL
earrings for sale Prac
Refuhas
P.O. Box 1040-C Murray. Ky 42071
tically brand new Cali processed in average Of
s. T T1145f.1 ,4310111
18 days 11 years ex
Scott Wilson at /53 osse
Soutriside
PRO
dresses 1 pink perience
'valeta, ,..rr,ta.r
I
759
with silver and pink Stiopping Center
1425
sequins For informa
14
Want to Buy
tion call Kim. 753 9866
26
TV
Radio
11
G I
Joe dolts. 4x 8 ARROW .sign
10
USED
ilmothronsole
Mart,
Danny's
&
Gas
608
vehicles, and any misc
portable
or T V s star
S 4th St
items 759 1981
ting at $35 Call 753 2900
4x8 FLATbed trailer
JUNK cars and trucks
Danny's Gas Mart, 608 after Sp m 753 5702
Ask for Larry 753 3633
COLOR Portable
19
4th St
PAIR of- gravity boots
$175 Firm
/5
color
SRI CASE backhoe
753 2266
Chevrolet dump ?ruck. console $150 firm
3 axel trailer $10,000 for (Both look and play like
new I 75,3 74.39
all 753 9274
ALUMINUM extension LEASE TO OWN 75"
ladders Ie. 839 99. 16' console Tv with remote
Murray
142 99
20' $59 99. 24 $53 a month
874 99 78 $99 99 Wallin Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19'
Downtown
Hardware
color Tv $28 a month
Paris
BRAND new Kelvinafor. Murray Rental & Sales
stove, almond color. used 753 8701
3 rnonters Spotless $275 LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR $32 a
753 0571
month
Murray Rental
for sale
& Sales 753 8101
437 4667
LEASE TO OWN 170
FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30 watt stereo system.
Years experience 436 only $53 per month
Murray Rental & Sales
WANTED Used moped 1758 or 436 1562
or scooter 513cc or less FIREWOOD, $75 a rick, 753 8701
ZENITH 40
projection
in good condition Will delivered 4742064
pay reasonable price
FIREWOOD Seasoned screen stereo T V 11.950
753 7439
Deiivered and Zenith 35- stereo digital
Oak
T V sent direct view pc
YOUNG couple inter, stacked or you Pict( up
ture tube $2,595 Zenith
ested in buying I or 2 Charles Barnett 753
31' stereo digital T V
acres of land in county 5 5476
with direct view picture
to 10 moles from town
sale. Jamison
tube $1 ,695 Tucker T V ,
Prefer well with septic queen size sofa sleeper
tank
759 1959 after 8150. 7 Fairfield swivel 1914 Coldwater Rd , 783
4 30P M
rockers, $150
Persian 1900
rug, $50. coffee table. 27 Mote* Homes for Sale
15 Articles for Sale
S50. English riding
1977 14x70 3 BED
end table, saddle, $400 An nearly
COUCH
ROOM, 2 bath Phone
fiberglass topper, drop new 7594414
759 4754
leaf dinning room table LARGE, large. large
1979 SCHULTZ 14x60
with matching selection of storage
central heat and air. 1
Although troubled as a child. Zona, as is well
sideboard
753 3413 buildings in stock for
bedrooms, 1 bath. $4500
known, ultimately found his niche in history
immediate delivery
after 5 30P M
Acree Portable Please call 753 8266
after 4 30P M
Buildings. Mayfield
Ky 501 147 7831
1912 RIVER Oaks mobile
home. 14)05. on 2 3 acre
MARTIN houses
room, C19 99, 11 -TOW' lot with several trees. 1
bedrooms. I bath. excel
$29 99. 18 robot, 144,99
14' lent condition City-Water,
14 room, $59 99
telescoping pole 829 99
sat dish and receiver,
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
37 Female
Wallin Hardware, 10x12 storage building
student
1 - Along the
downtown, Paris, Tn
Located on south end Old
38 Conducted
Mohawk
•ArRTfTF•v, MT
MEMBERSHIP in Flint Church Rd right off
40
Dispatched
6 Chicago team
Mt After 5p m 437 4442
Pirates Cove Resort
VVF A R
ORLE
A-6411
42 Possesses
11 Complain
$5000 Serious offers 7 BEDROOM
pop ouf
.R
B
*A
L.,F
,
B
43
Urgent
TO
S
1:1
‘
,
4
1
13 Heelless
only 753 6298
living room, .service
requests
AIDE
MATED
footwear
RUBBER bed mats for pole, large porch tires
45 Capuchin
14 At home
.SHATTERS
ME
ALL makes of pick up and wheels, tie down
monkey
15 Pantries
trucks Stokes Tractor straps 81500 492 13323
NET
T
RAT
RAP
46 Teutonic
17 Roman gods
753 1319
deity
SLY
WAG SO, SEARS
U
18 Seed
28 Mobile Homes for Rrit
suburban
47 Paying
container
N0151
E A0 PER I L
horse riding mower, 42" DOUBLE wide
attention
near
20 Separates
cut Ford '75 7 horse Ky
09 Myself
Lake, furnished,
21 Mr Torn
cut
mower,
riding
41"
50 Upward slope
Pur
deposit required
DA R—Iii
22 Trade
Wagon, single axle. chase citation 753 8964
52 Oklahoman
24 Follows Fri
ODE
UP,
USABLE
Homelite
shop made
54 Abounds
. i
25 Free ticket
PIE LEAPINOOK
XL chain saw Admiral
55 Laments
* Four Star *
26 "Death on the
11,000 BTU air con
EASE
E'S
l'I
SATEJ
ditioner, window unit
DOWN
MOBILE HOME
28 Affluence
15 1 cubic foot Kenmore
REPAIR
30 Juncture
1 Falls in drops
upright freezer
Used
7 Abstract
Exterior
32 Prepare tor
2 Fame
time
Frigidaire refrigerator
being
Doors Windows
,
print
13 Sofa
3 Above
All priced to sell 436
8 Paid notice
Vinyl Skirting Gutters
33 Gap
16 Attract
4 Wire measure
5355
01st/tilled
9 Salad
35 Erase
19 "Please
5 Break
SEASONED
firewood;
evpiing plumbing
ingredient
printing
suddenly
Don't Eat
ricks,
1
deliverecla
$50
sawed roots & floors
10 Skids
the
6 Prohibits
436 2778
repaired
12 Periods of
21 Baby's
flesrprices duality results
SERVICE all brands of
1
2
3
4
5
7
6
8
10
9
playthings
t Att,,e Decks frOrn
chain saws Also, 3 and
23 Beg
'roperery f•optrione•
4 wheelers
Stokes
11
fluoidlne SerstrIng
25 Works at
12
Tractor, Industrial
.
Abbas PSonsos
27 Consume
Road
•PHONE' 1507,412-414418•
29 Sum up
I
16
15
17
TILLERS,. 5HP Briggs
31 Food fish
and Stratton engine, TRAILER for rent Re
33 Having
18
chain drive, $289 99 in terences please
Call
2t I
grating voice
201
carton. Wallin Hard
Dill's Trailer Court 759
111
34 Sow
ware, Downtown. Paris
1577.
24 1
22
111
36 Glossy paint
37 Swindle
id id
26
39 Platform
41 Row of seat
32 III
121
43 Writes
44 Winter
ill
14
35
highlight
il
47 Dress horde,
37
38
41
48 Tibetan
40II
gazelle
44
51 Cerium
42
dIll
45II
symbol
46
.
49
53 Nickel
ill
symbol

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Kiwanis Gun &
Knife Show

31

ill

11

50

51

52

III55

54
.

.
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Saturday & Sunday
March 5th & 6th
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Calloway County
Middle School

THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
28. Mobile Homes tor Rent
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5209.
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North
16th Street now has
trailer lots for rent
753-9866.
29 Heating and Cooling
GRANDPA Fisher
woodburning stove 753
7232
30. Business Rentals
100O FOOT storage or
business space i.i South
4th St Deposit required
•
Phone 759 1164
ATTRACTIVE office
space at 715 S. 12th, cen
tral heating and air, car
peted, paneled, front and
side entrance, nice stor
age room, plenty of park
ing, near Bel Air mall.
$395 per month including
water
1 442 3131, call
collect Paducah

Building For Rent
On Court Squant.
$150.00 a month.
Claposlt Raquirsid.
Call 753-11116.
Ask tee Tod Cl•Janoy.
Rent

Want to

31

1 OR 3 bedroom home
with basement, need by
May 1st Calf 759 4809
32

Apts for

Rent

32. Apts for

Rent

1 BEDROOM duplex
apartment. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Available now $135 per
month plus deposit.
753 4845 days, 435 4181
evenings.
1 OR 2 bedroom apar
Miller's 121
tments, rent starts at
Mini
Storage
$144, water included
Murray Manor Ltd. call
153 8668 from Located In 1 21 By Pass
753.6774 or 753 6855
9A M. 3P M., Monday
'net 5 p ii
through Friday. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
) BEDROOM apart
men?, refrigerator,
37 Livestock Supplies
dishwasher, stove,
garbage disposal in SIMM6- NTAL and
Northwood $245 per Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
month 759 4.406
1 BEDROOM town tested. Excellent qual
house, -unfurnished, ity. $650 & up Cadiz,
Ky 522 8794.
walk in closets, washer
dryer hook up, stove,
38 Pets•Supplies
refrigerator, des
hwasher $215 a month
1 GREY Cockafeil,
Call a f t e.r 6P M
weeks old, S35 Call
759 1154.
753 5016 after 4P M
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath ADORABLE AKC re
upstairs furnished gistered Bassett pup
apartment No children. pies
Will hold until
$250 per month, water Easter 753 8.448
furnished 759 1449
AKC registered yellow
Of!IE bedroom apar- Labrador Retriever
tments-South 4th _ _SI
puppies Call 474 8050
Deposit required. AKC registered Golden
Phone 759 1164
Retriever puppies 753
DUPLEX, 2 bedroom, 4658
central heat and air,
quiet residential area,
$250 monthly 753 8096
41
Public Sales
FURNISHED apart
ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms
No children
No pets
Zimmerman Apart
ments, South 16th St
Thurs. & Fri.
753 6609
2185.
12th St.
MUR Cal apts
Nor
thwood Dr 1, 7 or 3 BR
Stwits
Machne
SewrN
Equal
Now renting
Stereo
Cabinets.
Housing Opportunity
Tetephones. Dishes
759 4984.
Bedspreads. Children's
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Toys & Clothes. Jewelry
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
& Beaded Necklace.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts , Hardin, Ky
Equ'al Housing
Opportunity

Yard Sale

BEDROOM apart
men?, located at 1618
Miller $120 rent and
deposit
Call before
5P M 753 3-415
1 BEDROOM upstairs
apartment, outside en
trance Stove and re
teigerator furnished.
Reasonable utilities 713
Elm $115 per month;
395 4756
34 Houses for Rent
1 BEDROOM apart
men?. 1 4 mile from S#ALL 2 bedroom
Campus Water Paid
house 8 miles east of
No pets No chtidren • Murray $135 a month
$155 per month
Call Lindzy Beane re
7535980
sidence 436 2582

For Fast Action
on the sale of your home
contact the Home Team...

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
Friday. Ilarrk 11411. II:* a.m., Farm teuipmeet
LiGiCATIOh (Jo Illesesterast. PaSmorevilbs. Th
OMEN BALI
If you have equiproont you would like to consign to this auction
i all the walling agent Ito modlal•ly so that your equiprnonl can tw
Included In our advertising program
TRACFORA f5)Mfl3h La
le05 Massey F•rguson 4 Wheal Iiriv• Tractor 1150 ilaisty
Ferguson Tractor with I nials 1130 Mneemy Tomlin:in Tractor NM
Marry F•rguson Combine 4 Wheel (Wirt. with 16 Headier 750
Mammy Fergumon Combine with IS Heade,
/ACM IrAgt 'rancher
T100 John Il..r,S Row Plantar Me John !swot Planter IS !tingle
Fold 220 John Deere Disc 14 John Timm Ala lilac 12 Intern*
tional Grain until itls Os 7 Shard Ripper 3 Point Hitch Heavy
Duty Blade 10 M. rlIacie 21 Tri Axel Trailer 1150 Manny
Ferguson Front Knit Wade i553 Intsrnational Tandem Truck 6/1
▪ :rain Auger 3 5 14 Ford Now. 5 HI Co Hushisyg 10
Hardiand Offset Disc 4 Row Massey Ferguson rulthrator 12
Nurrh Rotary Hoe 400 Gallcai Spray KM with Booms 76 Gallon
andrid FUel Tank 300 Flushol Grain Owl 76 I icsdefo 4 Wheel Drive
°miner
Pickup T1 i'ordotia
Mr Montgorrirry i•dierrountinuing hts farming operation and is of
tering all of Ms equiponent at absolute auction
TERMS °ma se time& sled Proper Ideseelfloallina
an I lid Fashion Swap I wy and Flsa Markel in
conjunction with this auction sale You may contact Mrs
Sherry Montgomery at 1101 522 Inall for tntorrnatiori If you
would Ilk* to participate In this

The, will M.

HEAL ESTATE St AUCI'ION CO.
Sit Paris Road. Mayfield. KY (NI) kat ISM
Shelton, Auctioneer

• • OPEN Setif' CONsiGNAAENTS w8tc0444. • •

AUCTION
•

GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT
JACKSON PURCHASE MACHINERY

* AUCTION *
SATURDAY, MARCH 12TH,1988
M_;I [
CI W.

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
CONTACT THE AUCTION CO NOW
FOR SPECIAL ADVERTISEMENT

MR. FARMER!!!
DON'T FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY',
.7,

for Rent or Lease

36

1 HOUSE trailer lot
within 1/4 mile of city
with city water Deposit
Phone 759
required
1164.

7a.m. to?

43

Real Estate

k6PPE12(JD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes:' all
prices 753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
71.iL for courteous,
rtimpetent Real Estate
service We make bur
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you
BOB Haley says I've
got buyers I need
sellers List your pro
perty with me Call me
at 489 7266 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651
41

Lots for

Sale

YIAR AFTEII YEAR . SUCCESS AFTER SUCCESS
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION
4
THAT BRINGS THOUSANDS OF BUYERS
TO MAYFIELD, KY!!!
Tile Auction Company Wilt Ham Fiesnmentstireni 0,, Thie
Grounds Thuredisy and Pddsy hint To The San
To Check In and Ulyanov' Your Machinery
•
Consignmente Wilt do Acese•ed Until Saba,
•

TRIED-TESTED-PROVEN

JAMES
R. CASH
tIONI
A RI Al I !YT
114401K Iii
Iii

FANCY FARM litIlhal/ClitY
(S021 62)94166 OR 15021 f123-6155
the. Setting Marlton,

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Homes for Sale

1969 FORD F 100, PS,
PB, V-8. Call 753-5764
between 4-8P.M.
1982 CHEVROLET
conversion van, loaded,
good condition. $6800.
753 7629.
1982 DATSUN King Cab
pick up, PS, PB, AC,
62,xxx miles_ Also, 10
month old male Brittany bird dog. 492-8433.
1983 JEEP Scrambler,
26,000 miles, new tires.
S5500. Can be seen at 413
S. 9th St or phone
759-1336.
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup. Call 492-8566
1985 5 10 BLAZER,
extra sharp. MOO. Call
after 5P.M. 753-7252.
1987 NISSAN Pathfinder XE-V6, 4x4, excel
lent condition, AC,
cruise, tilt, automatic.
$14,500 489-2757.
1987 SILVERADO,
SWB, PS, PB, PW, PL,
cruise and air. 753-9841.
FOR sale or take over
payments 1987 Dodge
Dakota mid-size truck,
700 miles, p.s., p.b., air, 4
speed with overdrive. 7537603 or 492-8241.

46

Homes for

BOAT OF YOUR DREAMS!

Your
Authorized
MerCruiser Dealer

MACK & MACK
MARINE

Aurora, Ky -On Ileoulitel Ky. Lo.-474-2251

"The Largest Marine Dealer
Between Nashville& St Louis."

OPEN 8-4 EVERY DAY

CONSIGNMENT

Sale

/ BEDROOM house in
country 18 miles north
on Hwy 1211. Will
consider trade for nice
mobile home $13000
Call 753 9866
I BEDROOM. 1 bath
brick home near Ben
ton
Phone 577 9932
after 5P M
FOR sale 3 bedroom
home in country, about
12 miles east of Murray
Central gas heat and
Cali
air, good well
753 5980
FOR sale
New house
located in Merrywood
Subdivision lust off of
Benton Bypass to
Murray 3 bedrooms, 7
baths, double garage
with electric opener
built in bookcase, large
wood deck, plus over 800
sq ft of storage area
Call 527 9192 for
appointment
1N Canterbury Estates
3 bedroom, 7 bath, great
room and fenced back
yard Call 753 4801 alter
3P M

Notice
Spring Special
Now through April 1 et wie ere
c't/YHNI• IPICIal rile 01 S
wax Celt On any neva maiden
tal co commercial construction
OM 1140,000
if you ilf• irdlirsetred in
Sulking 'non was advsnlag•
of this limited ottaw

Bruce Groan
Building
Contractors inc.
753-8343

Used

50

45

Sale

Cars

SEE US FOR THE

'Yeses O505 S114110A14011

Farms for

Used

49

1984 REGAL Limited, 4
door, loaded. 753-9841.
1985 CADILLAC Devine, 53,000 miles, extra
nice. 759-1084 after
5P.M.
1985 CHEVROLET
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM/FM, tilt. Extra
nice! $7000. Call after
5P.M. 753.5279,
1985 FORD Escort wag on, 5 speed, AC,
AM/FM cassette. 7539940 after 5P.M.
1985 HONDA Accord
LX, grey with light grey
interior, 43,000 miles, 36
MPG, good car. $8000.
Call 435-4429 after 6P.M.
1985 OLDS Cutlass
Salon, loaded, AM/FM
cassette, T ,tops, console, dark blue with blue
interior, 1 owner, V-8,
39,000 miles. $9250. 7530738 after 6P.M.
1985 SUNBIRD, 2 door,
1 owner, low mileage,
AM/FM, air, PS, PB, 4
cylinder. $4800. 753-3778
or 527-3032 after 5P.M.
1986 CUTLASS. pera
Brougham, 9000 *tiles,
_PW.__PPB.__AL_ AC,
AM/FM, tilt. MOO.
Extra sharp! 753-5279
after 5P.M.
19845 MAZDA 323 Hatchback, good condition.
753-8810.
1 9 8 7 MAZDA R X 7
Turbo, this car has all
the equipment, beautiful black with grey
interior. Car lists for
$21,800, Would be cheap
at $15,000, will take
$13,500. Call 435-4429
after 6P.M.
1987 SUNBIRD convertible, like new. PS,
PB, PW, air, tilt, cruise.
753-9841.
RED 'HOT bargains?
.Drug dealers' cars,
boats,,.planes repo'd.
Surplus. Your area.
Buyers guide.
(118056876000 Ext. S
8155.

WAY 011T el FRONT.

ACRE cattle farm on
Cherry Corner Rd $40.
000 Call after 4P M
753 3625

49. Used Cars

PERFECT starter 1978 BUICK Regal,
home 2 bedrooms on 55,000 actual miles.
approximately 1 acre. AM/FM stereo radio,
Priced in the teens. Call cruise, tilt steering, air
Key Associates Wilson conditioning. PS, PB,
Realty 753 3263 or Rita factory mag wheels,
vinyl roof. Excellent
Elkins 753 8217.
SMALL 2 bedroom condition. $2,800. 395•
house close to campus,, 7986.
gas furnace, new vinyl 1 9 7 8 CHEVROLET
siding. $20,000. For Caprice, good condition.
more information call 753 7232.
1979 WHITE Firebird,
753 5980
good condition. Call
47
after 4P.M. 753 0444.
Motorcycles
1979 YAMAHA XS 11 1980 MERCURY Bob
Special with farring & cat. A 1 condition inside
and out, 54,000 miles. 1
lowers. Needs riding
owner, air, automatic,
5800. Call 489 2169
PS, good tires 901-642
1981 HARLEY David
1160.
son Tour Glide, black,
PONTIAC Phoenix,
1980
excellent condition.
4 door, white with blue
Best offer, Call 759 4104,
cloth interior, 60,xxx
1987 YAMAHA Warrior,
miles, automatic,
blue and white, excel
power and air,
lent condition. 437 4838
AM/FM, very good
650 HONDA custom condition. $1295. Call
motorcycle, only 3000 489 2733 anytime.
original miles, excellent
1981 MONTE Carlo
condition. 362 8351
Moon roof, power win
dows, AM/FM cass49., Used Cars
ette, tilt wheel, very
1954 BEL AIR
30,000 90od condition. 753-2556._
1982 OLDS Torando.
original miles, all fac
tory, asking $2750 -or-_253 6308.
best offer 1965 Chevy 1982 RED z-70 Camaro,
II, asking $1500 or best new tires, PW, PS, PB,
rear defrost, AM/FM
offer. 753 9414.
1972 FORD Galaxy, stereo, sharp car. 492
loaded, new tires, very 8617 after 6P.M.
1983 CHRYSLEe2 Fifth
nice 753 7907
1973 GRAND Prix, $500. Avenue, excellent con1978 Volkswagon Rabbit dition, fully equipped,
leather interior, 61,000
F.I , $700 759 1384
1975 OLDSMOBILE miles, 1 owner. Call
station wagon MO or 753.3249.
1984 FIERO, AM/FM
best offer 767 6102
1976 FORD Granada, stereo, automatic, sun
57,xxx actual miles, roof, cruise, white. As
local car, new tires, king S5300. 759-1030
battery and smocks, no after 5.30P.M.
1984 OLDSMOBILE 51(1
rust, excellent condi
tion $100 753 0530 Regency, 50,xxx miles,
charcoal grey with
after 4P.M.
1976 FORD Pinto, 1 vinyl top. 753-7123 after
door, wagon. $800 1963 5P.M.
international Scout, 1984 RENAULT Ancore
LS, 2 door, PS, P8, AC,
$1500 474 9798
AM/FM cassette, low
1977 FORD LTD, $700
Danny's Gas Mart, 608 mileage, $3250. Call
after 5:30P.M. 436-2,165.
S 4th St

/ LAKEVIEW lots af
Pine Bluff Shores
Priced to sell
Call
753 8723
LAKE property af
bargain price 8x38 2
bedroom trailer on ap
prox 100'x150' lot Septic
deepwell with pump
storage building and
deck, near Bloodriver $6,
000 314 471 6163 days or
314 472 1675 after 6p m

THE BIG SALE WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

0 SATURDAY, MARCH 12TH 198 •
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AUCTION
Saturday, March 5,
1988
*10:00 a.m.*
LOCATION: Betty's Flea Market
at Intersection of Highways 68 & 80
in Aurora, Kentucky

9 BOATS
• 14 Lone Star
Pro‘ralt Bass

•
Hoot 8. i,aiier
• 1980 Phantom
Runabout 6.Trailer
• 1976 Sornmerser
RUnabout & Trailer
• 1965 Winner
Runabout-1973 its h p
Vercury & Trailer

Aluminum
Fishing Boat & Trailer
• 1974 Fiberglass Runabout
-SO hr; Mercury & Trailer
*14' Fiberglass Runabout-55
h p Chrysler & Trailer
* 1973 Monark Fishing Boat
.& Trailer
• 1982 Polarcraft 25 h p
InhotiOn & Moody Trailer

1956 Chevrolet Dump'Truck* *
ALSO OFFERING FOR SALE
wo I 2) Refrigerators - Skil Saw - Boxes of Rain Coats
**

Rain Suits. Steel Fence Driver - Wheel Chair - Popcorn
•'opper - Portable Electric Heaters - Floor Fans - *Ion
c(ope - FNe (5) Hydraulic Jacks • Luggage- Hide-a-bed
C B Radio • Black Naugahide Couch - Three (3) Cornmodes- Three (3) Metal Sinks- Three (3) Screen Doors
38-5 Gal Plastic Jugs - New Electric Motor - Garden
Tools Two(2) Vacuum Cleaners • cold Storage Blower
Three (31 New Wheels for Van - Jiffy Camper toe Car
ir Truck - Radios - Electric Water Pump - Headboards
!dr bedsi Metal Chairs. Peg Boards - Gun Case. holds
Guns Antique Church Pew 4 long • Living Room
hairs- Plastic Pipe & Sewer Connectors - Antique Trunk
&told Doors - Cant Hook - Boat Anchor - Shovels •
Telephones Electric Ceiling Fixtures - And Morelli!
• 99 Adding Machine and Type writers*

* 5 Horse Wizard tiller*
Many. Many More Items There c•
omething in this sale for everyone"'

51

Trucks

Campers

1 FOOT Century Cam
per, full sized refrigera
tor, stove, sink, double
bed 8. shower, $1800. 7536399 or 753 9525
52

Boats -Motors

14' PROCRAFT 6 width
with trailer, 70HP
Evinrucle, tilt and trim,
completely overhauled,
2 2260 Lowrence depth
finders, crappie rig,
Johnson trolling motor,
2 batteries, 3 pedestal
seats 197/ Dodge van,
1 4
good shape
aluminum boat with
18HP Johnson, controls
and steering with
trailer. 436 2587.
is'GLASTRON
runabout, 1975 model,
late model 50HP John
son motor. $1400. 492
8296 clays; 753-9519 after
8P.M.
1980 LOWE aluminum
Bass boat, 70HP Mari
ner motor, trolling mo
tor and 2 depth finders.
Boat, motor and trailer
ready to go! Call 436
5830 after 5P.M.
)8 HARRIS Flote Boat,
1954, 70HP John
314 276-4042 work; 314
276-4448 home; 436-2871
weekends.
Tuy, setl or trade
boats, motors, trailers,
parts or most anything
marine Paris, In- 901642-3337

WE

53

Services Offered

AlENTERPRISES of
tering brick and block
driveway and patio
work_ Carpentry work
of all phases Also,
natural and LP gas
work Free estimates
436 5355

SAl F ronjpi tr-tm

New House
For Sale
App lltOOsq ft under mot 3
bedrooms. 2 hill baths. 2 car
garage. central heat and air,
city wat•r_ *wiser and
natural as Reduced
31e.1100 Serious buyers only,
pleam

Bruce groan
Building
Contractors Inc.
753-8343

Lile Real Estate & Auction
EHMS

(Ash

VERNON

PAGE 15

LILE, Broker
Auctioneer

Office Phone 502-354-8338
Res Phone 502-474-8891
• JOT ArspoNsiRt F FOR ACCIDENTS*
Announcements Made Day of Sale Take
Precedence Over Printed Matter

KGA
Recycling
Hazel, KY
We buy....
•Junk Cars
•Batterles $1 Each
•Coppor .Etc.
•Cans 40- pip. lb
Ovisr 100 lbs. 45.

492-8183 or
498-8785

53. Services Offered
ALL types of gravel
hauled Also, slabs and
mulch Reasonable 435
4291, 437 4402 or 753 0467
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 27 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 5 5th St
Business 753 4872, 436
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re'
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753.
5341.
BREAKING and disc'
ing gardens_ Yard landscaping. Leveling
driveways and
bushhogging. 436-5430
or 753-0659.
BRICK block and concrete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair.. 27
years experience. Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
CONCRETE drive•
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. CALL
502-492-8160.
EXPERIENCE
roofer. Free estimate.
Cheap labor. 753-0222.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL repair,
plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work and
wood $25 a rick. 436-2642
or 436-5895.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for fry
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 6.43 Old
Benton Rd. 7839400,
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
7 5 3 - 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate.

53

Services Offered

Kitchens by
WARD ELKINS
We create the world's
finest kitchens"
411 Maple 753-1713
SEWING Machine Re•
pair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 26 7 4,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436 2811
SUREWAY Tree
Service Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-504.

53

Services Offered

MAX W Parker,
Attorney at Law. For
mer county attorney;
former district jubge.
Office, 104 N 4th St,
Murray, 753 3 1 5 3 ;
Home, 753 7900
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps 7594850
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates_ Call G
& A 436-2617.
RAMBO'S all appliance
repair. Also, installa
tion. 25 years ex
perience. 753-4663.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.

Read the
want ads

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
55 Feed and Seed
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 ,442-7026.
The New N.K.
WILL do plumbing inStauffer Pride &
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free esN.K. Seed Corn
timates. Phone 492 8899
Also, Alfalfa, Clover,
or 753-1308.
WILL remove all junk
0. Grass and Timothy.
cars. 753-5562.

daily

LICENSED

electrician,
residential and commercial_ Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Nadi* Rd
753-5522

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

t

'Drop by & i.e out showroom
409 SUNBURY - MQ1MY - leered Bunny limadltda

Estate Auction
Big 2 Day Antique Action Friday & Saturday, March 4 & 5, 1988 at
10 a.m. at The Dan Miller Auction Barn near Murray, KY: From
Murray, KY take highway 94 West 7 miles to Lynn Grove, KY.Turn
1
2 mile to sale site. Watch for Auction Signs.
north on 893-/
The following early Walnut pieces-oval glass china cabinet with
gallery on top • door knock down wardrobe • single door wardrobe•2 game tables•fancy Victorian commode with spoon carving •3 drawer chest with mirror, leaf pulls & race track trim
4 drawer chest with botton pulls & turned legs• Wish Bone dresser
peal pulls, race track trim marble inlay • petite 3 drawer chest,
leaf pulls & turned legs • Regina serial 022870 with metal tune
sheets that play • other Victrola talking machine • large lot of
very old records• Wurlitzer Victrola Arthophonic bass with leather
front•Victrola table with fancy carving & pedestal on bottom shelf
•fancy carved 3 leg Victorian table •fancy Man of the Mountain
ladies desk chair•record cabinet• handmade tables with checker
board inlaid tops•high 4 post hectagon bed •Pier mirror•carved fern stand • 4 drawer step front chest • curio cabinet •
bachelor chest * 4 drawer chest 1860 cir. corner cabinet blind doors
• Jenny Lind bed • bust of Lincoln (3), Roosevelt 111 1858-1919,
Napoleon II) Dewey lii Patrick Henry (ii. by Warner Mishey &
Mippill•fancy etagere•sugar chest• matching bedside tables
• maple sugar chest• 12 drawer letter cabinet with roll front•
marble top 3 drawer chest•4 stack oak bookcase•Cherry Jenny
Lind bed •ornate coal hod * child's wicker rocker, old • cast iron
elephant with trunk up • old Louisville jockey club by Louisville
Uth Co. in frame glass front• very old small dolls•cast iron mech
bank •cast iron dog door stops•fancy oak frames•Dog & Child
•
by Sea by Currier & Ives • many old unusual picture frames
with
stand
fern
Brass
box
•
shadow
oak
Fountain
•
Rebecca at the
marble shelves• Large picture of George Washington by Kurz &
Allison's Studio in Chicago U.S.A.• picture of William Penn Adair
Rogers. 1879-1935 • color portrait of Abe Lincoln • Confederate
Association of KY John L. Lewis Sergent, 1891•Brass etagere with
marble tears•wall telephones•Tiger Oak record cabinet•- Oak
lamp table • unusual fern stand highly carved with bear heads,
could be teak wood • cast iron Bible holder with Bible published
in 1846• Cherry fern stand • Oval table fancy pedestal • 3 leg
fern stand • Oak 60" display cabinet • 4 leg fancy carved table
with carved bird & petals • Oak oval china cabinet •Oak china
cabinet empire style • Oak bookcase • Victorian hanging lamp
• Other beautiful hanging lamps • floor lamps ee table lamps
LOOK AT THIS! 75 or SO old & fancy patterns of water pitchers •
fancy old vases • 3' marble Chinese girl •fancy Art Novure 24"
tree back footed vase • Maple table with inlaid checker board top
& drawer•good sugar firken • wall lamp•coffee grinder •old
metal churn • Bronze Creprescule signed by Pat J. Cousse •
several old quilts, Lone Star & Double Wedding Ring•set of eight
milk bottles from Louisville, KY dairy • Brestal glass urn
We plan to sell all of the above on Friday 4th. Then Saturday 5th
will sell all day on gbod glass-press • cut• Carnival glass •
kerosene lamp•small kerosene lamps• Fingerlamps 01 & 02•
lots of collector items• old View Master & cards • glass pistols
• nice glass walking canes
Antique lovers. I)on't miss this sale. This will he a 2-day auction
filled with many old & Fine antiques ever sold in this area. Auction
held in building with heat & seats. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine. All information was
gathered from a reliable source & believed to be true but not
warranted.

Dan Miller

Auctioneer

Licensed SP Bonded in Ky & Tenn. #1281
Darrell Beane, Terry Paschall Auctioneers
For more information call (502) 435-4144
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CeliMAU* • —FRO GI ID F OEM

8-7 Monday-Saturday

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
to Limit Quantities

Green Giant Whole Kernel
or Cream Style

Prices Good
March 3 thru March 10

PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS

'299
BREAD
2/99'
2% MILK
„a,.9
WHOLE MILK, 99
GRAPE JELLY 99"
Colonial Round Top

16 or

Prairie Farm

Flav 0-Rich

gal

Welch

2 lb

PEPSI & PEPSI $ 169
PRODUCTS
W S 10 Mitcham.

Green Giant Sweet

PEAS

99'

2 L

2/890

oz

89"

CORN 170Z.2
COCA COLA, DIET COKE,
MELLO YELL0, SPRITE

8 Pk. 16 or

12 Pk. Cans

Store Hours:

1407 Main Phone 753-4682

COCA COLA,'DIET COKE,
MELLO YELL0, SPRITE

Johnson

PLEDGE

7 or

$269

12 pk. cans

Wesson

Hyde Park Gr.ide A

CORN OIL....

48 oz.

Golden Wheat 7'. oz

59'

LARGE EGGS

19
9

4/ 1

MAC, & CHEESE

Luck's

BEANS 150/2/89
Mixed-Gr. Northern-Navy -Pinto-October

Domedrary Slices or Diced

PIMENTO

4 oz

Paramount Hamburger

69'

89
89'

DILL SLICES

Real Lemon
32 oz

Tidy 10 It)

LEMON JUICE $ 159 CAT LITTER

GATORADE

$29

32 oz

Velvet

2/890
79'
SALTINES . .1 lb. Bo.49' SNACKS
$ 129
TISSUE
79' SUGAR
$ 159
Hyde Park

'
fs,/:li:ERRollTOWELS

BLEACH

Field

oat

Merit

Combo

j.J

Field's Finesti----

t 0%

BAKED HAM...lb.

70

j

.8 oz.

Soft & Gentle Bathroom

Colonial Pure Cane

4 roll plc('

51b

Suns weet

White

SOUP MIX 2 0/89

48 oz

HINI`,P

Pillsbury Plain or Self Rising

49' FLOUR

APPLESAUCE

HAM

.6
1 or whole

5 lb

89

S Choice Boneless

$
2
3

Field's Finest 1 Lb. Sliced

BOLOGNA

Lipton Onion

PRUNE JUICE

Field's Kentuckian

149

Field

Field's Finest 1 Lb Dinner

FRANKS

$ 139

Field's Finest 1 Lb

BACON

Thick or Reg

$ 79

Owens Bost Sliced

PORk4LOIN

CHUCK ROAST
$ 1 49
.„

lb

SLAB BACON

Wfloim
Siad(
4?YER

b39°

$ 129

411110
1
411,01AN
44*
k'

•

• tTE
W

U S Choice Boneless

CHUCK STEAK

esiv"via(

Fresh Green

19°

Owen 's Best IlVh,de.

key?)

II)

CABBAGE

lb

6 oz Pkg.

Owen s Best

RADISHES

BBQ RIBS

Center Cut

Pink

()won

PORK CHOPS

GRAPEFRUIT

BBQ PORK

4 Lbs. Florida

Owens Best Storemade

Williams 1 Lb

ORANGES

COLE SLAW

SAUSAGE

1 Lb

Owens Best Storemade Baked

lb

Extra Lean

GROUND CHUCK
U S Choice

SHOULDER ROAST

$289

It)

Country Style

SPARE RIBS
Grade A Frying

CARROTS

CHICKEN LEGS
A Frying

CHICKEN THIGHS

$298

BBQ CHICKEN

II)

4

pkgs.

BBQ BEANS

10th. Red

Owens Best Oven Baked

POTATOES

TURKEY BREAST

429

II) $

• pt.

$ 1 19

This Annual Event Lasts 10 Days Only.

NATIONAL
Se sure to use the American Express. MasterCard, VISA
or your True Value Charge Card at perecipsting stores

are proud to
bring you in part

coverime of the
1988
Olympic Games

HIGH-Him6
Flat Latex
Wall Paint
Gallon

4.99

•

Aosta aging saws tromow *On sow/ soil
inadme•Moen. smooth hobs

.
RACK&
DECKER

scams** Pao,
Ponat dolman
sirmonattp* wit/Moss
keeps Has tat on COWS. tor
15.1 accurst* &films

12

Flat Latex Wall Paint dries

11-Pc. Drill Bit Set driiis 4

quickly. cleans easily For walls.
ceilings Colors. white •

times taster, lasts 7 times longer!
Popular sizes ,a3SC

Ed:a:TR/PAK

• CouDon
SAVINGS COUPON

expirattOr. datt pOlttitrI In store

• '88 HARDWARE WEEK el

Tubes not incl

Garden Tools. Choose a round point dirt shovel welded bow rake
with 14 curved teeth or a generalpurpose garden hoe

8.88

40-Watt 48-In. 2-Lite Fluorescent Shop Lite has lowenergy ballast for cost-efficient
lighting

• FREE ,
Door Locks. Choose Tylo
entry lock with dead-latch or
1 -in single-cylinder deadlock
r
•
for extra security

nt,00n 7CIS

111

Simple Green all-purpose•
cleaner removes grease,
• grime 1 oz
I CrAtai
•—•••

limit one coupon
Der customer

11

11.••••....111

SEE THE BACK COVER FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST Tulkidat HARDWARE STORE

815.001
Go both
plebes tor
174.

11

bon
W/c

Master
PitIUMC

MTV* 111/04100C WIMP /OCR
NMIiliacTIOP.rot r•

Professional Quality from

29.99A)

34-In. VariableSpeed Reversible
Drill has 0-2,500 rpm in forward
14 57
,752 5
& reverse 3 amp hal14060

42.99 3L),V/

7¼ -In. Circular

56.95C)

Variable-Speed

Rotary Power Tool

Kit delivers 5,000-30.000 rpm
Ind accessories .543,50 R 124 4

42.99D)

Vs-Sheet Orbital
Sander otters 10,000

Cordless Screwriver has
c)
driver
torque gearing, forward/reverse
a 4,
6113,
speeds, charger kiiMe2'
Cordless
F)

15.99
3,99
5

motor delivers up to 4,000 opm All ball bearings, dust bag
S TI
R 57,745
rpm of power. 1.4/40550
114141157C

Drill/Screwdriver

incl charging stand and bit stand
R81111411
Reversible muss^

Hand and Power Toots

38ig G) W-HP Variable
Speed Jigsaw
boasts 0-3,200 spm, locking
11 571717 5
trigger, more .441640
ln. Belti
H) 3x 18w-riooh
Sander
min belt speed, ball and needle
S3
srirri
bearings. 34 HP

49,11,

119.99

3-Drawer Roller Cabinet has 4 casters. 21w brakes Draw
ers lock 265? x32 x 18 in

r.03.0k. p

69.99

5-Drawer Tool Chest has
a lockable storage area, hemmed
$14 rvi
edges 26 x 13 x 13v2 in POOSIO4

5.1

64

.99 70-Pc. als-in. Drive SAE & Metric Socket Set Ind
sockets, quick-release ratchets, extensions, universal pint, flex handle.
spinner, sliding tee, combination wrenches and more. aro

21.99

16-Pc. Screwdriver
Set incl aset'd slotted. Phillips
and Torx•-tip blades ...4

R 418850

9

.996-Pc.SAE CcinblInslion
Wrench Set w/pouch. wan m lam a
Metric Set. 440401.11 onus• 7.99.

Kit Ind
dleiXisable cylinder, positive shut
a .0? 1144
oh valve. tit) oaaa-ee

BIM

3-4n. Urs• Level is readable from all sides. ay. 0MM; 1/

39.99

3-1n-1
SOdiet Set combines
1
2--in
e-Irt. set. ei 14-pc./
14-pc. n-in set. so,

45-Pc.
a li-pc
set and
•win,

11.911

17-Pc. /
1
4-1n. Drive
Socket Sort w/aockets, extensions. quiCk-release ratchet and
spinner handle .1/

time

Vac Ind hoses, extension wands,
nozzles, squeegee insert, easya avow 1
rolling casters Immos

b.
3/
1
2-Lb. Single-Bit t
Wood-Splitting Maul or 8-Lb
Double-Paced Sledge Hemmer.
Steel heeds oriownisms.worti

3

.49 Mitre Box for accurate
4ry
fixed-angle cutting mom

tatei
able

19

.99 Cordless Glue Gun
bonds most porous materials
666714 S
WichargIng stand. room.

3

.7912-1n. Combination
Square w/scriber head, steel
MUD
blade, level vial. OM

Varleble-Speed
Reversing Hammer Drill offers
P S74079 S
0-2,600 rpm 4.2s

49.99

POW*
s.

TOOLs

714-In. Circular Saw
incl. a coupon for a FREE blade.
All ball bearing 2%/ii HP. 9260P 91210S9

49.99

Pows•

OOLS

Vari-Orbit Jigsaw w/
0-3,200 spm, assist knob, locking trigger. V5 HP 4396

Pier Cabies Draw

12.49

16-Oz. Curved-Claw
Hammer of forged steel w/leather-grip handle
p Imre 4

iest has
hemmed

6
99

.99 8-In. Face Shield is adxi mums
justable h....iishief

4 Earplugs made of soft, air9 402994.9
filled vinyl Pair. Sad 100

1.99

96

II

P 112 71P5

accurate

MIMS n 4404

4-in. Speedy Vise rotates a full 3600 w/micro-adjustneaosie6
able handle rainope•

8.9910-In.
cast-Iron housing, full-ping
hook jaw Ruggedt S144
9 SJ,112 I

Adjustable
Wrench is drop-forged, poilshed
and chrome plated. las *Ines's

.99 19-in. Hip-Roof Toolbox w/tote tray, 3 compartments,
drawbolt. All steel. wan ReIO44

12.99

Your choice
Tape Rules. Choose
50-ft x3
/
4-in w/poly case. or 25ft. x 1-in. toggle-lock mumvii4r, P 6

6-In Thin Noea P1
of hardened, tempered steel w
corniOrtable vinyl grip. pl,is

'
rel Is read

8

Heavy-Duty Staple
Gun wirefill window, open cnennel jam clearance i."000 P4.2 WI

5

.49 2-Pc. Locking Mars
Set comes with 61i-in regular,
7-in. needle-nose veer kuswor

4

.4925611. Measurbig Time
Waffle. return, positive-locking
Nature, 1-in blade crmai Amite.

3.29

Your choice
Cutting Pliers in a
choice of 7-in. diagonal, S-in
long nose or 7-in, linesman
styles Tempered.:mann

4

r=isKARs-

ERNE'

Rope I maw
on 20-& else

14742.01,C)

and Imp,

10.99

5881
Heavy-I

19h-impact Plastic
Too4box comes with
a handy 5-compartment tote tray

Hand 'II stores its own
Sig
bits' Enclosed
a highmetal gears Se850

w

n

14.88
Repair .3 Project VHS
Your choice

Videotape for plumbing
or electrical work 261S,6205, 5

ORTHO

Pair
1,18°
4
.89 8x10-Ft. Poly-Coated
Men's Cotton Canvas Chore
Woven Thirp_ mew
ia••••
Gloves- Large **cot

2.101
pieces

S I.S*18

2.119Pair
safety cuffs .20c

6.99
10x12 Pt. *0•212 • 24.14,o
10x20 Ft ?two* maw,,
11.99
15-in. Tarp Strap With Hooks for
894
above wan • es:ow so
109
SOK wrie • *taw, so

/

vr
,

fill

a

8•88
Keyed !
tor woo

41iA

"•

'"
Covto.
STORAGE Ma

Working lonipt0•
0000,00wwies

44.44
2.99.
50-Pk. 13-Gal. or 40-Pk 26-Gal
Wash Bags. rv•I tows° -4.4•
40-Pk. 33-6a1.c 10•64
3.99

Iron Duke'Work Gloves of a new
nonwoven material Snug knit
•WNW tri2
wrist Large.see

8.88

Banana Bags! 5-plc 36x60-in
4-pk 40x72-in , 3-pk 45x96-in,
or 2-pk. 60x108-in csev4oeveo c 12

21.88
/linden

King-Slze Workman's Lunch Box
comes with a quart bottle 13Lx
Hx5Y2 W in. S4.30
II MON

All-Steel Vacuum
Bottle holds a full
quart and has an
easy pour-through
stopper ewer.a so MS

,,16-Ft. Aluminum
Extension Ladder w/fixed lock
13-ft work length 0T4.2
20 Ft. (17 Ft )Dt130-7 •....2012 , 69.99
86.99
24 Ft. (21 Ft.) 0..24-2
28 Ft.(25 Ft )01126 2 P17N 109.99

7-In. Gat

via./10
"

/
2-In S
81
Pull. v,

.49
Thermos• Quart
Bottle with Flip 'N
Pour"' stoPP•r for
one-handed pouring.
300480•

36x 36-1
Kit. cow
343.63 It

•

.9

2102-Gal. Galvanized Gas Can wi
7-111. flexible spout op>, 02,17,1F.

6
.88 High-Pressure Tire Pump
for inflating air shocks, bike tires,
etc. 22-in. hose 14211
5-Shelf Steel Storage Unit with
sturdy side and back braces. 12Dx
wows
30Wx6OH in. 3012

G 202710 ,2

.88 High-Volume Tire Pump
8
quickly fills car and trailer tires,
sports balls, etc .475

1W2 732 .2

3.4c

Simple(

depress
24 O.Q

•

14.99

OWIMP40.511,1

Pressure Washer hooks to your
hose, cleans cars, second-floor
windows W/suds nen
o &sow

129.

Ounces
WD-40* stops squeaks, loosens
rusty parts 40wIs
n non.roo

5.99

ArmorAll• liyin Peck incl cleanmum re
er and protectant tV1.70

2.4i

Laundry
Heavy-di
Gal.

JP.*

2.88
Heavy-Duty Pneumatic Storm DOOf CIOSOf tor OLitSwing
mg wood and metal doors Adjusts for the season

Swing-Bar Door Guard.

Keyed Patio Door Deedlock. Jimmyproof. Mtn 5

11
/
2-In. Laminated Padlock. 2 keys.

Keyed Storm Door Lock
for wood. metal. •.4.3.x.,

Brass plated

5214 '11 5

&99E
5-In. Solid-Brass House
Numbers. 30-9

105I

.5

I611 lesellse
essehesee

minum
KI lock
69.99
• 86.99
109.99

139.99

1/3-HP Garage Door.Op•ner boasts
heavy-duty chain drive and a solid steel T-rail for extra
dependability The transmitter, with 6,561 codes, the wall
control panel and the light delay add security. 250-rv H457/62,

7-In. Gate T-Hinges. 2-pk
7.88
S
11141 .
8/
1
2-In. Satin Black Gate
2.77
Pull. Y3 14 ?rem s

24 x 78-In. Fiberglass
Screen provides longlasting durability 04 MIMES

-.1811
%Seim

Laundry Delercent.
clean

.ir
,
3 env

Heavy-duty
,.
Gal.

wipse
4.29

iY

Galvanized Steel Rural
Mailbox is 1834 in Whlin
brown or black ,

Concentrated All-Purpose
En Fe
1.49
Cleaner. Of. ocii
Gel. ccii wen ris
5.68
Spray Cleaner. Of. samara 1.38

C) Heritage Antique-Brass Lockset. .* 5 H 561358 6 14.88
ID) Matching Single-Cylinder Deadbolt. SD-5 H 551440 6 8.88

138.88 sgt-LA-4-4

5,99 goo

36x 36-in. Screen Frame
14 WIWI
Kit. 116101
36 x 83 In. .1111437411
7.88

,
Locksets combine latches that fit 250e and "-in backsets
with the reliability you expect from locks made in the U S.A
7.88
A) Tempo Polished-Brass Lockset. FE 3 H 561242 6
B) Matching Single-Cylinder Deadbott. SID-3 Fl 5613256 7.88

Barn-Style Curbside Mailbox looks weathered' 2"

in long

Keepsater Security System protects your home without wires-- install it yourself' With 2 transmitters. Fl 107 H 625277 4
Sensor Set for extra door or window i 10F u6211343 12 4.88

Coupon expiration (tete posted in store

Coupon expiration dote posted in store

Coupon exporeloon date onsted in MOIP

SAVINGS COUPON
88 HARDWARE WEEK

SAVINGS COUPON
88,HARDWARE WEEK

SAVINGS COUPON
88 HARDWARE WEEK

8r with coupon
without coupon 1.39
Heavy-Duty Spray Cleaner
works hard on hard surfaces
F 420042 F4
Gallon refill SC1

0

Handy Hooks' Assortment
has 25 hooks for 141 and -in
perforated board. nal2S 04 491%3 25

Ammoniated Warn Cleaner. •
II C.tiltiatdifl) Limo one coupon
CteWiDe Limit one coupon
98*
OMSK oce opolume
----" per customer
per customer
Gel..011 K ill tr7
111111i.
11...11111.111111.1111.11IIBIIIIIIMINEHM.
.
1 1..

99c

with coupon
without coupon 1 99

3-In. Genuine Arkansas Whetstone for the sharpest cutting
edge going misysi

11.8

Recess
adds a
watt W1

Decorative Glass Lighting
A)44Ught WWI Fixture features white glass and an aftrac
bye white finish. 5if2Lx24WxSW irk 75 Watt& two= 14.86
B) 2-Light %Val Fixture features white glass and finish
8.86
51 x 13W x 5vp H in 75 watts f WOW t
C)2-Light WINN Ridure with white or clear sunburst glass
41,2L x 11115W x614H in. 60 watts E 113307
7.86

A) Sews
Into 3-w
B) Plug
way ligh

60-Ft. Indoor/Outdoor
Extension Cord gives you
extra reachf 16/3 f Mill•

3.88

12

.883-Light Antique-erase Finish Strip Fixture
gives rooms a new look! WM free bulbs Iv= g seams•

Your choice
Lamp Sensor/Outdoor
Light Control or Socket
I6
Dinuner. etrAcdosoc

Cordless Plug-In Tinier
automatically controls
lights, appliances f in.aro if

A) Singl
8 & C)4
or 4x2D) 4-In.

tod
Os
ot
"

2
brown. 2414111.417,

f

.49Full-Range Rotary
Dimmer lets you control
room lighting

ror

Triple Grounding
Tap turns 1 outlet into 31
Brown Or Ivory 214/107/12SCO F

SOW bl
tOC1

4.

Ot

N*1

Current Tap with
1 le
- ""1113
pull chain and 2 side taps
Brown Or ivory 2•4491,5111 F rvo

Non-Me
Cable br
With grot

1.49'Porcelain

Lamp
Holder with convenient pull
chain installs easily f T44 OM SO

3-R.Power Center
Extension Cord has 3-wire.
f ?IN fiff.
3-outlet design

1199

Slide Dimmer
with built-In locator light.
Easy sliding action. F 6$1011

9

.99 Safety Outlet
guards against hazardous
ground-fault current. emu,

No14411011
Cable wit
oor

PIP(

1

.

DEHUMIDIFIERS

139.99
Recessed Round Light Fixture
adds a contemporary look -75
watt White .
71 in SMXIP "OM

15-Pt. Dehumidifier removes moistut e
to help eliminate mold, mildew, etc Auto.
shutoff, on/off toggle switch CD4.146052

,..,11) Surface-Mounted 100-Amp
interchangeable Load Center
with breaker installed 414164
200 Ainp..o.ri
129.99

whoh with
handle!
110111111"

• Ru

O▪ utdoor
✓ Socket
I.

rounding
at into 31

I7 VI

A) Screw-in Dimmer converts
Into 3-way bulb
um 8.88
Dimmer provides 3B)
way lighting SIM 47447''
9.99

xsri

Outlet
azardou

flt. I SIPSP 1

El) 14s. kterchangembla Single..
Pole Circuit Breaks" in 15, 20 or
30 amp. smsnawrrid
•

A) 100-Amp Load Center with
main breaker installed Flush mount s., res
89.99
B) 100-Amp Mai; Lug SurfaceMount Load Center With Cover.
14.99
6 spaces € ,AI•30
C)Single-Pole Non-Interchangeable Circuit Brooker in 15, 20 or
30 amps. •041020031110,
1108STS E 4
5.99

42-in. 3-Speed Reversible Ceding Fan .1.4th
Looks greet in any room! Brown or while.

cal Boxes(

Single-Gang Box. 3 for 87e
& C)4-in. Octagon Ceiling Box
or 4 x 2-in. Handy Box. 89e Each
D) 4-In. Electrical Sox
89e

E & fl 4-In. Octagon Box or 2/
1
4In. Electrical Switch Box.89e Ea.
G) Calling Box. OID4 (siesee rs 94e
H) Avo-Gang Switch Box. 994

Home Air Conditioner
Recharge Kit includes 15-oz can
of freon, more ION
0 SU 1511 1
Freon. 15 OZ. 1224 a WOW
3.49

Whole Horne Surge Protector
protects all outlets in the entire
house. MINOR
E
iS2 4

Non-Metallic 12/2 Sheathed
Cabe,for many electrical projects
With ground wire ism
r ?roils

expiration date

II
•

i-intr.,1 n

store

Coupon expiration date posted

SAVINGS COUPON

59'-....„,thoutucopounpon

▪ 99'

38-in. On-Well" Multi-Outlet Strip
gives you a quick and easy way
to add 5 extra outlets Ideal for
your workshop, kitchen or behind
the entertainment center gels*,

store

88 HARDWARE WEEK'88 HARDWARE WEEK

•

kkPOWEItatATE
has 4000 watts to handle tough
jobs With circuit breaker protection, 8-HP Tecumseh engine, mini
carrier for portability S74000 ming I

in

SAVINGS COUPON

without
coupon 1 39
994t
w"coupon
II Extension Cord Holder holds
2-Pk. Night Lamps. Choose
I 150 ft of cord Includes con- • clear or white lamps to light your
I venient handle CF4140
F IQ? SS3
I path 4 watts. .07574,7so
F 70

•.C?:_/1"1

.347.61)1

•

Limrt one coupon
Per customer

•

111
Mitzi

Fl
pmt
*1

19.99 Power Command Remote Control Light System

turns on
lamps With plug-in receiver. key-nng trans10.9)
1,
mitter and belts
16.99
Plug-In Receiver. onn 9A•10 •
19.99
Scrow-in Receiver. tall? f 39,019.
8.86
Key Chain Transmitter. .asis f 510 OGG

399.9

175-Watt Mercury Vapor
Yard Light provides blue-white
light Covers 16.000 SCI

ft

f P10.38C

Includes Coupon tor FREE Outmode Siren A 599 99 retail •ague.

Professional Home Security System

protects 6 entry points and alerts the command center of window.
3123420
door movement. No special wiring needed' 9,05
129.99
,̀ nso.
Automatic Dialer For Help.
19.99
Entry Sensor for Doors & Windows. 9,02 198950
4.99
Sensor Switch for Windows. Pr 9,10 ,5 303540 9)

Motion Detector Light Kit

Outdoor Security Switch

protects your family, belongings
924
f
Ind lamp holders

senses motion, turns light on
iWO ft
180' coverage c

4-Light Tier Light Set

with
50-ft. low-voltage cable transformer and timer

12„gg
False Alarm Silencer
Smoke Alarm has silencer
button, batt

11,35112

Smoke & Fire Detector ha
a test switch, dual chamber
mess
zation sensor 9V batt

Double-System' Smoke &
Fire Detector has two sensors.
test buttons, 9V ban %.,424

Home' Fire Extinguisher
for most household fires IJL rated
1-A 10-B
40820

Door Chime Kit with transformer, 2 push buttons and
mounting hardware CA2020 F 641

1111111
/%0%

The Name Says It AII

99

A) 3-Pk. Inside Frosted
'
Bulbs. Choose 40. 60. 75 or 100W

, IMAM A,
00
,
5160113

0,FAO

1.09
3

B) 50/100/150-Watt 3panes's,
Way Bulb. Versatile'

.66 C) 22-Watt Fluoreiscent
Ring. 8 in. Economical F 4094414 r2
4.49
32 Watt. e •09412

1
2
1.49 n

.09 D) 40-Watt Fluorescent
"0442 910
Lamp. 48 in

.99E)75 or 150W PAR Floodlight 7,011110007092
Light Bulb in 25. 40
ot 60 watt. Choose clear or whits.
24
,
1009/01,916
,
9016.12

79

II FS

G) 40-Watt Appliance
'
see
Bulb. Clear, frosted. minim

The Energy Savers
3-Way Miser'&slb saves energy
1.59
.row
9-Watt Thin Fluorescent nibs
9.99
4040011
FiNFT911,922
4-Pk. Miser' Bulbs in 55, 70 or
1.99
95W. esfraw.vviii ewe
C0930 c
,

40-Watt Mbar'Ruoreecent Light
saves energy In the kitchen, work2.29
shop f4n99,09 f 014119 rf
Cool White Fluorescent Light.
Choose 15 or 20 watt tubes
rialesofitron Ire Your choice 3.29

Willard Scott says the
outlook is green and
growing with

/19.99

rk:7—
;
y Vapor
Nue-wnite

ft

Your choice

Broadcast Spreader or Drop Spreader. Both
feature handle-mounted flow control for clog-free operation. Durable poly hopper resists rust for years of use. The
large capacity lets you finish jobs quickly. Handy for fertilizer, seed and more. Firm-grip handle and smooth-rolling wheels provide easy maneuverability '2 29E2 42385,8

r 216 18C •

Plan on a healthy lawn!

19.99

11.88

Hosamoblie" Cart holds
4-in I.D hose (not incl.). Fold1
up to 200 ft_ of/
L Wen
down handle for easy storage

Lawn Food W/
Crabgrass Control stops weeds
before they emerge

Set with
Die transE

25 3 2

.535088'

5.88

Lawn Food has
time-released nitrogen.for quick
greening 5.000 sq ft 28-4.8 L 535013 I

Reliable lawn grooming
- by5e71-

er

Rotary Mower

oth trar,
tons and
POPO

I 260644

is the perfect size for small lawns
or trimming around buildings
\
\ or greenery. One-piece steel
deck, 6.5-in, high -impact
wheels, kink & rust-resistant
control cables, manual height
adjustment, folding handle
for easy storage in the off
z 462288 ,
‘ season n

Gal Sprayer has a
twee, adjustabie 18-tn. tLNISSA

Mb,extra reach. Ai
If If*
•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••11••••••••
%0%"""i%ok""0%,%""""""ow%,%""/%0%"•%#%""""""",%""""""0

50-Ft. Reinforced
4-in. ID
1
construction,/

Iriprop/11111-..-.

••••••
IINIOAL
,
mit Light
len. work 2.29
ot
ft tubes
dice 3.29

Tru• Flex' 22-Tine Lawn
flake has a ,iipatiiia poly heed
with ramrod ate.linwi for ganarel
jOba. MOO, 9,

I

,
.raking

Impact. Oscillating or
Sprinkler tor uniform co
of your lawn. All w/rugged pis*.
tic: housing •wmarttirrne?
I. ant

is fast-growing for
patching worn WAS*
And bare spots

t

II*

•If
•
•
•If If If• •If If•If•
If•

Kink and rust.
esistant
controi catres

3.5=HP 22-Inoh Rotary Mower
Easily handles large lawns The one-piece
steel deck rides on steel wheels with LubaII
bearings and 8-in tires
'

Be sure to

use your True Value Charge Card. MasterCard
VISA or the American Eipress Card at participating stores'

199.88
Species rear
undordeck 041111.
adds strength ,

129.88

3.5-HP 22-Inch
Self-Propelled
Front-Wheel Cog Drive

,
1 5-04
,
Briggs it Strarror
engsne
Sturdy chromeo
handle bolds
for storage
1-p,ece heavy gauge steei decor

Kink and rust
resistant
control cables

3-HP 20-Inch
Rotary Mower
Performance at an economical price' Features
• rear underdeck baffle for
better grass discharge
QUick-starting Briggs 8
\ Stratton engine provides
-,
dependable power 1. piece steel deck Handle folds
•

This mower is extra wide for cutSing
big lawns down to size fast' With
'front-wheel cog drive for maneuverability, height adjusters, easy
rolling 8-in wheels Handle
folds for storage is
SS3CISS

3 5-HP
Briggs,5 Stratton
engine

Austemberecl
high-lift blade

5-oosition
leverutctron
height sdpusters

Front cog wheel drive
for easier handling
and maneuverability

5-position wver-acnon
height so:flusters

2leBT
Engle
viarrantl

Lawn hief Mowers are designed and
built to high-quality standards at our own
modern facilities in Harvard, Illinois

3.5-HP 20-Inch

Rotary Mower
Loaded with features, like a reliable Tecumseh engine with 2-year warranty Special under-deck baffle
and saddle-type blade stabilizer/adapter provide
smooth mowing Handle folds for storage. si 5142S/

•

Mower MOW 04 ig
rto at chime.0sr*
24yots LIPMI
osQf
Controi Prtsy
too I mous re
5.99
01 8 oz. wool.*
.oe I 100WU I% 1.99
Alt
lbste-Up tar for a smoothrunning Briggs 8, Stratton
engine. z 330rei ,i3
2.99
Spark Plug. «mos.'0 1.29
Muffbw. tzissszas z s
1.70
Offset Plastic Wheel in 6,
7 8-/n sizes From 2.79
Arpt Made in 20, 21, 22
In sizes wow:z ROM 5.99
Power Rake fits most
mowers to clean /eaves,
grass 'pp* *ow tf 4.88

•
IP •

erCard
g stores'

-PerformancePlus-;
Self-Propelled Rear Bagging
Lawn Mowers

ver

an eco'eatures
)affle for
;charge
Boggs &
provides
ower 1ck Han -

399.884F:aP;

Bagger

• Hoary cushion-grip handle shaped for easy mkno(1venrig. Paid, to stone
• aler-On, easy-off rear beg Postures a rigid plasttc
Hip-top and frame Ourabie cloth beg fills full. easy
bagging clean up
• Heery-gauge clear teutdow permits
chociong grmss torsi n beg.
• Discharge sysksm quickly and
easily converts mower from rear
bagger to muichor (Optional
sdisc/tame chute
available)
• 4-HP Eirrggs a
Stratton /Asz-Style
engine with grocter
Duel capacity
• Si,., whelks
with Luball
bearings and
8-in sem,
pneumatic
tares

499

12-HP 39-In. Lawn Tractor

with synchro-balanced Briggs
& Stratton industrial/commercial engine, electric start, heavy-duty
transaxle featuring inline shift for 5 forward speeds, 1 reverse 2-gal
easy-fill gas tank, extra bright headlights 2
199.88
Rear-Mounted Grass Catcher. 39 .5 .6.133. •

wer
ort
a
it;
g-S
gt nic
gc
BEale

188 21

is lid(

988.00

-In.Rea

clip
24.88

633.88

5-HP 25-In. Rear Engine Riding Mower offers
recoil start with Magnetron electronic ignition for fast
starts Geared steering for easy maneuverability Blade
t54511 t
adjusts for 8 cutting heights. 543

t si

1399.00
14-HP 45-In. Lawn Tractor features electric start
Briggs & Stratton industnallcommercial engine Precise
adjustable sector and pinion steering provide effortless
maneuverability and close trimming.

1.99

mooth
>tratton
2.99
1.29
1.79
el In 6,
Fri 2.79
21, 22rn 599
moat
leaves
4.88

A kin, a key and the reliable Briggs
Stratton Mat-Style engine Is
running and ready to go
R Discharge system quickly and
easily converts mower front roar
bagger to a side diecitailie 1110111Off
Of to a mulching mower
Rigid plastic flip-top cover over
romovabie 2-bushel doer beg that
fills full for easy bogging clean up

0. Sea-propelled system uses cam
bineflon of eary-access bee and
is o rear often
2apood goer
E An easy flip-of-thit-ovist, single
hand.", &Ousts cutting height id
all four ohetth—fo 7 different rut
ring heights.
r (1ass Swig in beg can he easily
checked through hoary gauge
clear window

11 I soldsagatately

Super Crank" 12-Volt
Lawn Doctor Batt for fast
trim
siartc ram ra ammo
Riding Mower Raft 1799

Broadcast Spro•der with automatic
t 111
flow, poly hopper ROT 60111.,

L4

The pAac
Green

88.88

Electric Weeder-Cultivator
features twin spring steel •
blades to cut weeds and
aerate soil in 1 step. Also
mixes fertilizer irito soil, cuts
sod. Self-cleaning, nonclogging blades. 7,ci L564064.

EE
Pru
in& Ailid

33.88

rolescooni) Tree Pr un
ration-S4

prom Subs.
Ism&kto 12 P

6.49

2441millsistLaminasw/con- •
tinuOus tins construction for full
contact Ram's horn spring for
sm.vs

ii
nee Shrub Rake gets under
lances,flowers whn con nuous spring steel tines, 4-fl
handle

381
E
°tiers cic
mount, I
direcbo

Pruner with Tottort7:6°
4-line Spading Fork.
,31/141 6
Garden Sped&
L 12431 3

41111.1"

sbam-custoonoci
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10 x 9-F1
in a low
Teflon"
protecti
11510N :
10 x 14 1

L5

Tillers known for exceptional
performance and durability!
3-HP Tiller with Chain Drive
and Folding Handle
Is compact to store, easy to transport, and
features the power of adjustable 10-in
slasher tines, a heavy-duty chain drive
a Briggs 8. Stratton engine and a convenient adjustable drag bar to control
tilling depth So put it to work cultivating, digging and leveling your'
garden;

Me •

47

REF.14
HUMB

218.88
Elecitric Hedge Trimmer,
altarsdouble-edged blades.:1111
around hands tor culling in
Mins S
direction. lig.

22cc Gas Trimmer/Edger cuts a
15-in path 'no Tap-N-Go automatic line feed adjustable assist
300030•
handle

Electric Power Slower MO
N-Sec* Attsettmant maictis
of vard ciaantice WIPIassilli
Cie_ puma
---ul*1111

Powerful 3-HP
Briggs4 Stratton
engine

Charge it today
with

lO'i to 18-in
tilling width

Quick Credit
5-HP Tiller-14 to 25-In.
Working Widths
Has the strength of heavy-duty drive
chains, durable ball bearings and steel
idler pulleys, and the wheels can adjust
'
1495002
to 5 positions SY,

4.99 maw

8vx4n. By-Pass Hand Pruner ui
epee
tars soft vinyl grip. sis

Sturdy
console-type
handle

338.88
Heavy-duty
drive chains
Adiustable
depth stick
10-in high.
Impactwheels

7'M-tn. Anvil Pruner
*Seasons Lawn & Shrub Ridge
gliegak144,41 in.awe. ~ow

10-1
swabs

Ike also
Lasses

qv

••••••************•*****i

8 double-end
slasher tines
1J'7 -in diem.?.,

limo-0m~ 5 HP
BrPggs 4 Stratton
engine
Plow-type handle
is man-sized and
aasiiy ackustable

5-HP 18-In. Rear-Tine
Counter-Rotating Tiller
With Dub-L-Till Tines
Works with a fraction of the effort required
by front-tine models, and has self-propelled
e. plus special wheel
forward and rev
ratchets to make tVINInq
and maneuvering much
easier. GIPS
27532'

64
4.88

Sid* panels adjust
to contr.& avers/sill

owl
10 x 9-Ft. Madison Storage Building provides maximum storage space
in a low gable design Features sliding doors that open 56 in W on
Teflon* glides for smooth operation Dura-Shield provides corrosion
protection, ribbed vertical siding for extra durability. Int. dimensions'
saw°
2H in Earth tone color. woo
1
4D x 69/
/
4 W x 1033
/
1151
279.99
10x 14 Ft. Int. dim. 115,4W x 158% D x 69% H in. 1.0141014 sai

Adiustabb
13-in Dub-t. Till
bob lanes
cuthriste last
Care hilly calculated
ballast weight IISSUPIPS
maximum stability
working the hardest soil

18-in tractor-hig
pneumatic hres

Tines rotate in opposite direction from drive
wheels, increasing effectiveness Of tilting and
for more thorough pulverizing of the soil

at the roots:
764}Asidoreed Vinyl Hoes has
4-ply construction. 300-lb burst
I.D.
alningth.

60-Ft. Reinforced Vinyl Hose
stays flexible in all weather 'I-in
.16 MI 5
LC1.44iy danstruction

2 5.00
for

AS-Pure
for fine n
16 oz

1.99

5-Pk. Tree &

1. 4169S2 n2
Shrub Spikes. Dc.3
Evergreen Spikes with special
healthy nutrients. 5-pk. n001 *02 n2/0 n2

13

.97 Tree Spikes teed at the
roots with a special nutrient fori,s
mula. 20-pk. c

Fruit Tree Spikes for a sst'd types
_ 402 763 n2
of trees 5-pk '002
Rose Spikes make proper flower
feeding easy' 10-pk .002 n. 3S8112

Solid erase 'lb DripMOM v2
"Mat Pleads
Casual Gress Seed withstands
winter and summer stress_ For
sun and light abide. 1 lb. arms Lzs

with on/off lever

6.91

3

WeedSk
vents we
through.

All-Purpose Housefor
plant Spikes feed plants at the
L 402 CIS 4111
roots. 25-pk. 5021R
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deer-%
to 5 in o
ground

GREENSWEEP"
No mixing,
No measuring,
No guesswork!

(-man

9.88

GREENSWEW

Preemergent Crabgrass Contrel In MO-mix ready-to-spray
brut. Cowin 5,000 se. ft. 'tams

Fertilmi
indoor plants and patio gardenOng Allows good water penetranon. 10 (11 16001

VIM*

Feed
your garden
with health foods!

4,

Hand-Hold Whartybird Spreeder
applies fertilizer and grass seed
8 to 12-in patterns 9610 434637

All-Purpose Sprayer has nozzle
flog fine mist to iet stream patterns
1061141 T14
16 oz 711BCC

I Hose has
0-lb burst
I

Diazinon Granules kills homeinvading Pests and lawn insects.
Applies easily. 1 lb. ormii L 7329112 F72

-No Drip"
296043

Bulb Ranter with depth gauge for
digging, planting bulbs. Chrome
plated. 9x4 in TC-71
L 384941*

Cleer-Vu" Rain Gauge measures
to 5 in of rainfall Tapered end for
lb 99264 gi
ground mounting ITOS

rater Noax

Green Thumb Garden Gloves
with easy-grip fit. Small, medium,
large. r64111litlit
PV1

Weedinock Fabric Mulch pre
vents weeds, filters air and water
, 33, MO TO
through. 3x25 ft ice

Your choice
Rose Food Js formulated to provide all the nourishment needed for
luxurious foliage and a maximum number of blooms. 4 lb. 07400 L 638862 r,2
General-Purpose Plant Food provides a balanced fertilizer for a wide
639 387 r
range of plants Odorless_ Easy to use 4 lb 04.30
Vegetable Food is a specially prepared formula that's great for high
L 639369 r
yields and top-quality vegetables Odorless. 4 lb. 07460

got vuotosissitti
0-,

Outdoor & Garden Projects VHS
Videotape shows the basic steps
required to attain a more beautiful
outdoor setting like easy-to-do
paths, patios and walls Full color.
60 minutes sini,
6281446

***************************************111*********111

**•***IN******

•

4

Lb.Venni>
its and soil.
ied-starting
I

Plastic Sheeting in
.
your choice of clear or black.
vii
4 mil, 10)(25 ft. wows

1

.19 Mulch Film of 1.3 mil
YflO7Il
plastic 3X(") ft. 7419611

Protect your lawn and garden
against predators Tight mesh
on bottom keeps small animals
I. 1
out. Galvanized steel. 272010

Vinyl-Coated Fence Post is weatherproof Special construction adds
strength Bury 12 inches deep
36 In. ,fis7 16 1.39 48 In. tfIS2 411 1.69

This fencing made of rugged galvanized steel is quick and easy
to install Made with rugged 141 1
gauge wire 46018

48-In. 50-Ft. Diamond Gard FenciI
26.99
ing. Galvanized
Fence Post. Bury 12 inches
60 In. 412.80 2.99 72 In. 1832 72 3.49

The right prescription for a healthy lawn
A) Easy Green' Rotary Lawn Spreader
puts down a 30-in swath of fertilizer quickly
22.95
and accurately. 70147 now,
B) 23-0z. Lawn Repair Kit quickly fixes
3.49
bare lain" patches. i2464 L5631174c24
a
has
Builder"
Turf
Ft.
2,500-Sq.
C)
special fortnula for fast, deep greening that
11111274
lasts up to 2 months. 247.,

DI 5,000-Sq. Ft Turf Builder Plus Halts'
with* toughest crabgrass preventers and
deep-greening nitrogen tie2,500-Sq. Ft. Western Turf Builder Plus
Halts".(Not shown). 12201
E)5,000-Sq. Ft. Ttirf Builder' feeds your
lawn properly without danger of burning or
unwanted surge growth 21.10S,24'29

••••• aro
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The

Anywhere Garden "Planter Kit
lets you grow flowers/ vegetables
and herbs in any setting Incl
15 x 15 x 12-in gardening container,
special soil and guide )esc «GO's;31
Garden Trellis Accessory for
growing climbing plants in your
•%.), 64.99
Anywhere Garden xpss

-ontemporary Design
nters ,11 ariet'd COIOF R
794
writ
,4'n In.
1.39
6Yr In. mosovAriT *Pro
149
.114 In. a...4"..wr wim
3.99
,10102 In. WSJ:POW ere
!.• 184-ln. Redwood-Wok Patio
Planter. b47,41 a SMIO P. 3.99
4.99
24 In. sine irs snores Fr
Your choic•
•
(Not
Planter.
12-In.
Round
1,000-Sq. Ft Family' or Rey° Lawn
7V4
Shown.)
7.99
',Pe Oka
Seed. The Family* blend grows well in
sun or light shade Play* blend IN 1111.-OLVilalsri1ugl:enineset'd
,00101reAMPIR 111011111110, 1.49
children's wear & tear ,2006,,a

Lite Garden
the sun's energy
or convenience lighting
.
day
F 6,6.0•
adios at night. CH.47

?I‘

191
Ham

digits
paper

**,•****•••••111111.1111
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• Coupon expiration date ported in store
.• Coupon expirebon dole posted in store.
• SAVINGS COUPON

I SAVINGS COUPON

▪ 88 HARDWARE WEEK

• 88 HARDWARE WEEK

8.'1

with coupon
without coupon
5541 each
•
.
Excel Package Seed for
I growing a variety of popular
• flowers and vegetables

II 09C

with coupon
without coupon 1 99
• 10-In. Plastic Clay-Look Pot
• retains moisture and lasts for
SUMO
• years of use! rp42
Limit one coupon

•

Coupon expiration date posted in store

• SAVINGS COUPON
• 88 HARDWARE WEEK

•

Coupon expiration dale posted in store

• SAVINGS COUPON
• 88 HARDWARE WEEK

88C

.
I
Chrome-Plated Garden Wowel has a wooden handle and
I leather hang-tie sais

Your choice
with coupon
I 10-In. Hanging Plant Basket
• or 11 x21-In. Plant Tray.
White IMIV4,149P

with coupon
without coupon 2 39
• Steel Hose Hanger is easy
• to mount for keeping hoses
• tangle-free
I

•

Limit one coupon
per customer
•
.....10110.11.11.1111
Coupon fixDirat1on dete posted in store
•

• SAVINGS COUPON

88 HARDWARE WEEK

99'

with coupon
without coupon 2 49
▪ 8-02. Rapid-Gro' Plant Food
• provides a balanced, healthy
t '42411) r21
• plant diet

n
li

•
ag
Amiy)
Limit one coupon
per customer
-••••••••••-"Nr

light. 'I

19-Element TV Ante
Ar“.-,ott

Your choice
Standard Desk Phone has traditional good looks and pulse/tone
dialing 8S25A
*4 07902 4
Trendline' Desk/Wall Phone
with lighted dial, last number redial.
5 576475
9-ft coil cord 9225A
Citation Desk/Wall Phone offers pulsektone switch, adjustable
N 617910 6
volume. 202A •

Rescuer'Emergency System has a radio, lantern and
siren 12-ft car cord

Telephone Surge
protects telephone line and
equipment Fnr”
162053 ,2

FR

311 533 6

79.9
54.99
Pr.
Answering System 1310
Wireless 2-Channel inter-

Ara
Cordless Phone 4400 with

Electronic Table Phone has

com requires no wiring! For

pulse/tone dialing, intercom,twoway paging, more s•104
N sa4ssi 6

pulse/tone dialing, mute button,
last number redial. 54332 N 52209a 6

tabletop, wall 120V. aameo

4e—

e soon 1

riw
it a
it

1

has remote access, fast forward
ea IDS ON 6
call screening 50464

nti 7iutil/a&a,
Your choice
Alke
g line Bafteries are high quelity for power when you need it!
Choose handy 2-plc C or D or 1 9V
TV 140010 130010,51048

1.79
1.894-Plc AAA Alkaline Batts.

light w/kryPton bulb

•

High-Powered.

RS

mill sacnnoe

10,547

13.99

Power to last! rw.ons.

6-Volt Lantern Bat5 531 152 6.6

S"2

4-Pk. Alkaline AA Batts.
Long-lasting! rvi,orie.
s 523066 F 1 2

Hand-Held Printer has 10
digits, 2 symbols uses 1S' -in
sac, s
w
paper. Batt. incl FLOM

4.99 2 Pack

570465 ''2

RAIIOVAC*
1fli
Luma 2'" Flashlight
1
Ready-Lite- Reis waterproof. With krypton bulb,
chargeable Light w/swivel
s oleos
2 alkaline batts. moo
it ate /03
head, powerful beam.

2.39

Your choice
Heavy-Duty Batteries in economical Smart Pack
or D or 8 AA cells A powerful value! •C 4/13 6/5aa

Choose 6 C
sr;

Woddiorees Flashlight
4.99
offers bright beam w/krypton
bulb Batts. voiri

S 146219

•

'IL
Floating Halogen
Pocket Flip"' Light
3.88
1
12.88
Ute Yews"' Rashfits in your pocket. purse Swivel
Lantern shines brightly at over
light with Ultralife bans Provides
10-yr storage life ,A700

N 371 at)

12 miles 6V bett. incl moo

a0900

head, baits

1106117 12

10

Airllatite Your Plumbing

'amobVimask

Master

PLUMBER

r=7.2

Built to last
and save energy!
•
-

•

amila

•

.
,
ittgot
32.95
*12.11C

154.95
50-Galion Electric Water Heater
is a real energy saver! This efficient
heater features FoamlOck• insulation
and heat traps to reduce heat loss.
plus a tough triple-tested tank for
years of dependable service There's
also a strong incoloy heating eler
ment that's made to last

wastieriess

With P01)4.1P.

trawl II
38.95

MMUS

149.95Lp

2-fiendis Lavatory
Pop-Up features a weeherleas
design, extra handles.

4 -

flingis-Laver Kitchen Faucet with
F 4/1106
a washer-less design
38.115
WM SWOP. F WNW •

otIF

40-Galion Gas Water Heater is
built to save energy with its heavy
Thermo-Glas lining, Foamlock' insulation and factory installed heat
traps. Plus, the special vacation setting even saves energy whenever
you're away from home

44.95

Hi-Rise Kitchen Faucet with a
decorator design, extra handles.
• 31/041/0
Washerless 1,11 171)

5-Yeer Limited Warranty

I Rust Weir Mbar By.MOM if
Valve in head.
Filter. F 11/1311114 It 4.49
Filer.

n-•'--.i.ars71•Wk

L

41110

OOP

1 1

"mqvviALir
•••

129.95
241olion CopperCore"instant
Water Hager plugs right in for
hot water wherever it's needed It
operates on hours current features
full-foam Insulation and copper
, 1.11
construction (-2-4,3

4.1

1

"
,
-141111•11111111
.99
45-Pc. Plumbing Repair Kit with
a wide assortment of useful
r pig TrI•
washers and screws

Enan
instal
hinci

••••••••....
..••••••••••=1

•-•••...•••••••..

IN IN IN In II IS ON IN IN IN IN II

Opener is deal for your 1St
F 46944
drains 4.8

lb 3-in
C,nupon expwattOn

▪

data Oneliki in ltors

SAVINGS COUPON
88 HARDWARE WEEK

49

with coupon

•

Coupon expiration dote pooled in store

SAVINGS COUPON
'88 HARDWARE WEEK

9.99

11

with coupon

•
hoot coupon 14 95
I 19
111 Ventilator Fen is great for bathPlastic Basket Strainer is rust-.
• proof, not affected by hot water • rooms up to 45 sq ft Operates
M
quietly. Noss
r %ovum Flo
I Complete with lift
without COUpOn

•CT
Halic)
-.
lig

LiMr1 00111 COUCOOn

per wow.,

Limit ono coupon
Del
•• il• MB as
MI III MB MO INIUM NI

Single Laundry lib is rust-resistant, leakproof and has a strong
ribbed underbody imetaln
4-in. Faucet se.776 P5. 18.95

39.99 Ctrosiey 1.49
13-HP Waste Disposer features
continuous-feed operation.
Quick-lock mounting for easy
id WPM 1
installation COP

CPVC Webs Pipe ltibe measures
IMMO ioe
1/2 In x 10 ft. WOOS
111,1) 2.99
3/4 in. a 10 Ft my•10,

Karig'
posith

Supply Headquarters

Sump Pumps from

Tim-Yalu&

49

.95 A) 1/3-HP Pedestal Sump Pump has a
F 504563
heavy-duty overload protected motor. -Tvp71.4.1
Discharge Kit. 24 ft x 114 in . 56171 F 236457 8
5.99
B) 1/3-HP S
ou
verloardsible
switc
Shump 79cmp tsea,
n,
.95
electricityEmergency Sump
goesmpSyste:Fworks.
when
°
en the
rp
out.
D) Geyser Pump
tely submersible,
/
1
2 lbs 42306
pumps dry to 1/Eilsin.;

79
89.95
49.95

Oak & Polished Brass Bathroom Accaseones
A) 18-In. Towel Bar. osownFISI'113
B) Soap Dish. Snap-on tray. camps P POE 3
C) Towel Ring. Bugt to last mews ass ran 3
D) Paper Holder is elegant. 06006•0,ON PIO 3
E) Double Robe I400k. meows F 406 MIAS

15.95
7.95
13.95
11.95
7.95

Bathroom ACCOSS0605 are dura

Enameled-Wood Toilet Seat
installs easily with top mounted
hinges White finish
r310 NA 4

ble chrome-plated steel
A) 12-In. lbws)! Bar..5,70 7 44' 7‘2 4 3.49
18-11n. To
Bar.ono .47 *70 6 3.99
B) Tissue Holder. arose rev $ 2.99
C)2-Pp. Soap disit..s000 .vs 1.99

i-Mount Medicine Cabin rich honey oak frame
r scs•007
bic.5 in Kne

Meade Wet Seat has a marbleized look for a touch of class,and
It's easy to install. Colors. 310 ri

Bathroom Heater/Fen/Light delivers 70 cfm, has 2 motors and
470740
installs easil WS66

Tension Rod adjusts 40 to 60 in.
for your shower or closet Chrome
or brass finish $10841
FS
Wood-Gniin Rod.11100( PS32477.8.99

Magic' Bath Seal for tub and sink
edges Two 65-in strips Press in
lace SS 1/4/8",7180

F F8.4-1

4.88
your 114

'Toilatlex Plunger has the power
r MON F4
of a strong force cup

Anti-Siphon Tank
Repair Valve signals
water waste, stops
shutoff leaks,
squeaks, whistles
Noncorrosive Ad)
914-14 in 400A 211553

Rusher Fixer° Kit eliminates tank
F 700 SSD PO
outlet leaks Ns..

F 4111814 11

wasurea
«ow,

Ire .

219

5,89
Korlcr Flapper libnk Ball inures
F MPS II
positive seating 4N

•

Septic Tank hestment prevents
v 01/3167 12
clogging. Qt. as

8,49
Frostproof Lawn Faucet has allbrass construction wimp P MUG,Pd

plaskoiste Easy Wall

Kit

is constructed of high-impact copolymer
plastic that cleans up with a damp cloth. Its
8I
easy to install, too. n810-440
F S1N1,

Whit. Glue sets fast and strong, dries
clear 4 oz rt6276 P a37606 6
554
Woodworker's- Glue for porous and
nonporous wood.8 oz_ M690 P 4376736 1.11
5 Minute Epoxy in dual-syringe dispenser. 1 oz r61200 P37600
122

Rubber Silicone Caulk in clear
or white, or white bathtub and tile
P
Deal. lip 012/1121712

IS

5 Minute' Epoxy Gel is thick-won't sag
1,22
or drip. 1 oz. rem P43743'?.
Plastic Solder is both waterproof and
. 775
rustproof .5 oz rI926 P 446,5 ,7
Super Glue Pen adheres instantly and
accurately' 2 gr mays •••••••,2
88c

Exterior Spackling Paste for surfaces not subject to abnormal
P SV1117
contraction i2o.

Super Glue Gel hohis even leather.
wood, etc 2 gr TI62113 P •03103 V
774
Contact Cement tor Instant, permanent
bonds Pint. MOM 'rinse
2.33
2.77
Panel Adhesive. 29 oz •437 711 12
10.8 Oa. rinri-re Po/nate
811*

Wood Finish seals and stains in one easy step'
Choose from assorted colors. Qt ••
7.59
Pint Finish. es
5.39 Yt-Pint Finish. 7 74 3.49
5.69
Wood Filler for instant repairs 6 az
4.19
Wood Conditioner. Pint. pi4i1,04
4.89
Wood Hardener. 1/2 pt

Anchoring & Patching Cement
sets stronger than concrete in
lust an hour-won't shrink. 149117

Insulating Foam Sealant halts
air leaks around doors, windows
and pipes ••-.••••••.
P 6692
,

Quick Plug sets fast to repair
concrete, keep your basement
dry. 3 lbs. •••••I P NOMA•
2.33
Cowsrota Resurfacor for minor
damage 5 IIC78 141006 c. 24:11 724 12 1.77

3-In. Flexible Wall Scraper le
strong asso r 'assert
.
1.22
lYz-In. Flexible Putty Knife won't
rust. 74124 7 men*
88e

a
Onetime' Spackling is easy to
use -It won't crack, rie..• piston*

Your chOtolt
Clear Plastic Drop Cloth. 2-mil
9x12 or 1-mil 10x20 it IMMO

11111111111 WWWWWIIIMINWIMWWWWIN

•

•
• Wain Viiiii)HO7ie
• 88 HARDWARE WEEK

:77c

with coupon
...About coupon 1 39 to 1 99
II 10-Pk. Steel Wool Pads for
111 cleaning, polishing, smoothing.
• Choose from asst'd grades.•lo

•

1.33

Coupon sepustion date posted on store

SAVINGS COUPON
88 HARDWARE WEEK

77'

with coupon
without coupon 1 59
Retractable Razor Scraper
comes with 5 blades, ideal for
removing decals. um, Pass*.

.
ota
Limit one coupon
ZOIJigifaikt) Ltrnit one coupon
per customer
per customer
116.101.11.1.....MMOMMINIBEHNNININIE

ktRx to%
1.80xSi
Easy Mask" 2-In x 180-Ft. Masking Tape.
p7,1550
1.33
334 In. x 75 Ft ”444,

2 In. x 80 Yd. ,2.71,P P

4414

1.26

2

Extol
mala
retUr

Tormh0
•
7.99

Paint Remover Kit has
it all: remover, remover wash, plastic paint lifter and removing pads
VOW 6
for success! 30002

6

.99 Furniture Refinisher
Works on varnish without stripping
153235 E
wood 32 oz. 00,3

2

(
rr„_11U TES

.58 Overt
Kleenz-Em • Brush 8 Roller
Posner easily removes latex and
oil-base paint. J. ,

EZE)
easy step ,
759
5.r.• 3.49
iCG 01,11 5.69
4.49
4.69

2.78

9.99

Face Litt' brings a new
shine to tired wood Includes
cleanser, butting cream,finish and
SU 900
3 applicators 3c.o;

TRU TEST

Your choioa
Stripz-Em' Paint 8 Varnish
Remover in quart can or handy
14 5-oz net wt, spray. w.
a Pe

Overt
PlaintThinner is a top-quality formula. designed for top results!
sock up today ,0.32L
201033

1

.44 5-Pk. Nuisance Lever
Oust Masks are comfortable
relief from dust, powder, pollen.
Lightweight. ow

111111114011111

aim MOO

2.3340g.

st to repair
r basement
6
2.33
w for minor
0 201770 1.77

1.99

Extend Aerosol Rust Treatment
makes rust inert to prevent its
return Psi It 03S le
•610003

8 Oz
18 KT. Gold Plate Spray Paint
makes frames and decorative
items gleam! ms
NM 11

e551Eaich
Silicon. fi Sealantel Choose
white, painteble white, or clear
window and door formula or white
tub and tile weal Superior adhe,7
alon. 10.3 TI. oz. osozwizev,,,,

Silicon* If Sealant Tubes in your
Choice of white bathroom tub
It And tile sealant or clear house'hold glue end seal—both cure
•
:Quickly, 2.8 fl. oz. ormii

13 Oz.
Aerosol Wood Finish in your
choice of semi- or high-gloss..6
Ot. Semi- or high-gloss pF 4.88

Woodlife' Wood Preservative
protects against warping, splitting and swelling iP200031 ,

to your
A) Drain Cleaner
0 61,000
air compressor. DC COO
B)Power Par Va-HP Portable Alr
Compressor witools to paint,
clean, inflate. etc. Irma 0 1101000

C) Pewter Pal 4-HP TeakCompressor is also
Ifieunllad
a separate air tank and portable
air compressor thet delivers up
to 100 psi iirSOI

2-mii.
ft. IMMO P t•

110111g And
• MeV If
129
.70011 0

,

3.T9

One Touch' Silicone II Bath
room 'Rib and Ills Sealant dispenses neatly With Just a touch—
no clogs and no waste! White or
almond 32 II oz. wale

PAINT FACTOFIY-TO-YOU SAVINGS
r ..,- •
Over 6 DOC True Value Harerrare Store & ,
Centers Own 3Etticient Tru-Test Paint Sta., 1
Aerosor Factories 75 000 Gallon Derry Capeary

•-:„
"
a
••••'

Epoxy %way Providesagloss finish.
Durable formula
is stain resistant
In asst'd colors.

a

TR VEST

Spray Spt
Enamei
tat,

4,1
ono
Uough

high-gloss finish
on wood and
metal surfaces
Colors nr.r

Latex Gloss Enamel puts a bright
finish on interior and exterior
wood, metal Easy cleanup LI Otis

tAfeetherAll•
Hfgh-hfding
WeetherAll"
years Avail
WestherAll'
drying In

TRU TEST
All 3
E-Z Kare Finishes
Are Spatter-Resistant
For Neater Painting'
'Custom colors slightly higher

Gallon•

E-Z Kare'Latex Flat Finish dries
in minutes to leave a rich, lasting
coat on your walls, trim, ceiling.
Ready-mixed colors, white. ur Kr?

Gallon•
E-Z Kare' Latex Flat Enamel is
the low-sheen, scrubbable finish
that looks terrific in any ropm.
'Ready-mixed colors, white. EZ F7

TRU-TEST
Latex
Primer/Se

12.9

Galion•
E-Z Kare' Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel scrubs clean so it's perfect for high-traffic areas ReadyF2
mixed colors and white. EZS

A) 1W-in. Orel* Varnish Brush. oar ism o
Orel• Angular Sash Brush. 700/ IF 701$4? 17
B)
C)21/1-In. Orel Varnish & Enamel Brush col K 30015,•
IIS
D)3-in. Orel' Varnish & Enamel Brush. lion

1 22
2.44
2.99
3.33

TRu TEST

14.44

E2 Roller'
the roller co
time 4000.fir-

r, •
re*
••••• 1••• 14•••

Sti Latex

Ceiling84a Paint
while
'lleFrliOri Ms cost 1400
• tfries yr mindles
• FOES and OP MK OW,
-ma.elm...n.4 ••••••• or., •••••'

10.98..

1E4 Kate' Latex Primer/Sealer
Is a spatter-resistant undercoat
for walls and woodwork 111000$

7

.98Gallon
White Latex Ceiling Paint for a
smooth, lap-free finish Spatter
It WWI F
resistant (70w.

2.98

Gallon
Latex Redwood Stain enhances
wood and lets its natural texture
1 11
• • WU? ,
show through.

2.48

Your choice

X-0' Stain Primer/Sealer &Stain
Killer wipes out damage 12 5-oz
Kr.
net wt spray or pint mit

4 98

Gallons not avallablii
In parts of California

Quart
Polyurethane Varnish in gloss.
Satin or hand rubbed. VINVIIIIONN
03.11011. 01/101VOSS K rt
18.98

•
••••••••
••••••we..• •

cz. Poo,
"
I Pointe,

Gelkin
'Custom colors ellightly Weber
WeethorAll" Flat House Paint resists peeling, cracking and mildew
High-hiding coverage in ready-mixed colors, white
pi P2
Weatherkr Satin House Paint for a low-sheen look that lasts for
years. Available in reatjy-mixed colors, white SNP P PT
11.98* Gal.
WsirtherAll* Gloss House Paint beautifies and protects trim Fast
drying. In ready-mixed colors, white cow F./
13.98 Gal.

)right
erior
LI

141

14.44

1.22
2.44
2.99
3.33

able

gloas,
iselkatho
.18.ie

EZ Roller" heeds paint uirectly to
the roller cover to save precious
•oilli0711
time 4000.fR OOP

122

'MobilisePaintEdger m akes paint ing trim easyl ideal for use with
types of paints *dm
P 713
/2

A) Power Painter• puts out 85 watts
of power for all types of painting
P 9311133
W/attachments 7000C*
B) Itilaek-itNraps Applicator incl
3s0
P
a 60-yd roll NSPCC ,
C) Rand' Roller` eliminates roller
trays 22-in handle 216602C •61161140 6
I)) Power Roller' Plus has a pump
that moves paint to an 18-ft. hose
P 633917 ,
to the roller nye.
E)Power Stripper'easily removes
P 3.7S PPS ,
paint and varnish 0•1300,
F) Hot Scraper' features 2 heat
P1101000
settings, 2 blades 793011
G)Power Painter' has 2 patterns,
wide for large and narrow for next
P 63392S
to trim. 100 watts. 777011
H) Wesker/Scraper Kit
306.40 ,7

X Vowl
Panttet

sPir

3
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Aismoinuai
rtilit-rt/Elltititht Wet
Gloss Enamel brightens wood
and metal with protection.
Caiors, black or white. tr,
PA
2.511
Ya-PInt Enamel. To
PlittEnamai.ir
3.98

Latex Stain
Wand

Clump

Wien

Mil WWII

14.

**
•

1•14 106•01

.4460dyvicl colors
totrtg Of California

lid Color Uillex Stem lets wood texture
ow beneath the finish Available in
ready Mixed colors. sa
P

'IC/
:
i 61

"

Merits.Nem ransparrni al

esterirw/oil base

Stain and wood

Clear
"um'Preservative
and Sealer

Preservatilf
Tniagst

IIM•011104

2
el
l
8

Spray Enamel dries fast, is chip
resistant indoors or out Ideal
for wood or metal surfaces. xek

color

/if;*
•.4444v WA;

•

exterior/Aid

Clear Wood Preservative and Sealer protects exterior wood from moisture damage
Not available in parts of California. cv• c r7

*Custom colors slightly higher

ittg?

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO STORE
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE: 753-2571
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•no•pendently owned and operated retail store members some merchandise Insietrated may not be liffmedllitel,
•vailable on demand However any item that $ unavailable can be ordered in full carton by the member store trom
a regional warertOUS41 Many items in this circular come unassembled Individual stores ere not raegognyfbrio ye,
assembling merchandise unless stated This circular must be prepared months in lid fence of the actual diStrinu
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lawn Chile, Master Electrician Ma-ter Mechanic Master Plumber
Sneer Chriel I
,
u Illond True Veto. Tru
Guard Tru Test Jinn Value Bright are registered trademarks of Cotter &Company

Al•

;3M
Presspinfliace

has pall shell, silo-.
resistant 3-in steps,
Sat-Trecr shoes

—19101001

C
.

&

•

HI-Q
ENAMEL
4

ter 7.1,

6-Ft. Ladder

C.

/eV.

is doublebraced
•

3PA

9wS)

2.99

3.44

3-Pc. Painter's Set

Press-In-Place" Tub &
Sink Caulk is pre-shaped.

comes with 9-4n roller
frame, cover, and a paint
0 207571 6
tra . OUInva011

water-resistant and easy
P 402052 12
to use 17 ft. ,S9

HI-0' Spray Enamel
puts a tough, glossy finish
on wood, metal In colors
and white u

TruGuard

11111
/
4
4.46losb Ci.110

199.88

4110

1
4-HP Rear-Bagging Lawn Mower with fully
21-In. 3/
baffled deck,
blade 8-in wheels,5-position height
adjusters and large rear bag •744.11.
19.5
Side-Difrherge Chute Converter.
?SUITT,

/
1
4-HP Chain-Drive Garage Door Opener offer
solid-state electronics, auto safety reverse, timed
light delay and transmitter

34.88

Pronto 48-1n. Tree Lighting Kit
a aluminum
track, metal WO holders and haniware for quick Installation WhIte enamel Lk listed paw
14.421

